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Background:

Roadtunnels are bottlenecks of our Trans-European road network and therefore have to
be considered being a sensitive and fragile part of our infrastructure. In the aftermath of
the huge tunnel fires, which occurred between 1999 and 2001 in central Europe, billions
of Euros have been invested worldwide in the safety and the upgrading of these infrastructuraL elements. That is even truer in the EU, which has given itself a basic tunnel-safety
Level, based on the findings of these catastrophic accidents. ALL accepted safety systems
are now designed for a specific type of fire, which typically occurs in the course of such a
road tunnel accident: While the cars provide burnable solids - such as tires, interiors etc.
- gasoline or diesel are considered to be the main driving factors in terms of fire dynamics,
combustion and smoke propagation.
Due to ecological concerns and because of the finiteness of fossil fuels, the nowadays EU
tends more and more to a prohibition of fuel driven cars and to a propagation of new energy
carriers, such as battery driven cars, hydrogen driven cars, hybrids etc. As of now, it is
foreseen that by 2050 at Least 50% of the cars on our roads are non-fuel driven. This opens
up a lot of questions about the preparedness of our safety systems as well as our first
responders for such heterogeneous mixture and possible implications during a tunnel fire.

Task:

I

In the course of this thesis Miss Hermann has to develop and to analyze possible scenarios
for tunnel fire under the premise of a heterogeneous mixture of energy carriers. Therefore
she has to work on the following details.
Research, describe and analyze the thinkable and probable mobility concepts which
are currently foreseen and probable for the next 30 years
Research, describe and analyze the possible implications of tunnel fires with the
influence of these mobility concepts, especially in terms of toxic hazards, fire dynamics, smoke combustion and possible interferences of first responders (fire fighters)

Collate and analyze corresponding information from stakeholders, such as tunnel
safety officers or official bodies
CompiLe a scenario database that includes the aforementioned findings
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• Conduct a scenario-based risk analysis (qualitative) based on a typical german
safety Layout and a selected set of scenarios

The thesis wiLL be written with additional supervision from ITA-COSUF, especially with regard to the collation of information from stakehoLder-interview and underlying safety concepts. Miss Hermann therefore will also receive support from the international tunnel
safety community.
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Abstract
The issue of tunnel safety is paramount in any organisation, especially such organisations as
civil engineering companies and road associations, which have a focus on tunnel constructions
as well as tunnel safety officers or official bodies on operational safety of underground facilities.
Therefore I intend to aid in safety of tunnels by creating in a scenario database and scenariobased qualitative risk analysis that involve the new energy carriers, such as alternative fuels/drives of the automotive industry before another tunnel accident occurs. This scenario database
is not just a database with imaginary tunnel accidents; it is a fact-based database which also
refers to past fires under the effect of new energy carriers of motor vehicles, which until now
have only occurred in an open environment. In the course of this thesis I had to develop and to
analyse possible scenarios for tunnel fires under the premise heterogeneous mixture of energy
carriers. This mixture is related to the presence of different types of vehicle and the foreseen infrastructural improvements, as known as mobility concepts, in tunnels. Possible implications of
tunnel fires with these new alternative energy carriers and mobility concepts, especially in terms
of toxic hazards, fire dynamics, smoke combustion and possible interferences of first responders
like fire fighters, got involved into the scenario database and risk analyses. All findings should
show that these new innovations possibly trigger a tunnel fire. With these findings I intend to
demonstrate that the currently valid tunnel safety regulations for the EU need to be updated.
All approved safety systems are now designed for a specific type of fire like gasoline or diesel
fire which belong to the fire class of flammable liquids. Due to the evolution of mobility and
change in fuel strategy, other type of fires (gaseous fire, electric fire) may occur in tunnels, so
these safety systems have to be adapted or replaced. Preliminary findings show that all new
energy carriers can be a fire hazard and be hazardous to the health of the tunnel evacuees, but
there are differences. Such as differences in the concentration of released toxic gases after a
fuel combustion, or the likelihood of re-ignition after the extinguishing process such as is the
case with electric vehicles, the ignition of other through high heat radiation of a hydrogen fuel
cell fire etc. These new energy carriers also contribute to improving air quality by reduction of
pollutant emissions of vehicles as well as saving of resources used to produce fuels or ingredients, such as lithium for the battery packs of EVs. With a look into the future these factors can
be rated positively, but with the assumption that the use of alternative energy carriers and thus
the likelihood of new threats will increase, tunnel safety needs to be revised and redesigned.

xix

1 Introduction and Motivation
1.1 General introduction
Every day media, organisations, health organisation and environmentalists inform people about
the negative impacts of our environmental behaviour, which is fueled by high levels of finite
energy sourcing and production and excessive fuel consumption for individual vehicle mobility.
In addition to the scarcity of resources there are also the ever-increasing greenhouse gases.
Greenhouse gases are natural gases (carbon dioxide, methane and fluorinated gases) that are
present in controllable amounts in the earth’s atmosphere. As a result of the high volume of
traffic and the associated high fuel consumption, the concentration of these gases increases and
endangers the environment and humans. Likewise, these gases lead to the known global climate
change.
To relieve also the environment, predominantly tunnel constructions are built. The production
of underground cavities serves as a bypass which should improve the traffic flow and reduce
the risk potential for the environment and mankind on the earth’s surface. Besides these potential further risks include traffic congestion, noise and air pollution from the rising pollutant
emissions of motor vehicles. The increase in concentration can be explained by the combustion
process of fossil fuels.
The current vehicle stock states that vehicles with an internal combustion engine (ICE) for the
fossil fuels, diesel and gasoline continue to occupy the largest part in Europe. Particularly in
cities with a high population level, traffic volume and consequently air pollution and mortality
due to damage to health are high. Air pollution is currently the leading environmental cause
of premature death and crop failure. In addition to these effects on health and agriculture, air
pollution has also a significant role in global warming. Global climate change is mostly caused
by high carbon dioxide emissions and other greenhouse gases that pollute the air. About 91% of
the world’s population lives in places where air quality exceeds the World Health Organisation
limit (WHO limit) [WHO, 2018]. Furthermore a worldwide shortage of resources, especially
fossil resources, is assumed. Natural gas, gasoline and diesel are not renewable energy sources,
but are continuously used as fuel for motor vehicles on a daily basis.
In recent years there has been a shift in the consciousness of people seeking ”green”innovation
and technology. New concepts are sought to protect mankind as well as the environment. For a
couple of years the automotive industry has been occupied by these topics, too. The established
models of automobiles of the 20th century are decreasing worldwide. Researcher, scientists
and engineers have thought of new innovations, which take into account both the fact of climate
change and resource shortage. It is the transition from the non-sustainable use of fossil fuels
to alternative and renewable energies. As a result, sustainability has come to the fore and also
shapes today’s mobility and technology.
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Where diesel and gasoline were the most important and conventional fuels of the 20th century, the automotive industry in Europe is being put under pressure with its enormous economic
and innovative significance. Therefore engineers and experts developed vehicles, for example
hydrogen driving or electric vehicles with lithium battery or hybrid drivetrains. Due to the
increasing interest in electric mobility, charging possibilities for the vehicles are required. Momentarily vehicles are charged with a plug-in system while standing still, but future prospects
would allow vehicles to be charged while driving. The changes in the infrastructure with new
mobility concepts, such as electrified roads, support a change for the use of vehicle fuels from
renewable resources and not the usual fossil resources.
Though all novelties and changes must be assessed in terms of fire protection technology for tunnelling. Tunnel structures are optimal connecting elements, which connect two places together
via underground, underwater or mountainous construction, not impairing areas above-ground.
These constructions are regarded as a sensitive and fragile part of infrastructure, which must
be specially examined and controlled. They must be extensively monitored and, if necessary,
expanded. It is known that road tunnels present a high-risk environment for fires and explosions
as the enclosed space barely allows for optimal safety concepts. In addition conditions like air
quality/air flow in tunnel, limited spreading possibilities for a fire due to the enclosed space, etc.
and highly flammable fuels in the vehicles create a basis for tunnel disasters to happen.
In the period between 1999 and 2001, interest in the construction of tunnels was aroused by the
engraving of the tunnel accidents/tunnel fires in which many people fell victim. Huge tunnel
fires in which many people fell victim occurred between the period of 1999 and 2001 in central
Europe. At that time knowledge about fuel fires and prevailing tunnel safety with structural and
technical elements was not sufficient. Billions of Euros have been invested worldwide in the
safety and the upgrading of tunnel infrastructural elements as a result of incidents. Based on
the findings of these catastrophic accidents European countries have given themselves a basic
tunnel-safety level. Up to this point of time all accepted safety systems are designed for a specific type of fire in relation to the combustion materials which have or could be ignited. Vehicles
which enter into a tunnel transport burnable solids such as tires, interiors, their goods, etc. At
that time it was common that the vehicles use for their drive fossil fuels, such as gasoline and
diesel. These two fuels are considered to be the main driving factors in terms of fire dynamics,
combustion and smoke propagation as well as belong to the mentioned specific fire class.
With the consideration of alternative energy carriers, other fire classes have also entered into the
section of automotive mobility, which according to the current state were not included in the
existing tunnel structures. The technologies and innovations of the automotive industry, including their alternative fuel strategies and the mobility concepts of the construction industry, are
incorporated into the development processes of future tunnel constructions. This development
process can be determined by means of new definitions. Such definitions like scenarios about
tunnel fires with the impact of alternative fuels/drives, research opportunities and information
on underground safety.
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1.2 Purpose of this thesis
The purpose of this master thesis is to provide a basis for a scenario database which should show
the importance of rethinking the current European regulations and standards for tunnelling especially for the tunnel safety. It can also be used for future risk analyses as well as general
solution proposals according to the tunnel safety. The following process steps must be followed
to complete this work:
• The anticipated new mobility concepts which are currently foreseen and probable for the
next 30 years are to be researched, describes and analysed with the regard to the new
energy carriers.
• Possible implications of tunnel fire with the influence of these mobility concepts, especially in terms of toxic hazards, fire dynamics, smoke combustion and possible interferences of first responders like firefighters has to be researched, described and analysed.
• Information from stakeholders, such as tunnel safety officers or official bodies, has to be
collected, collated and analysed.
• With all aforementioned findings a scenario database has to be compiled.
• The selected scenarios in the database have to be analysed based on the qualitative risk
analysis.
The thesis is written with additional supervision from ITA-COSUF, especially with regard to
the collection of information from stakeholder interviews and underlying safety concepts.
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Tunnels are underground engineering constructions that serve to underpass geological conditions such as mountains, waterways or traffic routes. These constructions are considered being
a sensitive and fragile part of the infrastructure. In Europe a tunnel construction is defined as
an enclosed structure of 100 m or more in length. European countries do not classify all existing tunnels with own definitions, but it exists an approximate limit for routine tunnels which is
about 5 km [FHWA, 2014].
During the period of the huge tunnel fires, which occurred between 1999 and 2001 in central
Europe, billions of Euros have been invested in the aftermath of the tunnel safety and infrastructural improvement of the trans-European road network. Moreover studies such as the time/temperature curves (see chapter 6.4) were developed from test fires, which are still used for the
European standards in structural fire protection for road tunnels. Tunnel design should be resistant to damage as a result of vehicle fire. This is an important issue for the construction of new
tunnels and maintenance of existing underground facilities.
Technical elements like safety equipment, ventilation and smoke control systems exist to allow
the evacuation for tunnel users and the elements perform safe conditions for rescue operations
as well as they suffer minimal tunnel damage during a tunnel fire. All technical tunnel safety
systems are developed for a specific type of fire, which occurs in the course of a road tunnel
accident. Vehicles provide burnable solids, such as tires, interiors, goods, etc. into tunnels,
but regarding to this mentioned specific type of fire, gasoline and diesel give the first reason of
having a tunnel fire. Both fuels are considered to be the main driving factors in terms of fire
dynamics, combustion and smoke propagation.
Over the past 50 years, tunnel fire have been dependend on flammable loads, motor vehicle
breakdowns (engine compartment failure) or human failure (faulty driving) and enclosed space
in tunnels. In the following list of the tunnel disasters gives an overview of the cause of fire,
risk-associated fire indicators and level of damage in personal and material damage categories:
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Risk Year Tunnel
Level

Length/ Cause of fire
Tube(s)

Duration Goods
[h]

Personal Property
damage damage

HIPO

2017 Oslofjord, 7310m/1 Tech.
NO
HGV

defect of 1

Paper

0

3

HIPO

2017 Fjærland,
NO

6400m/
1

defect of

1

-

13
MTC

1

LTI

2016 Jagdberg,
GER

3074m/1 Tech.
Bus

defect of 2

-

1 MTC

2

HIPO

2015 Gudvanga, 11430m/1Collision w tank
NO
(explosion)

6

-

5 MTC 1

HIPO

2015 Sangju,
KOR

2

Cans
with
paint
thinner

21
MTC

HIPO

2015 Skatestraum,1902m/2 Tank collision
NO

2

Gasoline 0
(35500
L)

2

HIPO

2014 Yanhou,
CHN

800m/2

-

-

31
FAT,
40
MTC

42

LTI

2013 Harbour,
US

2330m/2 Tech.
Car

-

-

0

1

HIPO

2013 Gudvanga, 11430m/1Tech.
NO
HGV

defect of 2

-

26
MTC

1

HIPO

2013 Brattli,
NO

defect of

Cheese

0

1

HIPO

2011 Oslofjord, 7310m/1 Tech.
NO
HGV

defect of 2

Paper

31

1

LTI

2011 Oslofjord, 7310m/1 Tech.
NO
HGV

defect of

1

Paper

4

1

HIPO

2009 Eiksund,
NO

-

Paper

5

1

HIPO

2009 Follo, NO 900m/2

Collision w HGV

-

-

1

1

HIPO

2007 Newhall
Pass, US

Collision w HGV

2

-

3 FAT,
10
MTC

31

6

400m/2

Tech.
HGV

Collision w tank
(fuel leak out)

Collision w HGV
(explosion)

3600m/1 Tech.
HGV

defect of

7770m/1 Collision w cars
(explosion)
170m/2

90

11

HIPO

2007 San Mar- 4800m/1 Collision w HGV
tino, IT
and Lorries

2

-

2 FAT, 15
10
MTC

LTI

2007 Burnley,
AUS

300m/1

Collision w HGV

1

-

3 FAT, 0
3 MTC

LTI

2006 Viamala,
CH

740m/1

Collision w Bus

1

-

9 FAT, 6
6 MTC

LTI

2006 Oslofjord, 7310m/1 Tech.
NO
HGV

defect of -

-

0

HIPO

2005 Fréjus,
FRA/IT

12870m/2Tech. defect and
fuel leakout of
HGV

6

Diesel

2 FAT, 2
21
MTC

LTI

2004 Naxberg,
GER

520m/1

0

-

1 MTC

1

-

2004 Gotthard,
CH

16920m/1Tech.
HGV

defect of

-

-

0

1

-

2004 Fréjus,
FRA/IT

12870m/2Tech.
HGV

defect of -

-

0

1

LTI

2001 Floyfjell,
NO

3830m/2 Collision w cars

-

-

1 FAT

1

HIPO

1999 Gotthard,
CH

16920m/1Collision w HGV
(explosion, fuel
leakout)

6

Diesel

11
FAT

15

HIPO

1999 Tauern,
AUT

6400m/1 Collision w HGV

14

-

12
FAT,
49
MTC

40

HIPO

1999 Mont
Blanc,
FRA/IT

11600m/1Collision w HGV
(oil leakout)

53

Marge,
Flour

41
FAT

36

HIPO

1996 Femmine,
IT

150m/2

Collision w HGV
w Bus w cars
(explosion)

2

LPG
(2500
L)

5 FAT, 20
20
MTC

LTI

1993 Serra
Ripoli, IT

150m/2

Collision w HGV 3
w
Bus w cars (explosion)

Paper

4 FAT, 16
4 MTC

Collision w cars

1
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HIPO

1987 Gumefens, 340m/2
CH

Collision w HGV
w Car
(explosion, tank
fire)

HIPO

1982 Caldecott, 1028m/2 Collision w HGV 3
US
w car
(explosion, tank
fire)

Gasoline 7 FAT, 8
(33000 2 MTC
L)

LTI

1968 Moorfleet, 243m/2
GER

Polyethylen
0
(14
Tons)

Tech.
HGV

Table 2.1: Road tunnel accidents for the past 50 years

defect of

-

-

-

2 FAT, 8
5 MTC

1

[ITA-Cosuf, 2015, Schneider und Horvath, 2006]

Recurring tunnel fires, researches and fire tests have been conducted over the years. Origin
of fire, fire indicators and their heat release rates (see chapter 5.2.2) and in general the whole
tunnel safety with its safety elements and equipment is still under investigation. The following
chapters describe as well as they recap to the tunnel fires of the recent years. These tunnel
accidents were a reason to improve tunnel safety concepts which are still valid.

2.1 Tunnel fires of recent years
Fires in road tunnels are characterised by endangerment of the tunnel users and in many cases,
by the considerable extent of property damages. Serious accidents have occurred worldwide
in the recent years, as can be seen in table 2.1 (see chapter 2). Just in central Europe, there
have been 29 tunnel accidents in the last 50 years that caused personal injury, high property
damage to vehicles and damage to technical safety equipment and structural elements in tunnel
design. These damages are caused by unpredictable and large heat development and toxic
smoke propagation from these huge fires. Factors, such as tunnel length, tunnels with and
without directional traffic and existing traffic situation play an important role for the accidental
risk-related influence.
The following chapters describe the tunnel fires of the Montblanc tunnel, the Gotthard tunnel
and the Skatestraum tunnel more detailed concerning
• cause of the fire,
• fire behaviour and spread,
• existing structural and technical safety equipment,
• personal injury and property damage, and
• the tunnel safety improvements afterwards.
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2.1.1 Montblanc Tunnel, Mont Blanc (FRA), 1999
The Montblanc tunnel was built in 1965 between Chamonix (France) and Val D’Aoste (Italy)
and it was supposed to serve as a link between these two countries. The tunnel consists of one
tunnel tube with a length of 11600 m. Carriageway width takes 7 m and on both sides of the
tunnel, there is an increased side brushing with a width of 8 m. The french tunnel portal is at an
altitude of 1274 m and the italian tunnel portal are 1381 m. The size of the cross section of the
tunnel is 46 m2 . Daily traffic is around 5473 vehicles (Status of 1998) and the daily truck share
is about 40% [Tetzner, 2009].
The tunnel equipment is provided with 30 m long rescue niches at 300 m intervals. Turning circles for trucks were built in the tunnel, which can be found on the opposite side of each rescue
niches. These niches with adjacent fire extinguishers are 150 m apart and each have a fire door
T120 as well as they are equipped with fresh air supply. The fire resistance duration of rescue
niches takes 120 minutes. Every 100 m rescue niches are equipped with fire alarms and two
fire extinguishers. Hydrants are all at 150 m distance. Other safety devices include automatic
fire alarm system, traffic light at the portals and at 1200 m in the tunnel, tunnel radio, video
surveillance at 300 m, two separate tunnel maintenance stations and a private rescue team. The
rescue team consisted of a fire fighter with a motorcycle (Status of 1999) [Schneider und Horvath, 2006, Tetzner, 2009]. In the tunnel itself, there is an overtaking ban and a maximum speed
limit of 80 km
h for all vehicles and special rules for dangerous goods transporters [Schneider und
Horvath, 2006].
A semi-transverse ventilation system with openings was installed every 10 m on the tunnel
walls near the ground. Fresh air supply and the exhaust air duct for the resulting traffic exhaust
gases are located on the tunnel ceiling. Over the years, steady growth in traffic has increased
3
the system capacity but it never reached the smoke extraction capacity of 110 ms , which was
demanded in year 1981. The maximum extraction capacity for the french side of the tunnel was
3
3
3
85 ms in 2000 m depth. On the italian tunnel side, 85 ms could be extracted to 1200 m or 35 ms
to 600 m of smoke [Schneider und Horvath, 2006].
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Figure 2.1: Tunnel construction (Ventilation) [Brandt et al., 2001]

Cause of fire and fire behaviour
On 24 March 1999, a fire was triggered by a truck coming from France carrying 9 tons of
margarine and 12 tons of flour. Due to a technical defect a fire occurred and subsequent smoke
in the driver’s cab, the driver stopped in the parking nr. 22 (numbering 1-33 from France to Italy)
about 9 minutes after entering the tunnel. The storage niche is approximately in the middle of
the entire tunnel. In the storage niche, where the fire spread to the entire vehicle and triggered
a fire alarm at 10.54 am. The tunnel was closed at 10.55 am. At 11.10 am, so after about 15
minutes the fire department reached both tunnel portals. Fire and fire smoke development was
intensified by the prevailing blowing wind weather conditions [Schneider und Horvath, 2006].
During the fire on the french side vehicles were over a length of 500 m away from the fire
location as well as the vehicles had distances between 3 to 45 m to each other. There were
present 15 trucks, 10 passenger vehicles and one motorcycle. On the italian tunnel side there
were 8 trucks, which were located at a distance of about 290 m from the fire location and have
kept to the vehicles with each other a distance between 2 to 30 m [Tetzner, 2009].
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Figure 2.2: Tunnel accident situation [Tetzner, 2009]

The entire fire duration including the extinguishing work took about 50 hours. Due to the high
fire loads and insufficient capacity of the ventilation system, 23 trucks, 2 emergency vehicles,
10 passenger vehicles and a motorcycle were destroyed during the fire [Schneider und Horvath,
2006]. The accident also affected 39 people lives [Tetzner, 2009]. All vehicles affected by the
fire were located on the italian side of the tunnel between the rescue niches 19 and 23 [Schneider
und Horvath, 2006]. After the accident the tunnel was closed for 3 years for restoration and
improvement work [DW, 2005].
In the first firing phase the smoke moved slowly towards the storage niche 24, where it forms
a backlayering zone (see figure 2.3). The hot smoke flew to the tunnel ceiling, opposite of
the actual airflow and away from the fire location. After some time the smoke cooled down,
sinked to the ground and was then sucked back towards the belt. This mechanism is called
backlayering zone. After 6 minutes the 900 m long area was filled to the storage niche 18 with
a mixture of smoke and fresh air. This area provided no opportunities for survival for the tunnel
occupants due to the prevailing air condition [Schneider und Horvath, 2006]. Ventilation system
is programmed with a critical velocity, which parameter refers to the minimum air velocity
required to suppress the smoke backlayering. This backlayering is the spread during tunnel
fire situation against the longitudinal ventilation duct. The attached figure 2.3 describes the
emerging backlayering zone during a fire, but this mechanism will be explained more detailed
in chapter 5.3.
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Figure 2.3: Backlayering zone [Tetzner, 2009]

The fire starts from the truck at storage niche 22, it reached to about 500 m in the direction
of France and there it lit more vehicles on fire. On the italian side the fire was able to skip
a section about 290 m long and set light to another 8 trucks. Thermal radiation caused the
spread of fire on the driver’s cab of the truck to the trailer (margarine and flour) and to another
vehicle. Through convection or the spread of flammable liquids, fire spread to other vehicles.
The leap of the fire on the 8 trucks on the italian tunnel side is still inexplicable [Schneider und
Horvath, 2006]. The heat transport and thermodynamic mechanisms are defined more precisely
in chapter 5.1.
The fire load measured at the source of the fire was approximately 5000 to 7000 GJ and the
maximum fire power 75 to 100 MW [DW, 2005, Tetzner, 2009] In general, it is assumed that
a truck develops between 100-200 GJ and a car about 5 GJ heat content. An estimated heat
release rate (HRR) peak of 380 MW was evaluated [Zhang et al., 2016].

Existing technical safety equipment and ventilation system
The fire spread in the middle of the tunnel, with a distance at about 6550 m from the french
portal and 5550 m from the italian tunnel portal and the smoke spread in the direction of the
french portal. This is caused by the air flow to the portal was set at a velocity of v = 2 to 6 ms . On
the french side, three of the four supply air ducts were at full power and the exhaust duct raised
to 34 power and everything was concentrated in the center of the tunnel. On the italian side all
four supply air ducts with full power and a reversible air canal also worked with full power.
After about 35 minutes, smoke reached the french portal and on the italian side, only about a
100 m wide smoke layer formed [Tetzner, 2009]. The combination of ventilation through the
installed ventilation systems and natural occurring warm air rising upwards (chimney effect)
forms a point in the tunnel, where there is no air stagnation. From this point, air was flowing in
the direction of the french portal. The windy weather situation favoured the chimney effect and
caused the move of the neutral point towards France [Schneider und Horvath, 2006].
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Damage and tunnel safety improvements
In addition to the personal injury and vehicle damage the tunnel has been damaged by the fire
up to about 1500 m tunnel length. Special area damage due to deep concrete spalling are in the
tunnel ridge and at a tunnel length of over 900 m. Less deep cconcrete outbreaks have been
found on the road surface, but these went over a greater length. As a result of the fire accident,
a 400 million of Euros intergovernmental program was founded between the french and italian
governments to cover tunnel safety and other engineering valuations of the tunnel. Over the last
few years this tunnel has been expanded and reopened in 2002. The currently available tunnel
safety of the Montblanc tunnel can be seen in figure 2.4 [IAC, 2013].

Figure 2.4: Tunnel safety situation in Montblanc tunnel after the accident [IAC, 2013]

2.1.2 Gotthard Tunnel, St.Gotthard (CH), 2001
The Gotthard tunnel built in 1980 in St. Gotthard in Switzerland is a tunnel with one tube,
which has a length of 16942 m. The tunnel is part of the four-lane and bidirectional motorway
A2 from Basel (CH) to Chiasso (ITA) [Confederation, 2018a]. On average, up to 17000 vehicles
drive through the tunnel daily, but the traffic density can vary. Based on the last traffic count,
the maximum daily traffic was 17804 vehicles (last update: 12/19/2018) [ASTRA, 2018].
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Figure 2.5: Gotthard tunnel profile and ventilation centrals [Confederation, 2018b]

Cause of fire and fire behaviour
On the 24th October 2001, a truck driver lost control of his heavy goods vehicle (HGV). First
the vehicle hit the tunnel wall and was rebound into the oncoming lane, where the HGV collided
head-on with another HGV. In the collision, a tank was damaged and lost its fuel (diesel). A
short circuit of a cable served as the ignition source as another fire indicator. Thus the diesel
air mixture could ignite and set fire to seven other vehicles in the tunnel [BBU, 2002]. During
the fire propagation, temperatures at this time reached a value over 1200◦ C. Scientists said that
temperatures of 300◦ C were reached after 100 seconds and 920◦ C after 10 minutes after the
ignition of the fire [Confederation, 2018a].

Figure 2.6: Tunnel fire in Gotthard tunnel [Focus, 2011]

Existing technical safety equipment and ventilation system
The whole tunnel clearance and rescue niches are permanently monitored. That was the condition before the tunnel accident. Traffic announcement can be received via the car radio, e.g.
programs can be interrupted in case of an emergency and messages can be transmitted from
the tunnel control center. Escape routes are signaled by means of lighting and facilitate the
self-rescuer of the affected people even in case of a fire. The ventilation system consists of 6
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central ventilation units with 23 fresh and exhaust air fans. The air volume is automatically
controlled by adjustable fan blades and acting, switching and control devices. In a tunnel fire,
special ventilation programs are activated to minimise smoke and heat development and thus
support self-rescue. The technical safety measures include new exhaust air dampers, modern
control system and smoke extraction system above the fire [Confederation, 2018a].

Figure 2.7: Ventilation [GS, 2018]

Fire alarm systems are designed for two following fire variants, which are described below.
First, in case of fire with rapid development and high heat release (A) and secondly smoke
development without heat release or fire with low heat release (swelling fire) and large smoke
or fire with slow heat development (B). Both variants A and B are recorded by the fire detectors
in the Gotthard tunnel. The Gotthard road tunnel is equipped with smoke detectors and visual
turbulence meters in accordance with the regulations of the German RABT 2006 and the Swiss
ASTRA regulations for the fire detection. This equipment signals early fire detection of fire
variants [Confederation, 2018a].
Damage and tunnel safety improvements
Due to the tunnel fire, property damage was high as well as these tunnel safety measures were
not enough for handling this accident. The costs came to 18 million francs which was equivalent
to 12 million Euro at the time of the accident. This tunnel accident led to a fatal injury in which
11 people died [BBU, 2002]. As shown in the attached figure 2.8 the vehicles are covered with
soot, which can be described as end-product of a combustion process. Furthermore the tunnel
users did not die because of the fire itself, rather because of the smoke propagation and to this
related toxic gases during the combustion process of fuel and solids.
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(a) Picture taken in the north of the fire location [Markus
Gisler, 2012]

(b) With soot covered cars [Markus Gisler, 2012]

Figure 2.8: Damages cause by the tunnel fire

2.1.3 Skatestraum Tunnel, Skatestraum (NO), 2015
The 1902 m undersea road tunnel links the norwegian cities Hamnen and Klubben. Both cities
are in the region Sogn og Fjordane in the west of Norway. This tunnel consists of one tunnel
tube which allows a bidirectional traffic. The carriageway is 6 m wide, plus two pedestrian
walkways with a width of 0.25 cm and the tunnel has a height of 4.5 m. The tunnel inner-lining,
which includes the water and frost protection, consists of PE foam covered with fibre reinforced
shotcrete. The daily traffic was about 620 vehicles per day (latest update: 2014) [Finn Harald
Amundsen, 2017].

Figure 2.9: Geometry of Skatestraum tunnel [Finn Harald Amundsen, 2017]

Cause of fire and fire behaviour
On the 15th June 2015, a HGV transported a separate tank with gasoline through the tunnel.
The drawbar between the HGV as a towing vehicle and the tank broke so that the HGV lost the
tank. The tank has slipped down due to the 10% gradient in tunnel and collided with the tunnel
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wall. This collision damaged the tank, which lost its transported gasoline with an amount of
16500 liters afterwards. The lost gasoline covered a range of 500 m and was spread within 2.5
minutes [SHT, 2016].
The fire process started at 10.27 am. It took around 45 minutes until the Norwegian fire department arrived at the fire location. At 10.45 am the ambulance and air ambulance arrived. The
police arrived at 10.48 am and the fire fighters started to extinguish the fire at 11.12 am. Between
11.20 and 11.28 am the special smoke diving team got in the tunnel [SHT, 2016]. As a result of
sparks from an engine of a passing campervan the spilled gasoline was ignited and completely
consumed within 7 minutes [Finn Harald Amundsen, 2017, SHT, 2016]. The flames were on
the road surface as well as in the drainage system of the tunnel, where the gasoline were too
[SHT, 2016]. After the spilled gasoline burned up the tank, which was also filled with gasoline
caught fire. This process took another 41 minutes [Finn Harald Amundsen, 2017].
This technical defect can be explained by the drawbar was weakened by corrosion and therefore
the tank detached from the trailer coupling of the HGV. For safety reasons the towing vehicle
was driven out of tunnel by the driver because it transported 19000 liters gasoline as well. The
maximum heat release rate was 440 MW while the spilled gasoline and the tank burned together.
Furthermore the measured temperature above the burning tank counted 1350◦ C and the highest
air speed was about 100 km/h at that time of the fire event [Finn Harald Amundsen, 2017].

Figure 2.10: Place of accident [Finn Harald Amundsen, 2017]
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Existing technical safety equipment and ventilation system
The technical safety elements were determined according to the Norwegian regulations. These
safety equipment which was available in the Skatestraum tunnel is described below:
• 3 Breakdown bays for larges vehicles
• Longitudinal ventilation consisting of four impulse fans on both tunnel portals and these
fans have automatic measuring devices for control carbon and nitrogen monoxide concentrations
• 3 SOS telephones in tunnel and one outside each tunnel portal
• 18 Fire extinguishers
• Communication system
The Norwegian press published that the safety of the tunnel was not sufficiently planned. During
the project planning, risk analyses, risk assessments as well as the risk-associated measures of
fire scenarios were missing. Statens Havarikommisjon for Transport (SHT) announced that the
security monitoring was not right [SHT, 2016].
Damage and tunnel safety improvements
Noone was injured in this accident because they were able to save themselves in time. The
HGV-driver drove towards the portal and warned other drivers during the journey. Property
damage happened on the separate tank, a car nearby the accident location and on the tunnel
construction at the fire source and around the area, during the fire accident [SHT, 2016]. Due
to the high temperature, the concrete (shotcrete) has chipped off and the insulating mats (PE
foam) burnt down in the tunnel [Finn Harald Amundsen, 2017].
After the tunnel accident, experts and engineers discussed the tunnel safety. They found out
that the dimensioning of the drainage system was under-dimensioned. Otherwise it would have
been possible for the gasoline flow to have been absorbed by the drainage system [SHT, 2016].
In general the drainage system in tunnel is necessary to drain mountain water, precipitation or
other liquids from the road surface.
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(a) Property damage on the concrete

(b) Property damage on the ventilation

Figure 2.11: Damages cause by the tunnel fire [Finn Harald Amundsen, 2017]

2.2 Summary of chapter 2
The described tunnel accidents were caused either by a technical defect in the vehicle or by
human failure, such as incorrect driving behaviour or loss of control over the vehicle. The past
tunnel fires as shown in table 2.1 (see chapter 2) have been forgotten by many people. It can
be assumed that the twentieth-century young adults do not know about these tunnel fires so that
this chapter additionally refreshes all interested reader in the various age.
Due to past tunnel fires like the tunnel fires in the Montblanc tunnel, Gotthard tunnel and Skatesttraum tunnel have changed people awareness of tunnel safety. Underground facilities have
an important potential for environmental relief and support the fast pace of people who want to
get from A to B. For these reasons, viability, stability and general safety of integrated technical
and structural elements of tunnels are required. All currently valid tunnel safety systems are
designed for a specific type of fire, which occurs in the course of such road tunnel accidents,
e.g. the aforementioned tunnel fires contained diesel and gasoline as ignition source.
The development and analysis of scenarios of new tunnel fires and possible threats under the
premise of new energy carriers like alternative fuels or drives are topic in this thesis. The gaze
should turn away from conventional fuels such as diesel and gasoline, it is turning to alternative
fuels and new innovations in fuel strategy. At present there are no known tunnel accidents
with respect to fire development with vehicles using alternative fuels as their drives. It can be
expected that with the use of these alternative vehicles, the likelihood of tunnel accidents/tunnel
fires will increase. The switch to alternative fuels is in the development phase. The following
chapter 3 discusses the evolution of mobility over the years as well as new mobility concepts
considering the new fuel strategies.
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Social and economic perspective show that mobility is essential for the development of a city.
The growing urbanisation and development of megacities have created new habitats and space
for large companies. Predominantly important in the new habitats is the traffic link through the
road and rail transport as well as by bicycle pathways. According to forecasts around 70% of
the world’s population will live in an urbanised habitat in 2050 [UN.org, 2018]. The European
Union published the urbanisation level for the European member states for the year 2017. The
amount of city dwellers in the total population is for the entire European zone 76.37%, for
Germany 75.72%, U.K. counts 83.07%, Denmark counts 88.02% and the highest amount of the
city dwellers is in Belgium with 97.93% (last update: 2016) [Statista.com, 2018].
Many people moved to the city, but especially the younger population would like to live in the
city due to high quality of life, e.g. labour supply and proximity to the workplace. In contrast
many people live in suburbs but work in the city. Therefore the connection of the places from A
to B plays an important role for the prosperity of a city with its population. With the increasing
urbanisation the infrastructure is reaching everywhere its capacity limits. Traffic obstructions
such as congestion occur almost daily in large cities. These disasters like tunnel fires create
a growing traffic chaos as well as running vehicles in congestions produce noise and exhaust
emissions such as carbon dioxide and sulfur-containing pollutants. These pollutants negatively
impact the environment and contribute to climate change.
Vehicles with the use of conventional drives, the combustion engines produce the most emissions. Gasoline produces the most exhaust emissions. But it is still the world’s most used fuel as
explained in chapter 3.3. With regard to new energy carriers the exhaust gas ratio is depending
on the type of vehicle and its fuel usage as shown in the figure 3.1. This figure illustrates that
electric drives do not generate exhaust gases, which make them more environmental friendly
compared to the conventional vehicles with internal combustion engine. It exists a large number
of different motor drives as well as further changes in the automotive industry including fuel
technology which are described in the following chapters.
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Figure 3.1: Carbon dioxide emission of different vehicles reated to their fuel type [Agency, 2017]
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The road will continue to be the central role in traffic. According to the density of the passenger
vehicles the EU counts 587 cars per 1000 inhabitants for the year 2016 [ACEA, 2018c] and this
number will rise up in the future. It is more important that the mobility with its infrastructure
is built as sustainable and fuel-efficient, to ensure the preservation of natural resources for the
mankind and environment. The automotive industry has invested billions of Euros in research
and development in the past five years to move closer to the goal of a low-emission to zeroemission vehicles. Today, it is possible to detect an increase in the efficiency of vehicles as
well as some of the mobility concepts developed to achieve success. The combination of fuel
strategy with alternative fuels and modern vehicle technology is anticipated for the next 30 years
or longer.
This chapter deals with the meaning of mobility and the mobility concepts which have to be
taken to support the increase of the new fuel strategy with alternative fuels. A few of the
mobility concepts are effective today and will be effective in the future. It can be said that an
evolution of mobility can be recognised.

3.1 Meaning of mobility

Figure 3.2: Traffic organisation [Jaron Brown, Authentic Jersey, 2018, Lisa Vaas, 2018, WP, 2018b]

Comprehensive traffic organisation includes the following sectors infrastructure, traffic and mobility. The infrastructure describes the spatial change of location possibilities, e.g. the establishment of traffic connections (roads, tunnels, railway stations) on a spatial level for the passenger
and goods transport.
In contrast to the infrastructure, traffic realises the temporal expression of changes in location.
The category includes, e.g. traffic light systems, which are necessary for traffic flow. In addition to these two sectors the mobility stands for the subjective character of the possibilities
of movement. This sector contains the individual change of spatial, physical, economic and
social conditions and their subjective perception as well the mobility behaviour of every single
individual belongs to mobility.
In practice the individual possibility space is dependent on a variety of social factors, such as
removal of affected persons to the workplace. In addition the financial situation (income) plays
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an important role for the social participation in transport. Thus the choice of the vehicle and
choice of fuel is a decision factor for individual mobility. Based on the figure 3.3, mobility
includes the design fields of mobility planning, mobility management and mobility evaluation.
All these design fields are controlled by politics and society. Furthermore the figure 3.3 below
shows the delineation of the levels to be assessed [BMBF, 2015].

Figure 3.3: Meaning of mobility; reference is made to [BMBF, 2015]

The strategic level includes the path from planning to operationalisation of politically legitimated models within the design process. The policy (transport policy) has the task of defining mission statements to fulfil the objectives of the three sectors infrastructure, transport and
mobility. Mission statements are the statutory policies and policies of governments that are negotiable. To include mobility behaviour of the people in planning the strategic planning deals
with operationalisation without neglecting social values. Therefore the factors such as social
participation in transport are considered in the planning. Accordingly, the interaction of politics
and society is also given at the strategic level. In the second level, the operative level realises the
targets, which were developed from the planning. This level is also summarised in the concept
of (mobility) management. After the operationalisation of the target values, a (mobility) evaluation should follow, which should evaluate the effects of the already established construction.
Subsequently, new suggestions for improvement can be developed from this evaluation [BMBF,
2015].
A mobility concept is an instrument of mobility planning, which serves for the operationalisation of political models in a defined space within a defined period. Its goal is to develop
and implement traffic development, or more precisely the combination of solutions for ensuring sustainable mobility. This concept brings together approaches in the parts of infrastructure,
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construction and (road) planning[BMBF, 2015]. The development of new mobility concepts
may lead to an increase of the future traffic density.

3.2 Evolution of mobility
Evolution as a term for the slow, but progressive development of large interrelations is suited
to the mobility sector. As noted several times in the previous chapters, negative headlines
about climate change in media and tunnel fire experiences of the past years, changed people
awareness. Until now, conventional fuels gasoline and diesel are still the most common fuels
for the automobile industry. These fuels are produced in refineries, which reduce their required
raw materials such as crude oil from the Mother Nature. Chapter 4 deals more closely with the
production and characteristics of these fuels.
With a regard to the evolution of mobility, it can not be expected that a complete abolition of
all vehicles with internal combustion engines can be achieved. Therefore it can be assumed
that diesel and gasoline continue to be the most widely used fuels for this century. To achieve
an increase in efficiency, a reduction in the use of fossil fuels must be made gradually and can
be supported by supplementing alternative fuels. Achieving the goal of sustainable mobility
and environmental improvement requires a complete replacement with alternative technologies.
This chapter 3.2 presents the gradual development, to this the associated modern automobile
technologies and fuel strategies.

Figure 3.4: Two steps evolution; in reference to [Engie, 2017, SC, 2013, Vijay Soni, 2018]

3.2.1 First profits through savings
The first stage for sustainable mobility is thus the resignation of crude oil production, which
is necessary for the diesel and gasoline production. The resignation sets high demands on
innovations and performance of the automobile industry as well as new fuel strategies must
be created. In addition to technology, alternatives for reducing consumption and emissions in
traffic should be analysed and developed. It can be said that every one percent of a saving can
reduce the dependence on fossil fuels and this act can be described as efficient.
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The savings can only be achieved with the help of supplementary measures. It is achieved
through the implementation of alternative fuels such as natural gas or natural gas-based liquid
fuels or other alternative fuels such as vegetable oil and alcohol which come from renewable
energy sources like biomass and waste. In addition to the regenerative advantage, they have a
low carbon dioxide level as well as they are low in pollutants. The consumption of diesel and
gasoline decreases annually over the years (see chapter 3.3). A reason for this phenomenon
can be related to the increasing use of biodiesel and biofuels such as ethanol, biomass to liquid
(BtL) or biomethane. With complement the supply, it appears that an increase in the market
supply of regenerative fuels is recognisable. Furthermore it helps of saving on crude oil consumption and the goal of a low-polluting environment is approaching bit by bit. The bridge to
the future is created by increasing the proportion of alternative fuels that serve as supplements.
Consequently some alternatives are discussed below [VDA, 2009].
Natural gas
Natural gas as an integral part of the fuel strategy and new alternative for the automotive industry. In recent years, low cost-benefit ratio and low tax rate has established the natural gaspowered vehicle on the European market. It also can be used an internal combustion engine
for natural gas, but significantly less emissions of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen
oxides and fine stone occur during the combustion process. Compared to diesel and gasoline
models, the natural gas model is much more environmental friendly and thus supports the goal
of climate protection [BOU, 2010b]. There are three sorts of natural gases LPG, LNG and CNG
for natural gas vehicles.
The LPG is liquefied petroleum gas. LPG is a mixture of propane and butane liquefied at 15◦ C
and a pressure of 1.7 to 7.5 bar. The LPG comes as a by-product of cracking process during the
curde-oil refining. This substance can be used in cars as well as in the home kitchen. Compared
to gasoline, carbon dioxide is emitted here in relatively small proportions [BOU, 2010a]. There
are two variants of liquefied methane gas. One is LNG which stands for liquefied compressed
natural gas and the other one is compressed natural gas. LNG has been cooled down by approx.
-162◦ C to liquid form for an easy and safe transportation and non-pressurised storage. Because
of the liquid form the reduction in volume is higher than of CNG, so that the volumetric energy
density of LNG is greater than of CNG. The estimate of energy density is 65% higher than
compared to diesel and 75% higher compared to gasoline [ECU, 2013, Jonatan Gehandler,
Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017].
CNG stands for compressed natural gas, which is compressed methane at a pressure of 200 to
250 bar. The origin of the CNG is obtained from natural gas and condensate wells, oil wells and
coal bed methane sources. It is the replacement of gasoline in the vehicles, but less greenhouse
gases are released during the combustion process. Especially in the automotive industry the
CNG is seen as an integral part of the fuel strategy. In addition to the negligible low emissions
of a CNG vehicle, carbon dioxide reduction is 20 to 25%, which represents a high proportion.
This reduction can be particularly advantageous for car manufacturers, who must pay between
20 and 100 Euros per gram and kilometer through purely technical carbon dioxide reduction
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concepts. Since the fuel price for natural gas is low, automaker put forward price-surcharges to
the customers, which they pay for the carbon dioxide reduction costs [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter
Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017, Otten, 2016]. In addition, CNG hybrid systems are also in the
development phase, which increasingly support the transition to electric mobility (see chapter
3.2.2) [TPU, 2018].
Biofuels
As a larger category for ”greener”supplements, biofuels are counted. A biofuel is a hydrocarbon that is made by and from a living or once living organism in a short period of time that
we humans can us to power something. In contrast to fossil fuels, which take millions of years
to build-up again. In terms of supplementation and efficiency enhancement, biofuels are only
admixtures to conventional fuels. In general, as with natural gas, blending with biofuels reduces
CO2 -emissions and other particulate emissions. As the term biofuel suggests, these are renewable raw materials that can be further processed as fuels, but biofuels can also be made through
chemical reactions in a laboratory that use organic matter like biomass to make fuel. The only
requirements for making biofuel are that the start material must be carbon dioxide by a living
organism and that the end-product biofuel must be produced as quick as possible and not over
years. A positive fact about biofuels is also that a few of them have fossil fuel counterparts
which makes the supplementation easier. The chart below compares a limited list of biofuels
with their fossil fuel counterparts [VDA, 2009].
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Biofuel

Fossil fuel

Differences

Ethanol

Gasoline/Ethane Ethanol has half the energy per mass of gasoline, which
means that the vehicle must burn twice as much ethanol for
getting the same energy. Ethanol burns cleaner than gasoline and it produces less carbon monoxide while the combustion process. But it produces more ozone than gasoline
and is an element which contributes substantially to smog.
To reduce the ozone value vehicle engines must be modified
to run on ethanol.

Biodiesel

Diesel

Biodiesel and regular diesel have approximately the same
energy level during the combustion process. Biodiesel is
more corrosive to engine parts than regular diesel, which
means that the automobile industry designed special engines for this bio fuel. During the combustion process the
biodiesel burns cleaner and produces less particulate and
fewer sulfur compounds.

Methanol

Methane

Methanol has about one third to one half as much energy
as methane. It is a liquid and easy to transport. In contrast
to that methane is a gas which must be compressed for the
transportation.

Biobutanol

Gasoline/
Butane

Biobutanol has a bit less energy than gasoline but it can run
in any vehicle that uses gasoline. An advantage is that it
does not need modifications to engine components.

Table 3.1: Comparision of biofuels with fossil fuels [BOU, 2010b]

The biofuels can be divided into two generation groups. The first-generation fuels are obtained
directly from the food crops. From the grain, sugar, animal and vegetable fats, the biofuels are
produced. The most commonly used crops are corn, sugar cane and wheat. The structure of
the products is not decisive for further processing into fuels. And the second-generation group
consists of the fuels produces from their agricultural waste [BOU, 2010a].
• Corn is the main source of ethanol production. Benefits of corn are the relatively easy
conversion of the corn starch to ethanol as well as the whole plant along with pistons and
stems can be used for production. Disadvantages are the costly cultivation, which entails
a high demand for pesticides and fertilizers, and the chemical agents get into the soil and
into the groundwater. These disadvantages particularly affect the environment and the
food chain, so that the raw material is not a suitable alternative fuel [BOU, 2010a].
• Sugar cane also serves as a major source of ethanol production and is largely grown for
worldwide production in Brazil. The sugarcane provides sugar and starch, which can be
converted faster by the high sugar content to alcohol, so the ethanol faster than the starch.
In contrast to corn, sugarcane can achieve a higher agricultural yield. However, in the
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long term, the raw material can not be economically evaluated for fuel production [BOU,
2010a].
• Vegetable oil (HVO) can also be obtained from several vegetable varieties and can thus be
classified in the first and second generation. It can therefore be produced directly or from
the waste of the plants as biofuel. Above all, the vegetable oil is used to produce biodiesel.
The oil can often be fed directly into the diesel engines with few modifications and thus
represents a technical advantage. However, a processing of vegetable oil in refineries is
necessary because it can burn incomplete in the combustion engine by carbon deposits
and damage the engine [BOU, 2010a].
Other agricultural products such as wheat, rapeseed, etc. can be used as biofuel material. In
general, all food crops can pose a threat to the food chain and the environment through the
fertilizer (intensive growth) and pesticides. As a substitute for conventional and fossil fuels, the
use of biofuels is positive [BOU, 2010a].
To summarize all the information about the new energy carriers, it can be said that this principle
to use fuel which are made from renewable sources, are a positively assessed start for saving
the fossil energy carriers. Natural gas and biofuels create a bridge to the future mobility and
help to reach the goal of a less-emission environment. But even the full use of these renewable
resources can not be good for the environment and for the mankind concerning to the food
chain and air quality. On the characteristic values of those alternative fuels, which are e.g. are
significant for a fire, is discussed in more detail in chapter 4.
3.2.2 Hybrid as a bridging technology
The bridge to electro-mobility can be created with the help of hybrid systems. The word hybrid
refers to something bundled or mixed. With a regard to automobile industry the hybrid systems
refer to the combination of electric drive with their internal combustion engines, as known from
diesel and gasoline engines. This combination offers high efficiency of the electric drive as
well as its capabilities can be used. Furthermore this engine has low tension applications so
that the fuel consumption can be reduced. Hybrid systems are especially worthwhile in city
traffic. The stop-and-go traffic which is prevailing in the city generates a high proportion of
emissions by switching on and off the internal combustion engine. The electric engine takes
over and supports the vehicle in those situations with unfavorable acceleration phases and the
energy can be recovered during braking. Internal combustion engine plays a decisive role for
longer driving distances and higher speed limits [VDA, 2009]. Hybrid-powered vehicle has
two types of engines, the internal combustion engine for fossil fuels and one or more electric
engines. There are different hybrid system forms which are describes below:
• A parallel hybrid system has both, an internal combustion engine and an electric engine,
both of which can individually or jointly power the vehicle (see figure 3.5, Variant A)
• Series hybrid, both systems work separately. The power of the internal combustion engine
is converted via a generator electrical energy for propulsion (Variant B)
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• Split-parallel hybrid (HEV) represents a combination of the parallel and series hybrid.
Here, the power of the internal combustion engine can be delivered to the drive both to
the generator (Variant C)

(a) Variant A: Parallel system

(b) Variant B: Series system

(c) Variant C: Split-parallel system
Figure 3.5: Variety of hybrid system [Kumar et al., 2018, Staff, 2011, Vasilash, 2018]

According to the fuels made from renewable resources as explained in the chapter above (see
chapter 3.2.1), it is also developed a hybrid system which connects these renewable energy
carriers with the electric-drive. The CNG-mobility is in the process of establishing itself on
the European market and putting diesel and gasoline into the background. With a CNG-hybrid
vehicle, the combination of alternative fuel and the electric drive is even closer to the climate
protection target. For example, a methane-powered mirco hybrid, or also called mild hybrid
g
[TPU, 2018]. Hybridisation brings many
can emit carbon dioxide emissions of around 70 km
advantages, e.g. the reduction of fuel consumption and, as a result, reduction of carbon dioxide
emissions. The hybrid drive is not a general solution, but it is a first step towards to complete
the full hybridisation or electric mobility [VDA, 2009].
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3.2.3 The future of mobility - Electric and fuel cell technology
The next step for the increasing efficiency will be the final replacement by the electrical and
hydrogen technology for the automotive industry. Electrically powered vehicles do not produce
pollutants and exhaust gases that can pollute the environment. Pure battery electric vehicles
are currently still in the development phase, but there are already electric vehicles, which are
initially used primarily in the city and in the short-haul areas. Into the category of pure eletric
vehicles belong the battery electric vehicles and the fuel cell electric vehicles. The battery electric vehicles use a battery cell like a lithium-ion battery system as their engine which batteries
are also rechargable. But the production of those batteries brings along environmentally and
economically difficulties which will explained in chapter 4.5 [VDA, 2009].
Fuel cell electric vehicles take their power source of a hydrogen fuel cell. Regenerative hydrogen is an alternative source of energy and is seen as the new energy carrier in the future.
Hydrogen is carbon neutral in the production and therefore it is environmental friendly electric
fuel. It can be used either in fuel cells (e-vehicles) or in vehicles with internal combustion engine. Both alternative energy carriers can be the ultimatum for reaching a total zero-emission
environment and better air quality (climate protection) for the future. With the support of electricity as direct vehicle fuel, the next step of evolution for sustainable mobility can be made.
More information about hydrogen vehicles are in chapter 4.5 [VDA, 2009].
Besides hydrogen belong to the group of electric fuels. Electric fuels are carbon dioxide-neutral
substitutes which are produced by the storage of electrical energy (electricity) from renewable
raw materials in chemical compounds of liquid or gaseous fuels. The electric vehicles include
primarily the gaseous power-to-gas (PtG) fuels such as hydrogen and methane gas and include
in this fuel group, the power-to-liquid fuels (PtL) such as gasoline, diesel or kerosene (aviation
fuel) all generate very little pollutant emissions during the combustion process in the engine.
These fuels are particularly positive for the environment as well as for internal combustion
engines and gas turbine engines (air vehicles, helicopters). In addition to the carbon dioxideneutral behaviour, the electric fuels allow all renewable energy sources to be stored as liquid
fuel. The necessary process for the production of electric fuels is the electrolysis of water with
renewable electricity [Bergold, 2016].
Electrotechnology
Electric vehicles (EVs) are generally vehicles that require electrical power for their drives.
These modern vehicles get their complete energy from electrical energy storage and they are
an alternative to sustainably reducing carbon dioxide emissions in traffic and reducing the consumption of fossil fuels. The technical implementation of electric drives is much cheaper than
internal combustion engines, because they have no consuming and occupied with many parts
transmissions. The electric vehicle is in effect a zero-emissions vehicle, because it emits zero
grams of carbon dioxide per kilometer and no other pollutants to the environment [VDA, 2009].
The production of mobile computing and telecommunications equipment is widespread by the
lithium-ion (Li-ion) based battery systems. These battery systems also have great potential for
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use in vehicles. The battery electric vehicle (BEV) is a pure electric vehicle that uses a battery
of chemical energy stored in rechargeable battery packs. These vehicles draw all their energy
from the battery packs and therefore have no combustion engine and no fuel tank attached to it.
It is assumed that the battery is safe and reliable over the life of the vehicle, and that the state of
charge of the battery is always within the optimum range [UCSUSA.org, 2018].
Some researches have shown that the lithium reserves will not be sufficient in the foreseeable
future to continue to be used for the automotive industry. The analyst company MIR announced
that three percent of the reserves of 35 million tons of lithium are consumed annually and that
all lithium reserves would be used up in the next 30 years. The lithium belongs to the metals in
the chemical periodic table and can also be split into the minerals in salt water. The recovery
of lithium, in contrast to the increasing consumption is relatively low, so that consumption
and recovery/production are not balanced. In addition, the extraction is costly and harmful
to the environment [Focus, 2011]. In terms of climate protection goals and the environment,
electric vehicles powered by regeneratively generated electricity from the sun, wind or water
are generally more emission-free and better for the energy chain. The structure of a Li-ion
battery and fire characteristics are explained in chapter 4.

(a) Interior[AC, 2017]

(b) Lithium-ion battery [GC, 2014]

Figure 3.6: Construction of an electric vehicle

A new technology is currently being tested in the automotive industry, which relates to the actual
construction of the EV. The focus is here on the outerwear of an EV. An outerwear consisting of
carbon fiberglass layers should be an additional way to recharge the car while driving [Morris,
2017]. The principle is similar to solar roadway technology, but in that case the vehicle is
considered as a structural battery as shown in the figure 3.7 below.
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Figure 3.7: Structural Battery of electric vehicles [Morris, 2017]

Carbon fibres are considered as a substance of the future. It is robust, hard-wearing, malleable
and lighter than steel. Even large parts of aircraft are built from carbon fibres and the automotive industry is using it also for creating new vehicle types. But if a construction with this
substance burns, it can create dangerous consequences. The resulting by-product (Soot) affects
the respiratory tract due to their tiny size. Inhaling the substance is carcinogenic and can cause
asbestos poisoning [ARD, 2014].
EVs are more expensive than conventional vehicles, because of the production of battery system
in the chemical industries alone is costly to evaluate. To increase the incentive of customer
acceptance, the government subsidizes the user, gives tax benefits or grants user benefits such
as free parking or free recharge. These and other funding are mobility concepts to further boost
e-mobility and achieve the second evolutionary stage [VDA, 2009]. The chapters 3.3 and 3.4
will discuss today’s current mobility as well as the future mobility concepts for the next 30
years.
Hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicle (HFCEV)
From today’s perspective, hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles have the potential to replace fuel
consumption from fossil fuels such as gasoline and diesel in the long term and to stop them if
necessary. It is assumed that hydrogen is produced regeneratively. Hydrogen has a high energy
content in relation to the mass, and therefore it can be used in fuel cells as well as in internal
combustion engines. In the combustion process, hydrogen splits into oxygen and water, so that
it can be described as pollutant-free drive [Avery Thompson, 2018].
The production of hydrogen should be carried out according to the environmental requirements,
so that the environmental impact can be prevented. This is done by production using renewable
energy sources (solar power, wind energy, biomass) or by-products from chemical production
processes (waste products). Hydrogen can also be used as energy storage. The surplus stored
energy can thus be used to drive fuels [EG, 2018].
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(a) Principle of a hydrogen fuel cell vehicle [Kara
Schmidt, Joshua Schmidt, Carl Rivkin, 2017]

(b) HFCEV Nexo [Mario Hommen, 2018]

Figure 3.8: HFCEV construction

HFCEVs have a fuel cell drive inside, but it drives like an electric vehicle, e.g. a full hydrogen
tank is enough to drive 500 km. In summer 2018 the HFCEV Nexo from the car manufacturer
Hyundai came out which offers by its fuel cell a range of 800 km [Mario Hommen, 2018].
HFCEV capture approximately the same range and the refueling of the vehicle is the same as
the conventional vehicles. Refueling with hydrogen takes place under pressure at the hydrogen
refueling stations and is comparable to the refueling of conventional fuels [UCSUSA.org, 2018].
A fuel cell electric drive generates electricity from hydrogen so that the vehicle can move. The
car has an electric motor that generates electricity for itself with hydrogen. The hydrogen reacts
with the air entering the car from the outside. This chemical reaction produces electrical energy
that drives the vehicle. As the exhaust gas or end-product of this reaction, water is produced
and exits the exhaust of the vehicle [Kara Schmidt, Joshua Schmidt, Carl Rivkin, 2017].
Another advantage is the hydrogen transport through pipes, which lead underground to the
gas stations. The current filling station network in Europe for replenishing hydrogen-powered
vehicles is shown in the figure 3.9. The colour-coded flags divide the locations into old, planned
and current valid refueling stations for hydrogen. The significant increase in hydrogen filling
stations is generally indicative of an increase in the automotive industry or vehicle use [NN,
2018].
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Figure 3.9: Hydrogen fuel stations in Europe [NN, 2018]

3.2.4 Autonomous Vehicles
This chapter introduces an innovation that represents an exceptional variant of mobility. It is
about the development of the 21st century self-driving electric vehicles. Vehicles that drive the
user without direct human contact.

Figure 3.10: Sensor system of a self-driving car [Hope Reese, 2016]

There are a variety of benefits of this technology. Self-driving vehicles would make mobility
and traffic flow better. It means that traffic through the computer-aided programs in the vehicle
can coordinate with each other. Traffic jams and other human driving failures would no longer
exist. Advantage is the reduction of fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. For example, a
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high proportion of pollutants caused by the stop-and-go traffic in which the internal combustion
engine is heavily used. The coordination of autonomous vehicles can reduce this phenomenon
[Sivak und Schoettle, 2015]. This technology sounds promising, but also questions, such as
written below must be answered:
• Does self-driving vehicles interact with conventional vehicles in road traffic?
• What would traffic safety look like during the transitional period from conventional to
autonomous traffic?
• Decides the self-driving vehicle more conscientious than a driver?
• Are self-driving vehicles safer in technology than conventional vehicles?
• How do self-driving vehicles behave during different weather conditions such as snow or
heavy rain?
These and other questions will be investigated by engineers, vehicle manufacturers and developers in the future [Sivak und Schoettle, 2015]. One factor crucial to tunnel safety is the mortality
rate. Based on the figure 3.11 the mortality rate per route depending on age and use of the
vehicle type is examined. The figure 3.11 shows four risk cases 1 - 4, which only play a role for
the conventional vehicle.

Figure 3.11: Comparison between the fatality rate depending on driver/user age for autonomous and conventional
vehicles [Sivak und Schoettle, 2015]

As a reminder, an autonomous vehicle is driven without human help, so it remains with horizontal lines for comparison. Meanwhile, the curve for the use of conventional vehicles shows
a U-shape. The risk areas reach a climax when the drivers are too young or inexperienced and
too old. From this figure below, it can be concluded that the risk level could be increased by an
interaction of both vehicle types [Sivak und Schoettle, 2015].
Over the years, many new things have emerged in the construction (road construction), vehicle
technology, fuel technology and environmental research sectors. The new developments in
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mobility will be welded into mobility concepts. The transition from conventional mobility,
conventional diesel and gasoline, to electric mobility or autonomous electric mobility will not
take many years. The mobility concepts which are foreseen for the next 30 years are described
in this chapter 3.2 and they show a clear progress for a ”greener”future. It can not be denied
that the implementation of savings and completion stage (1st stage) and replacement stage (2nd
stage) will take a lot of time.
The current traffic situation on the roads continues to show a high participation in the consumption of fossil fuel, but an increase in the consumption of alternative fuels is also recognised.
The following chapter 3.3 explicitly deals with the current valid mobility in Europe and the
European Union. With a look at the transport population, the use of vehicles in relation to
fuel consumption and the currently effective mobility concepts for Europe and in the European
Union are given.

3.3 Today’s mobility and fuels strategy
This chapter deals with the mobility with its density of vehicles as well as it defines the fuel
consumption for the European countries from today. Subsequently, references are made to
the statistics of the European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA). The statistics
refer to the currently valid data collections for Europe. In 2017 statistics on the currently use
of vehicles in relation to the fuel consumption were published by the ACEA. These statistics
consider the period from the year 2011 to 2015 [ACEA, 2018c].
Included in these statistics were the vehicle groups passenger cars, light commercial vehicles,
medium as well as heavy commercial vehicles and buses. Light commercial vehicles are vans
and transporter. To the medium and heavy commercial vehicles count vehicles over 3.5 tons
e.g. trucks and heavy good vehicles (HGV). In these five years and up to 2019, a growth of the
usage in all vehicle groups can be detected, but the largest group of these vehicles is that of the
passenger cars. Nowadays it is inconceivable to be without any mode of transport. Even the car
is used for short distances like the way to the bakery on a Sunday morning. In many European
families, it is unimagineable to have no private vehicle. Most families have at least one, some
families even own several vehicles. Looking at the statistics, it becomes clear that the highest
percentage is for families with at least one car. France with 83%, Denmark with 60%, Poland
with 63% and the Netherlands with 71% reinforce this statistic. On average, 4% of families in
the mentioned countries own three or more cars [ACEA, 2018c].
Based on the statistics, vehicle inventories in Europe increased from 352 to 379 million in the
past years. The amount of passenger vehicles went from 241 to 252 million, so +4.5% from
2011 to 2016. The share of medium and heavy commercial vehicles went down -0.3% so that
the value dropped from 13.3 to 13 million. The amount of trucks counts 6.2 million for the
European Union. The currently valid number of vehicles in Europe is 587 million (2016) and
the trend shows a further increase for the future. According to the density of the passenger
vehicles, the EU counts 587 cars per 1000 inhabitants. The highest density is 740 cars per 1000
inhabitants in Luxembourg and the lowest in Romania (2016). The attached figure 3.12 shows
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the countries with a regard to vehicle density for passenger transport [ACEA, 2018c].

Figure 3.12: Density of passenger cars per 1000 inhabitants [ACEA, 2018c]

As already mentioned the highest density takes the category for passenger car. From the point
of view of an environmental expert, the use of passenger cars with a maximum amount of
5 seat options, is more damaging to the environment than the transport of several people by
bus or larger vehicles for the same distance. Though a stagnation or decrease in the density
for commercial vehicles (including buses) can be detected. In the EU the density counts 74
commercial vehicles per 1000 inhabitants [ACEA, 2018c].
As part of this master thesis, the current mobility on the use of vehicles regarding their fuel
types/driving systems, is described and analysed. In the context of the increasing number of
vehicles, it is more important to present the current valid facts to establish possible solutions
for sustainable mobility. The choice of the fuel type determines the degree of damage to the
environment through the emission of a motor vehicle. In the motor vehicle itself, a combustion
process takes place by means of the fuels, which generates these emissions as a by-product of
the combustion and releases them to the environment.
Through innovations and new mobility concepts which include the usage of alternative fuels
(hydrogen drive, electric vehicles) or a creation like biofuels, vehicles with less exhaust and
emissions could be developed. From an economic perspective the purchase of an electrically
powered vehicle or a vehicle with the usage of alternative fuels (natural gas, hydrogen) is on
the one hand too costly for many average consumers and on the other hand a network for those
vehicles is not sufficiently built at that time. Caused by these facts and the limited publicity
of alternative fuels in the media, the percentage of benefit is small. According to the ACEA
statistics, in 2015 about 56% of EU passenger cars used gasoline and about 41% diesel fuel.
Then comes with 2.2% natural gas (LPG) powered vehicle. The hybrids (0.4%) and other
alternative fuels make up 0.8% of the percentage [ACEA, 2018c].
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Figure 3.13: Passenger Car fleet by fuel type for the EU (% share/2015) (last update: 01.06.2018) [ACEA, 2018c]

There are differences in the fuel consumption of each country. While the United Kingdom, Germany, Denmark and Sweden own the gasoline as their main fuel (over 60%), in France they are
used with 64.2% diesel. In contrast to the other countries of the European Union, it is noticeable
that with 7% for Sweden and 15.5% for Poland, these two countries are increasingly turning
to alternative energy carriers. Poland has in the whole EU the highest share with 14.4% of the
natural gas consumption[ACEA, 2018c]. In contrast to passenger cars, which have gasoline as
the most common fuel, diesel consumption for trucks counts 95.5% in the EU [ACEA, 2018a].
The reason why the usage of diesel and gasoline is different concerning by the vehicle type can
be explained with the internal function of the engines and the fuel prices. In general, diesel and
gasoline engines are internal combustion engines (ICE). In the combustion process fuel is mixed
with air and it is compressed internally inside the engine’s cylinders as it goes to the engine. The
ignitation is caused by the spark plugs in the vehicle’s engine. The fuel combusts and because of
the inside pressure a piston drives down and turns the crankshaft. The crankshaft is connected
to the vehicle’s transmission and this process rotates the wheels. After every single movement
of the vehicle the piston moves up in the cylinder and pushs the produced gases (exhaust gases)
out of the engine and out of the tailpipe. The difference between diesel and gasoline is in
the compression process. In a diesel engine are no spark plugs. So, when diesel fuel and air
are squees ed enough, the compression produces heat that the mixture combusts (compression
ignition). Diesel ignites even without spark plugs. Gasoline has a low octane number and needs
more influence to ignite so that gasoline engines need to have spark plugs. According to those
processes, a vehicle with gasoline has a higher fuel consumption than diesel vehicles. Trucks
must make a longer distance for their transports and with a regard to the economy, it is cheaper
to have a diesel engine which use less fuel for the same result [Ronan Glon, 2018].
In the figure 3.14 can be seen from the start in 1990 up to 2007 that the diesel use increased, then
in 2009 was a low and it is risen up again. It is also seen that in time of the global economic crisis
in 2008/2009 the diesel consumption decreased. From 2011 until now, diesel use is decreasing
[ACEA, 2018c].
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Figure 3.14: Development of the diesel fuel use for passenger vehicles [ACEA, 2018c]

The terms ECV, HEV and APV belong to the alternative energy carriers. Alternatively-powered
vehicles (APV) are vehicles with hydrogen, natural gas, alcohol or other fuels, which are described in chapter 4 more precise as a fuel type. Electrically-chargeable vehicles (ECV) and
the mixture of common fuel-powered and electrically-chargeable vehicles called hybrid electric
vehicles (HEV). In the given figures 3.15 and 3.16, it is shown that the use of diesel fuel as
a conventional fuel decreases. This fact led to the increase of the other energy carriers. The
percentage share for gasoline is over the 50% level nowadays. Even though it is clearly visible
that in all groups of the alternatives are increasing [ACEA, 2018c].

Figure 3.15: Shares for passenger car by fuel type in 2017 [ACEA, 2018c]
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Figure 3.16: Shares for passenger car by fuel type in 2018 [ACEA, 2018c]

To assess the current valid mobility with the use of alternative energy carriers, reference is made
to figure 3.17. The development from 2007 to 2016 illustrates a steady increase in the number
of passenger vehicles powered by alternative energies. This development can be rated positive,
because the group of passenger vehicles make up 87% of the EU vehicle fleet [ACEA, 2018a].

Figure 3.17: Development of the usage from alternative fuel in the years 2007 to 2016 [ACEA, 2018a]

Mobility shows a clear change from the use of fossil fuels to alternatives and environmental
friendly fuel variants. This growth can be explained by the mobility concepts like free electric
charging stations in city centers and at gasstations. Since the purchase of an electrical operated
vehicle for normal consumers is costly, it is advertised with free charging stations. Figure (a)
3.18 shows the status quo of the cost-free charging possibilities for electric vehicles in Europe.
The other figure (b) 3.18 shows all charging possilities for the European Union. In the EU are
almost 30% located in the Netherlands with around 32 875 charging points. 22% in Germany
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(25 241), 14% in France (16 311) and 12% in the U.K. (14 256) [ACEA, 2018b, Weemaes,
2018].

(a) Free charging stations for electric vehicles for Europe [ACEA, 2018b]

(b) Electric vehicle charging infrastructure [Weemaes, 2018]

Figure 3.18: Construction of an electric vehicle

Norway has the leading role in the energy transition and electrifictaion of transport. In year
2017 more than 20% of all new cars sold were EVs and around 40% are chargeable hybrid
vehicles. Norway’s ambition is to reach the climate goals, the country set until 2050. The
goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions with 40% within 2030 and to be carbon neutral in
2050. New private cars, city busses and vans should be all electrically chargeable after 2025.
By 2030 the norwegian government aims 40% of all ships in local shipping and ferries are to
run on biofuels as well as 75% of the long-distance busses and 50% of the lorries must run on
electricity [Innovasjon Norge, 2018].

Figure 3.19: EU share in e-vehicles (2017) [Innovasjon Norge, 2018]

Norwegians government set a lot of incentives regarding taxes and regulations, fundings of
research and development (R&D), etc. For example, owners of electric vehicles will get free
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rides on ferries, parking places are for free in the cities as well the owners have low rates
or do not have to pay tollroads. Because of all positive-rated incentives Norway can manage
to have an abundance of 100% renewable energy in transportation to reach the climate goals.
The incentives like free chargings stations, low rates for tollroads, and less tax prices can be
explained as mobility concepts, which increase the interest of the people and because of that
the climate goal or zero-emission future can be reached as fast as possible [Innovasjon Norge,
2018].

Figure 3.20: E-Mobility in Norway [ACEA, 2018c]

Where diesel and gasoline are still used, alternative fuels have found also their way into the
mobility as well as fuel strategy. The European goal is to reach a zero-emission mobility by
2050 with a usage of electrically chargable vehicles. Those vehicles do not produce greenhouse
gases and carbondioxid because they have not a combustion engine like vehicles with combustion engines for fossil fuels. At the moment Norway is the European head of the electric
mobility market and energy transition, but the other European countries are on a good way to
reach the same goal.
The fuel strategy with the focus on new alternative energy carriers is also influencing the construction industries. The already existing tunnel constructions are built according to regulations,
where fossil fuels still has the main focus. In the past the fossil fuels gave a basis for the regulations in structural and operational planning. In general, a tunnel has a lifespan of 100 years and
this can mean that the present tunnels in Europe are not prepared for the new energy carriers
concerning the tunnel design and tunnel safety.
The following chapter describes some mobility concepts that are currently in the test phase.
To steer the evolution and direction of electricity, which has been mentioned several times, the
charging of these vehicles must be better integrated into the infrastructure. The integrity of a
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mobility concept into the infrastructure can be reached, e.g. by building charging function while
driving a vehicle. In terms of tunneling and above all, tunnel safety means the protection of electrical lines. Even minimal damage to the pipes can lead to hazards. Electrical conductivity is a
crucial indicator of a tunnel fire. Some mobility concepts are described in the following chapters which deal with the drive technology and the new energy carriers. The question of, whether
the future mobility concepts are suitable for tunnel construction in terms of fire protection is
examined and discussed in this thesis.

3.4 Mobility concepts for the future
The outlook of automobility for our future exemplifies a significant increase in the efficiency
of vehicles through the usage of renewable energy sources and the development of new drive
technologies. The use of alternative fuels is the main feature of research and development of
automobility. By fulfilling the two-stage savings with the supplementation and replacement,
climate protection goals will be achieved in the future. For a long-term transformation to sustainable mobility, the prerequisite of infrastructure and social factors is necessary. The nation
takes responsibility for sustainable design of automobiles and innovations for building roads.
In addition to maintenance investments, a targeted expansion e.g. road network of fuel filling
stations, more lanes for motorways, etc. can be measures for a resource-saving traffic flow and
general improvement for the environment and air quality.
Road users are also responsible for environmental friendly mobility. Users have the choice of
choosing their own vehicle, whereby the decisive factor here is often the cost factor. Since
conventional motor vehicles continue to offer a higher supply/demand ratio than electrically
powered vehicles, they still represent a major part of mobility. To change the behaviour of road
users, it is important to create a mobility concept. The mobility concept is an instrument of
mobility planning and supports the achievement of sustainable mobility through the development and subsequent operationalisation of ideas in the field of transport. Only by considering
all drive types of vehicles, such as fuel cell, internal combustion engine, hydrogen and electric drive, can holistic approaches for a future-oriented and sustainable mobility be conceived.
This chapter introduces interesting mobility concepts for the future which are on the way to be
integrated into the current infrastructure.
3.4.1 eRoad technology
An important prerequisite for mobility is the energy that the vehicle provides. This energy exists
in gaseous, liquid and electrical form and is called fuel. With the help of fuel stations the vehicle
owner can independently charge their vehicle. Even the fuel station operator has to give a lot of
energy and money for his own transport of the fuels. It is like a vicious circle which produces a
lot of emissions for all procurement and transport by the vehicles, but regarding to the invention
in the European road network, mobility is going to change. The following inventions relate
to the electrified road technology that allow to charge the vehicle while driving. It has never
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been easier and faster to recharge the batteries of electric vehicles with the electrified road
technology. This technology should be beneficial to the environment in addition to the charging
function of electric vehicles. By electrifying roads the existing infrastructure can continue to
exist or only optimisation measures must be taken, which minimise energy consumption and
CO2 emissions through this infrastructural change. By 2030, road traffic and vehicle density are
expected to increase [Fox, 2018, Innovasjon Norge, 2018], but to reduce the use of fossil fuels
as soon as possible the electrified road is expected to increase the interest in E-mobility. For the
electrification of roads, there are two different methods in the design, such as the inductive and
conductive technology.
Inductive charging
Inductive charging means energy transfer via a magnetic flux. The magnetic field is generated
by two systems at a certain distance. System 1 generates by electricity a magnetic field, which
is removed or induced by system 2. The principle of inductive charging ensures that the object
is supplied with power without a cable. The figure 3.21 shows the principle of the inductive
charging of an EV. On the road is the power source (power source resonator) in the form of
a thin pad. This charging pad generates the magnetic field (System 1) which is picked up by
another pad (Power Capture Resonator) (System 2). The counterpart is under the vehicle. A
control system regulates the charging function of the power capture resonator [Guy, 2012].

Figure 3.21: Principle of inductive charging of vehicles [Guy, 2012]

Inductive charging has found a place in electromobility and can be practiced by two methods.
On the one hand, inductive charging works on stationary pads and on the other hand, charging
works while driving on the road. Last method represents an interesting variant for the future.
The Fraunhofer Institute (IFAM) in Germany constructed a test track on the coils for which
cargo was installed in the carriageway. An electric sports car was built, which charges the battery while driving. The test drive was confirmed as successful. The implementation of this
dynamic charging method of vehicles is a positively valued mobility concept. Pollutant emissions and fuel consumption can be selectively reduced, but this method is costly and difficult
to implement because the entire road infrastructure would have to be renewed [Marinela Potor,
2017].
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From a socio-economic perspective the use of inductive charging system for all existing roads
is costly and has difficulties for future road construction. For public roads and private garages
this charging principle is optimal. There are already some projects on public roads in Germany
with wireless charging via the charging pads. Holding a bus at the distributed bus stations will
inductively charge it during the hold time and may thus achieve an unlimited range. Prerequisite
for the buses is that they are electrically rechargeable [Marinela Potor, 2017].

Figure 3.22: Inductive charging at public bus stations [Markus Fischer, 2016]

Conductive technology
The second method is the conductive technology, which allows power supply via overhead lines
(electrical rails) or from below via a conductor in roads. In contrast to inductive charging, where
the entire road network must be converted, the second method is easier to implement and less
expensive. Of all countries in Europe the Scandinavian countries like Norway and Sweden are
aiming for fossil fuel independence by 2030, and this requires a 70% reduction in the transport
sector [eRoad Arlanda, 2018b, Innovasjon Norge, 2018]. The Swedish Transport Administration has developed and implemented the method of conductive charging on the roads in the
eRoadArlanda project. The world’s first electrified road system has been opened outside Sweden’s capital city Stockholm in October 2017. Road traffic in Sweden generates 33% emissions
from CO2 measurements [eRoad Arlanda, 2018b].
Measurement results showed that freight transport gives the most emissions to the environment
and pollutes them. To continue to reach the goal of climate protection through emission-free
mobility, electrification of the road can be an opportunity. Experts suggest that two thirds of
truck traffic in Sweden can be made on electrified roads. This could reduce energy consumption
by about 10 TWh and three million tonnes of fuel. It would be sufficient if only the major roads
are electrified, so for Sweden only 2 to 4% of the entire road network. For short distances
the battery of the vehicle is sufficient. eRoad technology for road electrification which links
Stockholm Arlanda Airport with a logistics location outside the capital, is a public road where
2 km of tracks are laid in the middle of the street [eRoad Arlanda, 2018b].
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The electricity is transported by two rails in the middle of the street and transmitted via a mobile
arm at the bottom of the vehicle. With this technology EVs can reach an unlimited range. The
design is reminiscent of that of the Scalextric track, but in a vehicle overtaking attempt, the
arm is automatically disconnected from the rails. The Swedish transport administration and
government have focused on the heavy transport vehicles in this project, which is still in a test
run. Passenger cars and buses can conductively charge too. The test phase is expected to last
for two years (until the end of 2019) and deliver results on the robustness of this facility under
various conditions, such as weather conditions and traffic density [eRoad Arlanda, 2018b].

Figure 3.23: eRoadArlanda - eRoad technology [eRoad Arlanda, 2018b]

In terms of cost-effectiveness the electrification of Swedish roads can be considered profit. The
cost of fossil fuel is equivalent to 40.5 billions of Euro (42 billion SEK), which together amount
to seven tons of fuel consumed per year multiplied by 5786 Euros. Alternative energy costs
about 24 billions of Euros (SEK 25 billion) in tax costs per year. This results in a savings of
16.6 billions of Euros. With the help of the savings the Swedish Transport Administration is
financing the total material costs of 77.2 billion (80 billion SEK) for future 20000 km of roads
(as of September 26, 2018 - 1 SEK = 0.096 Euro) [eRoad Arlanda, 2018b].
In March 2018, EU-Commissioner for Transport Violeta Bulc visited the test track of the eRoad-
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Arlanda project and was able to create her own opinion on the innovation for future mobility.
On that day snow was in Sweden, but the electric road was ice-free due to the additional built-in
heating in the road. The EU-Commissioner showed interest in this development, pointing out
that the EU can offer a financial support to create more demonstration areas and to expand the
development of this mobility concept [eRoad Arlanda, 2018a].

3.4.2 Trolley bus technology
On public roads, there are a variety of public transport systems. In this chapter the reader will
have a look at the electrically operated trolleybuses, which also goes through tunnels. Public
transport plays an important role in the fast-paced everyday life in big cities. There are conventional buses as well as buses powered by one or more electric motors. Electromobility, due to
its zero-emission technology, has a special status today. The trolleybuses draw their electricity
through pantographs from a catenary stretched above the roadway. The overhead line takes up a
lot of space from an infrastructural point of view, as a complete overhead line system has to be
built over the city [Stolte und Sirovyak, 2008]. In the Austrian city Salzburg trolleybuses with
their electrical overhead line go through a short tunnel, which is called Sigmundstor (see figure
3.24). It can be assumed that this technology could travel through longer tunnels in the future.

Figure 3.24: Trolley bus technology in Salzburg (Sigmundstor) [Hiveminer, 2017]

In contrast to the overhead line network in an open environment, electrical cables must lead
through the tunnel so that this technology offers new challenges and risks. Electricity is the
most common cause of a fire at 33%. Electricity is a potential source of ignition, and most
of the materials used for cable laying and fixing and cable insulation are flammable. For this
reason, these lines must be particularly protected from external attacks, e.g. with special cable
jacket around the lines. Tunnel structures have a higher risk potential for fires so that fire
safety engineering of overhead lines in tunnels plays an important role in the integration of this
mobility concept [Bettermann, 2018].
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3.4.3 Driverless Convoy Technology
One of many new technologies is the driverless convoy technology. The Swedish company
Volvo developed self-driving trucks, where trucks communicate to each other and tune also
their distance and their speed to each other during the journey. With this technology the Volvo
Group is striving to reduce fuel consumption as well as this system will also minimise emissions
to the environment. In the first truck, the main truck, there is the radar, which uses computeraided programs to create a connection between the following trucks. Furthermore, the main
truck is additionally operated by a real driver who monitors the programs and manages the
truck manually [VolvoGroupVideos, 2016].

Figure 3.25: Volvo’s driverless convoy technology [AFP, 2016]

3.4.4 Changes in infrastructure with new road technologies
This chapter deals with two new technologies for the road construction. These have little incommon with the previously described mobility concepts for the integration of new energy carriers,
which could be decisive for tunneling. In the current context of infrastructural developments
and innovations in terms of environmental awareness, it would be important to mention the
plastic road as well as the solar roadways. In the future it could happen that there is a change
from solar road to an electrified road before entering a tunnel.
Plastic roads
This mobility concept is not concerned with motor drive technology and fuel strategy of the
future, but it deals exclusively with road construction. Already in India and in the Netherlands
first attempts were made with the construction of roads from plastic waste, which originates
from the sea. The aim of this concept is to clean the oceans and seas from the plastic waste,
leaving the marine life a clean environment and reduce the ecological footprint. Compared
to traditional road systems the plastic road concept is more environmental friendly and has a
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better life cycle assessment (LCA). This means when a road part reaches the end of life, it can
be recycled again and can be replaced with a new created one.

Figure 3.26: Plastic road [AFP, 2016]

Plastic roads consist of 100% recycled material, which is ideal for an ideal sustainable alternative to the conventional road structures. The road structure is more stable, is a lightweight
design (4 times lighter than conventional paved roads) and construction is 50% cheaper than
conventional asphalt roads as well as it takes less effort to built it up (70% quicker). It is also
quieter than normal asphalt or the modified whispering asphalt because the building material
dampens better the sound. Plastic, especially the recycled plastic waste is an ideal sustainable
alternative material for the road structures which opens the door for a varitey of new innovations for the road construction. New innovations could be quiet road surfaces, heated roads and
plastic roads which produce electricity. As well the material withstands temperatures from -40
to +80◦ C which means that it is a low probability to get potholes into the road surface. Another
advantage is that plastic is resistant to chemical corrosion and weather conditions. That means
less road maintenance and according to this, less to no traffic density in cities like traffic jams
and detours [Index, 2018, Volker Wessels, 2015].
The figures 3.27 show a composition of those road structures. Plastic road features a hollow
space for cables, plastic pipes (preventing excavation damages) and allow to excess water to
drain (preventing flooding). The individual pre-fabricated road components can be installed in
one piece. An advantage of this construction process is that the maintenance work is inexpensive and time-saving. Normally it takes months to build a road, but with those pre-fabricated
components a road can be built in weeks. Road components can be installed on a surface of sand
and more underground preparations are not necessary. With regard to the up-coming electric
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.27: Plastic road design [Volker Wessels, 2015]

mobility this road system has space for installing sensors into the surface for charging electric
chargeable vehicles [Index, 2018, Volker Wessels, 2015].
It is known that plastics can melt at high temperature effects. It has already been mentioned in
this chapter that the maximum temperature is + 80◦ C. It can not be ruled out that an accident
may occur on the open road or in a tunnel with plastic road. Accordingly, it would be interesting
to explore how this road technology behaves at temperatures above 100◦ C and what happens to
the entire construct [Lavars, 2015].
This innovative mobility concept of the plastic road was a finalist of the INDEX: Award 2017.
It presents a global recognised design award, where the focus is on designs, which improve the
life like innovations for medical treatments, agriculture and especially industry and engineering
technologies. At the end of 2017 a test track as a bicycle lane was built and tested in the
Netherlands. If the results are considered positive, the transition to the desired road verge can
pass. It is assumed that all technical, ecological and safety requirements on the test track are
met [Index, 2018].
Solar roadways
The optimal mobility would be if these three factors below would be fulfilled:
• Zero-emissions mobility through no exhaustgases and emissions of pollutants from the
vehicles
• Absolute independence of the use of fossil fuels
• Infinite range thanks to intelligent charging technology of the vehicles
Electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles are already fulfilling the first two
points. With the development of electric roads through the inductive as well as conductive
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technology, the third point can also be met. For these technologies additional electricity must
be produced, which is then delivered to the vehicles. With solar roadways the production of
electricity can be reduced, because the road uses solar energy exclusively from the renewable
energy source.

Figure 3.28: Road covered with a solar energy carpet [UD, 2018]

A German start-up company called SOLMOVE optimised inductive charging by using solar
energy. Solar road consists of small offset photovoltaic modules, which are placed on the already existing roads. It should be assumed that the roads are horizontal and undamaged. Solar
roads could be used as charging stations for electric cars and electric bikes, and there are other
advantages such as noise absorption, automatic path lighting in the dark and the heated function
in winter by the sun’s energy (deicing function). Horizontal and undamaged road surfaces are
prerequisites for the solar carpets [UD, 2018]. The life duration of this solar carpets is 20 to 25
years [IKU, 2017].
SOLMOVE developed horizontal photovoltaic modules, which can be laid for the road surface.
Individual modules are sealed together, creating a kind of carpet. This solar carpet should be
described in cases of external environmental influences, such as traffic density and different
weather conditions as non-slip, unbreakable and glass-clear. The modules consist of solar tiles,
which are held together by a fiberglass fabric and where the incoming sunlight can optimally
generate ecological ”green”electricity. The structure of this solar carpet is shown in figure 3.29
[Solmove, 2018].
The production of the photovoltaic modules consists essentially of silicon and glass. The glass
used is additionally a recycling glass, so that the entire solar tepic can be disposed of or recycled ecologically. Furthermore, copper and some plastic are preserved in the structure. When
introducing foreign atoms (e.g. from metals) into the existing silicon crystal structure, nitrogen
oxides are decomposed, ventilation channels are cleaned and freed when driving on the solar
road, so that no sound is generated. In the whispering asphalt the ventilation channels are not
cleared by traffic density [IKU, 2017].
Investment calculations showed that a 25-year-old solar road generates an average of five to
eight euros per square meter of road (less investment costs). Asphalted roads have a higher risk
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Figure 3.29: Construction of the solar module [Solmove, 2018]

of being damaged during the same service life and maintenance costs amount to one Euro per
square meter of road. Other advantages of these solar roads are the noise absorption, automatic
path lighting in the dark and the heated function in winter by the solar energy (anti-icing function) [UD, 2018]. The development of the solar road is in its infancy and will not be used in
tunnel constructions because of the missing natural solar enegry, but it can be seen as a future
sustainable mobility concept in an open environment.

3.5 Summary of chapter 3
The term evolution describes optimally the progressive change and the unfinished development
of mobility as well as the mobility behaviour of humans. Due to the increasing importance
of stopping climate change and protecting the environment, further innovations in automotive
industry and fuel technology have been created in the past and even today. New innovations
were injected into the cityscape or into existing infrastructure, in general the so-called mobility
concepts.
The electrification of the road increases the likelihood that the more EVs will be purchased by
the population. As a result the environmental footprint of each individual decreases, because
less carbon dioxide and other toxic pollutants that are produced in a car with a combustion
process are emitted as well as the growth in E-mobility reduces the fuel consumption of fossil
fuels and improves air quality by reducing emissions. The achievement of an electrified driven
mobility with energy production of renewable energy sources aims at a complete independence
of the fossil energy sources and (solar energy, wind energy, etc.) and this is the ideal goal for the
future. Mobility can not change from 100 to 0% and should therefore be adjusted gradually. The
current mobility shows a high proportion of conventional vehicles for gasoline and diesel, but
an annual decrease is noticeable. In contrast to the decrease of use of fossil fuels, the number of
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alternative fuel vehicles powered by biofuels or hybrid-powered vehicles is increasing. Already
in Norway there are more EVs than vehicles with internal combustion engines.
The figure 3.30 shows the evolution and development of vehicles by the fuel type for the next
30 years. It can be seen that the conventional energy carriers are still on the same level as
the alternative fuels (natural gas, electric fuels) in 2020. The share of the conventional fuels
decreases from around 50 million (2020) to 12 million (2050) of vehicles which will be sold in
the next years. The alternative fuels, such as natural gas (CNG, LNG, LPG), biofuels and hybrid
systems creates a bridge to the pure electric drive technology. It is assumed that hybrid vehicles
receive only limited attention and as seen in the figure 3.30 the maximum will be reached for
those vehicle types in year 2040. In 2020 the development of the pure electrical vehicles is
also starting, which continue to rise steadily in contrast to the hybrids. In 2027 the increase
of the vehicle begins with hydrogen as alternative fuel. Over the years it will be expected that
hydrogen fuel cell vehicles will raise up. Due to their zero-emission vehicle technology and
environmental friendly production of hydrogen, it can be seen that probably no other alternative
fuels will be used for the worldwide vehicle industry [Fox, 2018].

Figure 3.30: Future mobility – global sales of light vehicles by fuel type [Fox, 2018]

In order to continue steering in the direction of electric mobility, mobility concepts must be
developed that increase the interest in procurement of vehicles with these alternative drives.
With a look into the future, these new mobility concepts which are all explained in chapter 3
can create new challenges and possible threats in the context of tunnel safety. The questions
that now arise are:
• Is the integration of new mobility concepts in tunnels that have existed for years simply
to be realised?
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• How does the electrification of road construction in a tunnel structure behave and, if
necessary, do any changes to tunnel safety have to be made?
• How does an EV burn and how can it be extinguished?
• Do electric rails interfere with evacuation during a tunnel fire?
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The environmental impact, such as climate change and shortage of energy carriers, are caused
by the production and use of different fuels. These actions pollute the environment and because
of the impacts, people have changed their awareness of environmental protection and fuel consumption. People think more ecologically and pay attention to their resource consumption. As
already mentioned in the chapter before, the future of the mobility transitioned away from the
conventional fuel variants and is finding new ways to use alternative fuels, which do not burden
the environment.
In addition to the environmental aspect, it is necessary to analyse the fire properties of the energy
carriers that could be involved in tunnel accidents, which may lead to a fire hazard. All fuels
have different fire properties, e.g. they have different ignition temperatures, flammability limits,
extinguishing measures, etc. All these properties lead to variable fire behaviour and especially
the extinguishing measures are important in case of a fire in road tunnels.
Tunnels are construction elements which create a direct link from one place to another. Therefore one must also consider that a variety of vehicle users drive vehicles with different fuel types
through tunnels. Regarding the gradual mobility move from conventional vehicle with internal
combustion engine for fossil energy carriers to alternative vehicle with electric drive, it has to
be taken into account that all vehicles are presented in enclosed structures like tunnels. Thus
it can create new challenges for the tunnel business. This chapter 4 refers exclusively to the
fire properties of the fuels which were named in the previous chapter 3. This knowledge can
be useful for the scenario database and provide suggestions for possible new rescue concepts in
case of a tunnel fire.

4.1 Conventional fuels
Gasoline and diesel are the worldwide highstes consumed fossil fuels. The current share of
gasoline is about 65 – 70% in wolrdwide market, so it is the most common fuel. It is followed
by an approx. 30 – 35% rate of diesel fuel [KBA, 2018]. Fossil fuels such as oil, natural gas
and coal have been produced by fossils of former living creatures, which have been deposited in
the soil for several million years and sink ever deeper into the earth’s crust. Crude oil is mainly
found in coastal regions and near seas. By depositing the dead creatures and plants, many
mud layers were formed. It takes million of years to build-up layers with the fossil energy
carriers. Due to high temperatures and nutrient conditions, anaerobic bacteria from the mud
layers transformed the oil deposits [Awona, 2018]. As a reminder the statistics for the current
usage from vehicles by the fuel type are mentioned in chapter 3.3. The production for both fuels
is the same and described in figure 4.1 below. For the conventional fuels the crude oil is the
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initial material for the fossil fuel production. The following section describes the production of
fossil fuels.

Figure 4.1: Fractioning tower for gasoline and diesel production; in reference to [Awona, 2018]

The crude oil is heated in a tube heater to over 360◦ C, so that the ingredients in the oil can evaporate and the components will remain for further processing. The heated crude oil is transported
further into the distillation tower with individual fractions. During the heating of the crude oil
many gases are produced. The higher the condensation stream rises, the cooler it gets and the
more it condenses. The fractions in the tower serve to trap a range of specific temperatures. In
these fractions the resulting product can condensate. At a temperature of 400◦ C, the crude oil
becomes a solid fuel (bitumen), which is further processed.
The first distillation under normal pressure produces methane, ethane, propane and butane.
These gases are important fuel gases as shown in the figure above (A). The light and heavy
gasoline arise at a temperature between 30 and 180◦ C in the second fraction (B). Light gasoline
has a low density due to the low boiling temperatures and has a significantly low octane number
[Awona, 2018].
The octane number describes the ignition of the gasoline quality. A high-octane number indicates that the susceptible to an unwanted explosion in the combustion chamber of a vehicle
while driving. In practice, with a high-octane number the impulsion of the vehicle is better but
therefore more expensive than fuels with a lower number. Furthermore, a high-octane number
is required for engines with a high compression ratio. These are typically engines with a high
specific power output. In the past, people mixed the gasoline with the additive lead tetraethyl
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to achieve a high-octane number. This pollutant also leads to poisoning and it is harmful to the
environment. Newer vehicles achieve the same result through improved engine design which
increases turbulence in the combustion chamber by adding aromatic hydrocarbons and oxygenates to the unleaded gasoline. There exists a variety of different types of gasolines with
with various octane numbers [BD, 2018]. The light gasoline is also used for lighters, paint
thinners or dress and wound cleansing. The heavy gasoline has higher boiling temperatures,
hence a higher density. Here the octane number is between 90 and 98, so it is the optimum for
automobile industry. Fuel stations around the world offer gasoline with 95 to 98 octanes (super
gasoline).
As the temperature in the distillation tower continues to rise, the middle distillate (C) and heating oil or diesel fuel (D) are produced. The diesel condenses at a temperature between 250 380◦ C. The residue of the distillation tower is fractionated in a vacuum distillation at low pressure, where subsequently further (heavy) heating oil, lubricating oil and as the second residue
of the process bitumen is produced (E).

Figure 4.2: Diesel (left) and gasoline (right) [Alexander, 2017]

4.1.1 Gasoline
Gasoline is a petroleum product, but it can be called petrol, too. In this thesis the generic term
gasoline is used. Gasoline describes a variety of different products such as light gasoline, heavy
gasoline, driving and white spirit (solvent and extractant). The difference in the varieties is due
to the different boiling points and degrees of evaporation. It is a mixture of light (over 100
different) hydrocarbons with different boiling points. The hydrocarbons required for gasoline
are usually obtained by fractional distillation from crude oil as seen in figure 4.1. Gasoline is
a liquid of many different hydrocarbons which include paraffins, cycloparaffins, aromatic and
olefinic hydrocarbons [GESTIS, 2018].
Gasoline is a 100% flammable liquid which has a flashpoint of about -65◦ C and the ignition
temperature is about 232◦ C. Burning gasoline can reach a temperature of 945◦ C and therefore
it can heat objects in the fire area above its ignition temperature. This fuel has a self-ignition
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temperature from 280 to 470◦ C and as a prevention of reignition after the extinguishment. In
a gasoline vehicle fire, firefighters should allow enough time to pass for nearby hot objects
(vehicles nearby the fire location) to cool below the ignition temperature of the gasoline. The
cool-down phase is necessary to prevent a second ignite. During a gasoline fire the vapours are
heavier than air, so they tend to flow down to the ground and because of the tunnel ventilation the
vapours will also flow in another direction from the liquid gasoline source so that the evacuees
will get impaired [CFS, 2018].
A gasoline fire can be extinguished with dry extinguishing powder, foam and carbon dioxide
as well as a wariness against bursting and explosion hazard is necessary [GESTIS, 2018]. The
normal human behaviour is to use water for extinguish a fire, but it is dangerous to use water in a
solid stream on a gasoline fire. The water stream spatters the fuel or raises its level in a container
so it overflows and it keeps burning [CFS, 2018]. Gasoline fire can be suffocated by diluting
the atmosphere with an inert gas. An inert gas is a gas which takes away the oxygen from other
gases or chemical substances such as carbon dioxide, helium, argon and other noble gases. So
if the amount of oxygen in the atmosphere of the fire location is reduced from its normal value
of 21% to 14%, by concentrating the given air condition with carbon dioxide most gasoline
products cannot burn [CFS, 2018]. In case of a tunnel fire, where gasoline is an indicator, fire
extinguishes by his own because the produced fire smoke and toxic gases suppress the amount
of oxygen in air.

4.1.2 Diesel

Diesel is a complex combination of hydrocarbons which are produced in the destillation of
crude oil. The fuel is also a 100% flammable liquid which has a flashpoint is between +56 to
+69◦ C. But the flashpoint point can be further reduced by admixture with components with low
boiling temperatures. In the event of severe heating, the diesel fuel is also very ignitable even
without an ignition source. Compared to gasoline, diesel has a higher flashpoint which means
that the fuel needs more time to ignite. The ignition temperature is about 210◦ C. The selfignition of diesel is around 225◦ C [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017].
Due to this self-ignition temperature, diesel vehicles do not need sparks in the engine. Only
high pressure in the engine is enough to start the internal combustion process in the vehicle
[LL, 2017]. The principle for extinguishing a diesel fire is the same as with a gasoline fire. To
stop the flames the oxygen had to be cut off and by using inert gases the available oxygen can be
dilute and the burning process can be stopped. A diesel fire can be extinguished with measures
such as dry extinguishing powder, carbon dioxide as an inert gas which cut off the oxygen, sand
and foam. The fire cannot be extinguished with regular water because diesel is unsolvable and
lighter than water. Caused by this phenomenon light liquid floats on the water and cannot be
stopped [GESTIS, 2018].
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4.2 Gaseous fuels
Gaseous fuels can be compressed natural gas (CNG), cryogenic or cooled liquefied-compressed
natural gas (LNG) or liquefied-compressed propane gas (LPG). Natural gas has generally methane
as its main constituent which has the highest hydrogen content and thus low carbon content of
all carbons. Therefore the low amount of carbon is an important factor for climate protection.
Natural gas is considered an alternative fuel while still using the internal combustion engine
of vehicles. During the combustion process, hydrogen in the natural gas splits into water and
oxygen, which is low in emissions and due to the low carbon content in natural gas, exhaust gas
is also to be positively evaluated in relation to the fuels diesel and gasoline.
Natural gas has a very low energy density and a low calorific value depending on the volume
compared to conventional fuels at atmospheric pressure. Natural gas is lighter than air and
can spread in the atmosphere. According to the spread of the fuel’s vapours, it has a higher
likelihood to burn. Methane forms explosive mixtures at a volume fraction between 4.4 and
16.5% in air [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017].The flash point of natural
gas is -188◦ C and the temperature at which the natural gas can ignite itself is at 580◦ C. And
the minimum ignition temperature for natural gas is 595◦ C [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson,
Lotta Vylund, 2017].

CNG and LNG
The difference between CNG and LNG is the way of storage and handling of methane/natural gas. It can be stored in compressed form (CNG) or in cooled gas in a cryogenic container
(LNG). CNG in a fuel container has a pressure range between 200 to 250 bar. LNG containers
have a maximum operating pressure between 5 to 20 bar. The low maximum pressure is necessary for holding enough fuel inside the container as well as to afford the daily usage of the
vehicle. CNG as well as LNG are used in passenger cars, small vehicles and in heavy goods
vehicles. Mostly LNG is used in heavy goods vehicles because of the high volume of 700 to
900 l. Compared to LNG a CNG heavy goods vehicle can transport between 50 and 400 l.
Every container has a pressure-relief valve which reduces the pressure for CNG up to 10 bar.
The equation for CNG is 1.5 times operating pressure and 110 ± 10 bar and for LNG it is only
1.5 times operating pressure [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017].
Both forms of methane fuel are colorless, odorless or have a weak skunk odor which is added
for safety reasons. CNG and LNG is flammable and if an ignition source is present the gas may
explode in enclosed areas such as tunnels or underground garages. If methane discharges in the
atmosphere a burning flashback along the vapour tail may occur and leads to a chain reaction
which could ignite other vehicles, too. The vapours of methane are not hazardous. They do
not irritate the eyes, nose or throat. But the breathing of these vapours will cause dizziness or
loss of consciousness. Large LNG spills should not be extinguished with water in a stream or
dry chemicals. It should be allowed to burn while cooling adjacent equipment with water spray.
If it is possible then the leakage has to be shut off [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta
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Vylund, 2017]. The following table shows the differences in physical and chemical properties
of both methane variants:
Characteristics

CNG

LNG

Flammable Limits in Air

5.0 to 15.0 Vol.-%.

5.3 to 14.0 Vol.-%.

Self-ignition temperature

540◦ C

537◦ C

Boiling point

-161.5◦ C

-161◦ C

Storage temperature

-126 ◦ C

-162◦ C

Flash point

-188◦ C

-188◦ C

Table 4.1: Physical and chemical properties of CNG and LNG [CC, 2018]

LPG
LPG is another form of natural gas, it contains propane as its main substance. It is stored as a
liquefied-compressed gas in a container. LPG is also colorless and odorless, but it may have a
weak skunk odor. The normal operating pressure amounts to 7 bar and temperature in which
LPG should be stored is 15◦ C. Alike other gas variants the LPG has a pressure-relief valve and
release at 32 ± 1 bar [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017].
Characteristics

LPG

Flammable Limits in Air

5.0 to 15.0 Vol.-%

Self-ignition temperature

1004◦ C

Boiling point

-258.7◦ C

Storage temperature

15◦ C

Flash point

-306◦ C

Table 4.2: Physical and chemical properties of LPG [CC, 2018, Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund,
2017]

4.2.1 Fire scenarios of gaseous fuels
There are basically two fire scenarios for gaseous fuels which are considered in an inflammation
of the released gas from the container into the atmosphere. If the gas ignites with a delay, the
burning medium spreads spherically. The spherical shape is called a fireball. At the time of the
fireball burn-up, high levels of thermal radiation are emitted. After a certain time, fire in shape
of a torch fire sets in, which is fed by a continuously expelled gas from the ruptured container
[J.Kemmler et al., 2010].
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Fireball
The biggest impact and thus risk potential arises in the fireball scenario. Due to the large amount
of gas, the generation of heat radiation is very high. For an estimation of the impact radius
there are two calculation models, one from the Swiss framework on the basis of of Stevens
[Stephens, 2000] and a model the Yellow Book [C. van den Bosch, 2005], which was published
among others by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). These two models
are important in the gas pipeline technology, but similarities can be recognizable between an
outflowing gas of a pipeline and an outflowing gas of a vehicle tanker.

Figure 4.3: Simplified illustration of the impact of a fireball [Stephens, 2000]

• Model after Stevens [Stephens, 2000]
Stevens assumes that the flame created by the ignition of a gas cloud radiates thermal
radiation at each point. Only the point on the ground level is relevant for considering
an impact radius. With the aid of a mathematical equation, the heat radiation I can be
determined. There is a dependency on various factors such as the combustion factor µ,
the emissivityXg , the effective amount of exited gas qe f f , the calorific value of methane
Hc (main component of natural gas), the number of ignition sources n p = 1, and the
distance to the ignition source r.
I=

µ · Xg · qe f f · Hc
4 · n p · π · r2

(4.1)

The model according to Stevens is normally used in gas pipeline technology. An attempt
may also be made to relate to a gas vehicle fire. For example, the outflowing gas qe f f
could be caused by the pressure in the tank and the diameter of the hole in the tank
(PN · DN 2 ). In addition, the amount of gas still depends on the factor for the decrease
in gas release λ , the contraction coefficient Cd , the isotropic exponent γ and the sound
velocity of the gas us .
qe f f = q0 · 2 · λ = ·λ ·Cd ·

π · D2N
2 ( γ +1
1
· P · γ(
)
)·
4
γ + 1 2 · (γ − 1) us

(4.2)
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When solving and putting together the equations 4.1 and 4.2, we obtain an equation for
the radius r (Equation 4.3) assuming a lethal radiation intensity of I = 15,8 kW
. According
m2
to Stevens, this radius describes an impact radius of 100% fatality. The fatality is a value
that indicates with what probability a person can be fatally injured due to the exposed
heat radiation dose during a gaseous explosion or fire. But there are currently no research
results for the fatality values for gas-powered vehicle fires. It could be assumed that the
results of the fire tests (fatality value, shock wave tests) which are used for pipelines could
be approximately taken over for fire tests of gas-powered vehicles.
√
r = 0,00315 · D · P

(4.3)

• Model according to Yellow Book [C. van den Bosch, 2005]
The Yellow Book model is also used in the gas piping technology. In contrast to Stevens,
the reference of heat radiation to humans is particularly interesting for gaseous fire. In
order to be able to describe how long a living body can withstand a certain intensity of
heat radiation, the value of the thermal dose units (TDU) is introduced. The parameter
4
is composed of the heat radiation density (QHeat ) 3 and the exposure time tFE describing
the burning time of the fireball.
4

T DU = tFE · (QHeat ) 3

(4.4)

The heat flow QHeat is the multiplication of the values F for the irradiation number (fraction of the radiation of the ball of fire on a nearby object), the heat radiation τ and the
. The heat flow
heat radiation density E of the flame, which is assumed to be E = 210 kW
m2
reflects the radiation intensity to which a person would be exposed [C. van den Bosch,
2005, J.Kemmler et al., 2010].

Jet fire
If gas flows out of a leak and is continously burned, it is called a ”jet of flame ”. The flame has
the shape of a cylinder. The diameter of the flame
√ D depends on the diameter of the leakage
D0 . For the worst-case scenario it is D0 = DN · 2, the contraction coefficient Cd and the two
auxiliary factors b2 and K1 . The pressure in the gas container is not important for this equation
[J.Kemmler et al., 2010].
√
2 · D0 · Cd
√
D=
3 · K1 · b2

(4.5)

The height of the jet of flame h is determined by the factors b1 , b2 and K1 and the relative
density of natural gas to air ρga , the gas density at the exit opening relative to the air density
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ρgo , contraction coefficient Cd , leakage diameter D0 and calculated gas concentration at the
flame edge Jm [J.Kemmler et al., 2010].

h=

1
Jm

0 − 1)
2
· b1b+b
+ (ρga
1
0,32
√
D0 · Cd

ρ0
ρgo

· √ga0

(4.6)

The last calculation step TDU (Equation 4.7) is determined at the jet of flame as well as analogous to the fireball. But during the exposure time tFA which is assmued to be 30s the peope in
the radius of fire impact should be able to leave the area where the fire occurs. A decrease in
the radiation dose is not taken into account in this calculation model [J.Kemmler et al., 2010].
4
3
T DU = tFA · QHeat

(4.7)

4.3 Vegetable fuel oil
Oil is a viscous liquid at an ambient temperature. It is hydrophobic meaning that it does not
mix with water (emulsion). But it can mix with other oils and this behaviour is called lipophilic.
This liquid is used as a heating oil for cooking (olive oil, rapsseed oil) and as a lubrication for
vehicle motors. In regards to the heating behaviour, it has a high carbon and hydrogen content
which makes it flammable. The new mobility shows the interest in vegetable fuel oil with its use
as a replacement solution for conventional fuels. Vegetable fuel oil can be used as an alternative
fuel in diesel engines [Stan, 2012].
Vegetable fuel oil can be made from a variety of different plant species. The most popular vegetable oil is rapeseed oil. Besides the rapeseed oil there is also produced from beets, sunflowers,
olive trees and coconut trees. Vegetable oil is extracted by mechanical pressing of the chosen
plants. During the pressing process unwanted substances like phosphatides, mucous and turbid
substance can remain and must be removed by degumming. In the production, it is crucial to
produce an optimum viscosity to obtain the ignitability, especially in motor vehicles. By transesterification of the oils, the desired viscosity can be achieved, e.g. partially refined rapeseed
oil is mixed with methanol, sodium, hydroxide and acid [Stan, 2012].
As a result, rapeseed oil methylester, glycerol and residual material arise out from the chemical
process. This chemical process reduces the viscosity values, which correspond to the values
of diesel fuel. A too high viscosity of the fluid can lead to technical problems during the
combustion process – more precisely, penetration of the oxygen molecules down to the carbon
will become more difficult. Fluids with a high viscosity can not be finely atomised which is
necessary for an optimal combustion. Due to the low oxygen content in the oil and oil molecules
the calorific value and air requirement are lower than for diesel [Stan, 2012].
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Oil type

Smoke Point (◦ C)

Flash Point (◦ C) Fire Point (◦ C)

Rapsseed Oil

218

317

344

Sunflower Oil 211 to 242

319

360

Coconut Oil

116

563

330

Palm Oil

230

324

352

Table 4.3: Characteristics about vegetable oil [Dr. Jörg Lauterbach, Dr. Rolf Voigtländer, 2004, Hannah Broaddus,
2016]

4.4 Alcohols: Methanol and Ethanol
Methanol and ethanol belong to the class of alcohols. For the automobile industry and fuel
technology these products are particularly interesting due to the resource-saving production.
The raw materials are plants as well as renewable biomass or bio-waste. In general, methanol
is composed of methane (CH4 ) and oxygen. The methane comes from the fermentation (digestion) of biomass and oxygen from the gasification of plants, e.g. wood gasification. For
the recovery of methanol, there are methods of synthesis gas process, direct oxidation and the
biological process. Ethanol arises from the distillation of many types of plants. An example
for a development of a new energy extraction was found in Brasil. In 1980 about 90% of the
vehicles in Brazil were using ethanol from sugarcane as fuel. But the trend was not positively
rated for the agricultural land of Brazil. Experts discovered that for the ethanol production
hydrocarbon-containing wastes can be used as alternative fuels like e.g. tires, plastic containers
and bio-waste [Stan, 2012].
The flashpoint of methanol is 9◦ C and is lower than ethanol with a flashpoint of 12◦ C, but
the ignition temperature which is needed to ignite methanol is higher than of ethanol. The
ignition temperature of methanol is 440◦ C and of ethanol 400◦ C. Methanol as well as ethanol
are flammable and explosive. To extinguish these kind of fires, water in a spray jet, dry chemical
powder, carbon dioxide, alcohol-resistant foam or water spray are used [GESTIS, 2018]. Those
fires have colorless flames and it is particularly difficult to detect and extinguish invisible fires.
Besides, it is a personal risk for the tunnel users to inhale the invisible flames during an accident
[SV, 2010].

4.5 Electrofuels
In this chapter a new type of fuel is labeled, which over time includes a specific area in mobility.
It is about electricity. Electricity converts chemical energy into electrical energy which the new
vehicles need for driving. One needs to distinguish the power from a battery and the power
from a fuel cell.
• A battery serves as a power storage. Due to a chemical process, electricity is stored,
which flows into the battery and can be removed at will. When removing power from the
battery, initial energy is lost.
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• A fuel cell generates its electricity from a chemical process with the supply of hydrogen
and at the same time the addition of oxygen. The ingredients are converted to energy. In
contrast to the storage function of a battery, hydrogen fuel cells are not pure electricity
storages but rather converters. The hydrogen must be generated and stored somewhere
else. In a fuel cell, half of the energy is converted into electricity, while the other half of
the energy is dissipated through heat. Thus, the storage efficiency of a fuel cell is lower
than that of a battery.
Lithium-ion battery
Today’s vehicles use rechargeable batteries. One of the most commonly used batteries is the
lithium-ion battery (Li-ion battery). The structure of such a battery is illustrated in the figure 4.4. A Li-ion cell has a four-layer structure with a positive electrode which is made with
lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide and has a current collector made of thin aluminum foil
(cathode), copper and copper foil (anode). The electrolyte is a lithium salt in an organic solvent and the seperator is a fine permeable polymer film. This battery construction works so the
electrolytes are assorted in a way that there can be an effective transport of lithium-ion between
anode and cathode - more accurately, the Li-ion move from the anode to the cathode during
discharge [Jessica Shankleman, Tom Biesheuvel, Joe Ryan, and Dave Merrill, 2017, Zachary
Neale, Guozhong Cao and Chaofeng Liu, 2016].

Figure 4.4: Construction of lithium-ion battery of a Tesla vehicle [Jessica Shankleman, Tom Biesheuvel, Joe Ryan,
and Dave Merrill, 2017]

A battery-powered vehicle has several battery packs on its underside, e.g. the battery system
of Tesla Model-S contains 444 individual batteries. Each package has a weight of about 545
kilograms [Jessica Shankleman, Tom Biesheuvel, Joe Ryan, and Dave Merrill, 2017].
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Figure 4.5: Battery system in Tesla Model-S [Jessica Shankleman, Tom Biesheuvel, Joe Ryan, and Dave Merrill,
2017]

Like the fuels which were described above, battery can also can catch on fire. For example, the
metal oxide grid structure may decompose at high temperatures and allow further mechanical
as well as chemical damage to the battery structure. By breaking down the grid structure,
oxygen can escape and ignite a fire. In addition, the high temperatures allow the electrolytes
to evaporate, leaving combustible gases such as methane, ethane, ethene and hydrogen free.
Furthermore, lithium can lead to a metal fire that destroys the entire battery and the flames can
jump over to to the entire vehicle [DW, 2016].
Hydrogen fuel cell battery/Hydrogen in fuel tank
Electromobility also includes vehicles with a hydrogen fuel cell battery. Like a normal battery, there is an anode and cathode in the fuel cell that allows for necessary electron migration
through an electrolyte. The electrolyte splits hydrogen and oxygen, allowing only certain ions
(H+ or protons) to pass through. The hydrogen atoms enter the fuel cell at the anode, where the
hydrogen atoms are freed from their electrons through the chemical process. These electrodes
travel in form of electrical energy through the circuit of the vehicle to the cathode. In this transformation the positively charged hydrogen atoms pass through the electrolyte to combine with
oxygen and electrons, which results into the formation of water [Wertheimer, 2018].
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Figure 4.6: Hydrogen fuel cell system [Wertheimer, 2018]

Benefits of hydrogen fuel cells in automobiles are emission outputs, which are not affect the
environment as well as they are designed so that the exhaust gases are climate and environmentally neutral. The input of hydrogen and oxygen also increases the exhaust gas and water
consumption. A disadvantage is the costly procurement of hydrogen [Wertheimer, 2018].
Due to the fire properties, it can be said that hydrogen is highly flammable and can cause fires
and explosions. This gas itself is colorless, odorless and tasteless. In case of a leak in the
hydrogen tank the driver does not notice anything because the gas has no odor. Hydrogen has a
very low density and is lighter than air, therefore it can spread out quickly into the atmosphere.
The only location, where hydrogen gas may ignite is at the discharge point. The discharged
hydrogen can be ignited by an external ignition source such as hot surfaces in the vehicle. It
would burn at temperatures of nearly 2000◦ C in a few seconds. Hydrogen can be defined as
the most dangerous fuel gas besides acetylene for the automotive industry. Hydrogen fires are
hazardous as well because of their invisible flames, which make the rescuing and extinguishing
of the fire location difficult [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017].
Hydrogen cannot be stored in conventional steel containers because it will lead to a hydrogen
embrittlement and porosity. The fuel can be stored in tanks which are categorised in different
classes (Table 4.4). Concerning the heat energy and high temperatures during a tunnel fire,
it may lead to a risk if the hydrogen containers which are made of thermoplastic fibers melts
completely and releases the hydrogen [Cala, 2018, WP, 2018a].
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Type

Description

Type 1

Metal tank made from stainless steel or aluminium, maximum pressure for
aluminium 175 bar and steel 200 bar

Type 2

Composite overwrapped pressure vessel. Metal tank (aluminium) with filament windings like glass fiber of carbon fiber. Maximum pressure for aluminium/glass 263 bar and steel/carbon 300 bar

Type 3

Metal matrix composite overwrapped pressure vessel. Tanks made from composite material like fiberglass (max. pressure 305 bar) or carbon fiber with a
metal liner made of aluminium or steel (max. pressure 700 bar)

Type 4

Composite tanks made of carbon fiber with a polymer liner (thermoplastic).
Maximum pressure 700 bar

Type 5

All-composite tanks which are completey linerless
Table 4.4: Hydrogen tank types [Cala, 2018, WP, 2018a]

4.6 Summary of chapter 4
This chapter 4 deals with energy carriers, which are crucial for the evolution of mobility and in
relation to that it deals with new fuel/drives strategies, too. Conventional fuels like diesel and
gasoline belong into the category of liquid fuels. Both fuels are flammable but have different
ignition temperatures and flashpoints, e.g. gasoline has a flashpoint of -65◦ C and diesel’s flashpoint has the mean value +62◦ C. Outflowing liquid fuels in tunnels collect on the ground and
due to the warm tunnel environment they evaporate and mix with the ambient air. The resulting
vapours are highly flammable in air so that a fire can be occur at a present ignition source.
Alternative energy carriers are the gaseous fuels which are also highly flammable. In general
they have a lower density than air so that in case of an ruptured tank the gas will immediately
flow out of the tank and spread in the air. Each of the gases has a flammability limit in the air
which is in a range between circa 5 Vol.-% to 16 Vol.-% [CC, 2018]. If the concentration of
the gas is over the limit and if there is an ignition source available (hot surfaces, sparks from
the engine compartment), then it is more likely of having a fire. Compressed natural gas (CNG)
and liquefied-compressed natural gas (LNG) have methane as their main ingredient. Liquefiedcompressed propane gas (LPG) has as its main ingredient propane. These gases are stored in
gas bottles with a pressure relief valve. This valve is a safety device which release the gas if the
pressure inside rises. Over-pressure is caused by the expansion of the gas through heat. Gaseous
fuels are colourless and have a weak odor so that the drivers cannot recognise an outflow.
Today, the focus is on electromobility which is going to be an important part in the future.
The new energy carriers are based on two different driving types which got categorised as
electrofuels in this thesis. One driving type is the lithium-ion battery cell, which has as an
advantage its rechargeable possibility and that electric vehicles do not produce emissions, such
as carbon dioxide during the drive. Electric vehicles with a Li-ion battery can catch fire too, e.g.
if the battery is ruptured or structural intact the inside flammable electrolyte (lithium chloride)
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evaporates and combustible gases will flow out of the battery cell as well as toxic gases. The
second drive is the hydrogen fuel cell battery, which has as its electrolyte hydrogen. Fuel cell
electricity is produced by a chemical process with the supply of hydrogen, which is stored in
an extra fuel tank. In this chemical process, hydrogen from the tank and oxygen from the
surrounding atmosphere enter into the fuel cell and then non combustible exhaust gas and water
flow out. The emissions are climate neutral and do not endanger people and environment but the
fire technical characteristics of hydrogen may show difficulties for the tunnel safety. Hydrogen
burns at temperatures of around 2000◦ C [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund,
2017], so that the radiation can ignite the solid materials of the affected vehicle and the vehicles
nearby. Hydrogen flames are invisible which can cause difficulties during the evacuation in
tunnels, too.
The fuel strategy with the focus on new alternative energy carriers is also influencing the construction industry. The already existing tunnel constructions are built according to regulations
focusing on one specific type of fire, which has as their basis the fossil fuels. In the past, gasoline and diesel were tested so that design fire curves gave information for creating the still valid
regulations and guidelines in structural, operational tunnel planning and tunnel safety. With
regard to the aforementioned alternative fuels, they could show new challenges and possible
dangers in order to the current tunnel safety. In general, a tunnel has a lifespan of 100 years,
so that can mean that the present tunnels in Europe are not prepared for the new energy carriers
concerning the innershell and tunnel safety.
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The compliances of personal and property protection are fundamental for the project planning
and safety in tunnelling. In over 50% of the cases tunnel fires are caused by the vehicles themselves. More precisely, the fires are caused by technical defects, such as tank failure leads to
fuel leakout, and fire in vehicles or in the transported goods [Schneider und Horvath, 2006].
Based on the table 2.1 (see chapter 2.1) and the described past tunnel accidents (see chapter 2),
it can be seen that there are a higher hazardous potentials in tunnels with oncoming traffic. The
most registered tunnel accidents were caused by collisions, such as the accident in the Gotthard
tunnel. Traffic congestion leads also to a high-risk potential, because in case of an emerging
fire other vehicles could catch on fire, too and the escape for the tunnel users can be impaired.
The following chapters contain the fundamentals of the characteristic properties of a fire and its
related by-products, the fire smoke.
A fire is defined as a combustion process, which is associated with an accidentally caused light
phenomenon. The light phenomenon encloses fire, flame, embers, glow and sparks. Fire leaves
its initial location, it can spread uncontrollably by itself. All prerequisites for incineration must
be fulfilled so that a fire can occur at its location. With a look at figure 5.1 the requirements for
a fire development have all to be suffused. These requirements can be fulfilled differently, but
at long last, all factors lead to a fire. The interaction of different fire indicators determines the
duration and intensity (heat development) of each individual fire. How the dependencies of all
factors are linked is illustrated in figure 5.1 below:

Figure 5.1: Indicators for a fire development; reference is made to [Schneider und Horvath, 2006]

In case of tunnel fires, by-products, such as smoke, is primarily hazardous to humans. The hot
smoke is almost always the cause of death before it can come to a flame spread. For reasons of
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self-rescue and of aided rescue by fire fighters for the tunnel users, it is important to study the
development as well as the temporal spreading of fire and smoke.

5.1 Mechanisms of heat transfer
Before the individual indicators and the development of fire are explained, terms associated with
the meaning of fire must be defined. Questions like what the difference between temperature
and heat, and how a system lights up, will be answered in the upcoming chapters.
Temperature describes the property of a substance - more precisely, a system - to be liquid
or gas. For example, an ice cube ground to crushed ice has the same temperature, but the
individual ice chips have less heat energy than the whole ice cube [IC, 2014]. In addition to the
temperature, heat treats two systems through which a heat flow is transported. Heat is a form
of energy that is transported between thermodynamic systems due to a temperature difference.
A vibration of the molecules is capable of initiating changes in the chemical structure. It is
defined in the unit Joule (J). Heat transfer can be accomplished by the following mechanisms:
Conduction, radiation and convection.
Conduction
In heat conduction, heat is conveyed within a substance. Due to the temperature difference ~∆
T between a solid, e.g. component surface, motor vehicle equipment or tank container, a fluid
or gas, the heat flow is sought. This heat flow always goes from high to low temperatures. The
result is that no heat energy can be lost during this transport since the energy conservation law
applies [Ingolf Kotthof et al., 2014].

Figure 5.2: Heat transfer through conduction [NG, 2018]

The law of conservation of energy and exact heat transfer in different aggregation states of
substances will not be discussed further. On the basis of the above mentioned conventional heat
transport, it can be assumed that the first stage of a tunnel fire starts this way. For example, as a
spark from the engine into the vehicle interior pass.
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Radiation
In thermal radiation and convection, heat transfer occurs at the interfaces of liquids and solids.
Radiation is electromagnetic radiation in the form of waves derived from coupled electric and
magnetic fields. Solids, liquids and gases emit their own heat. Once more, the thermal radiation
is transferred from the hot to the cold state [Ingolf Kotthof et al., 2014].

Figure 5.3: Heat transfer through radiation [NG, 2018]

Furthermore, the intensity of the heat radiation also rises with increasing temperature of the
material or fluid. Based on the Stefan Boltzmann law, thermal radiation between two systems
can be determined using the following formula [Schneider und Horvath, 2006]:
Qs = εσ [((

Th 4
Tc 4
) −(
) ]
100
100

(5.1)

The dimensionless emission numbers ε in the flame range is approximately between 0.7 to 0.9,
for normal fires it is approximately between 0.6 to 0.7 and for a standard curve according to
DIN4102 Part 2 (ECT fire curves) the values lie between 0.4 and 0.6 [Schneider und Horvath,
2006].
Convection
Convection is used to denote thermal energy through the flow of particles. The particles carry
heat energy with them. Especially with gases or liquids heat flow can not be avoided . The
movement of liquid occurs on the one hand by density differences due to temperature differences and on the other hand, the movement can also be artificially, e.g. being generated by
pressure differences at the fire location. The pressure differences are created by the ventilation
in tunnels. For example, hot combustion gases in the tunnel always spread in direction of the
prevailing air flow. By the input of oxygen the vapours ignite themselves. The auto-ignition
temperature depends on gas/air mixture and fire behaviour of the substance or fluid under investigation. Therefore, the auto-ignition temperature of diesel oil gave about 260◦ C, and for
molten plastics which develop flammable gases, this temperature was 300◦ C to 500◦ C [Schneider und Horvath, 2006]. Based on tunnel fires, it is proven that the damage caused only by the
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convection effect, which is reinforced by the tunnel ventilation. So, the systems (solids, liquids,
gases) do not have to be directly connected with each other. The high damage caused by smoke
during tunnel fires in the Mont Blanc tunnel in 1999 (see chapter 2.1.1) confirms this convection
effect [Schneider und Horvath, 2006].

Figure 5.4: Heat transfer through convention [NG, 2018]

The formula shows the Newtonian law of heat transfer, which calculates the heat from convection [Schneider und Horvath, 2006]:
Qk = α(Ts − T0 )

(5.2)
m

For normal fires, the parameter α is approximately 25 W2 · K and in the case of direct flame
exposure the parameter can be more than double [Schneider und Horvath, 2006].
In summary, temperature shows the property of a system and heat the transmission path between
systems with different temperatures. It should be mentioned that the heat transfer is completed
when a temperature compensation has been achieved. Systems like solids, liquids and gases are
at the fire location, which are referred to fire loads. Each of these fire loads can be described
with other properties in more detail, e.g. with the burning behaviour and the heat release rate.

5.2 Understanding of tunnel fires
A tunnel fire is caused by an accident, such as a collision between the vehicles or a technical
defect on a vehicle. Here, the fuel tank can be damaged and the highly flammable substances
can spread in the tunnel. Ignition sources can be hot surfaces in the vehicle or sparks from the
engine compartment. Fires in enclosed spaces, such as underground garages or tunnels, have a
potential danger due to many factors. In contrast to open fires, the flames and the smoke of fire
can not spread arbitrarily, but both can only spread in the direction of the tunnel portals, where
the tunnel users stay with their motor vehicles.
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Fire smoke with its toxic gases and the emergence of oxygen deprivation in the air can burden
the tunnel users during evacuation. Ventilation systems are mainly used to keep away from
the smoke, but the fire is reinforced by the additional oxygen supply. Thus, tunnel fires are
once controlled by the on-site fuel and ventilation. This chapter explains basic principles for
understanding a tunnel fire.
5.2.1 Fire development and fire classes
A fire is depending on many factors like the fuel properties, fuel quantity, ventilation, tunnel
geometry, location of fire and the ambient conditions. The following figure 5.5 shows the
traditional fire development curve. After the ignition the fire starts to grow. Due to a lack of
oxygen the fire growth is not limited. As more fuel is engulfed by the fire, the heat energy
continues to increase until all the available fuel is burning (fully developed). After a time, heat
energy decreased and so the temperature begins to decay, too. A fire development needs the
oxygen which mixes with the heated vapours of the fuel to be able to generate a fire. Because
of the fully developed fire the oxygen is not necessary anymore and the fire diminishes until
it ceases entirely. This fire curve shows a fire in an open area where there are natural ambient
conditions like wind [NG, 2018].

Figure 5.5: Fuel-controlled fire curve [NG, 2018]

Fire development in enclosed spaces like in tunnels looks different to the traditional fire development in an open environment, because the ventilation transports fresh air through the tunnel.
Figure 5.6 shows a fire curve which has many heights and depths according to the temperature
and time axis. Because of an accident the fuel tank is damaged, so that the fuel tank has a leak
and the fuel pools on the ground or spread out into the atmosphere. The warm temperatures
in the tunnel environment cause fuel to vaporize. In the beginning of the ignition phase there
is adequates amounts of oxygen in the atmosphere to mix with the heated vapours of the fuel,
which give a basis for the upcoming combustion process [NG, 2018].
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In enclosed spaces there is a lack of oxygen which means that the fire shrinks and as a result
the temperature decreases. When ventilation runs, oxygen enters the tunnel and mixes with
the heated gases and the heat energy level increases again. The result of the newly introduced
oxygen in enclosed space is called a flashover. The flashover is the transition phase in the
development of a contained fire in which surfaces exposed to the thermal radiation from fire
gases exceed 600◦ C [NG, 2018].

Figure 5.6: Ventilation-controlled fire curve

Cause of fire can be technical defects, e.g. engine failure, natural causes like human behaviour
and other effects of ignition sources on flammable substances. The variety of influencing factors, such as the air supply through ventilation and tunnel geometry can develop different types
of fire. These types can also be categorised according to the size, reaction temperature or fire
formation. A look into the development of a fire in road tunnels shows there are differences
between solid fire and liquid fire:
• A solid fire is a fire which develops out of a vehicle due to ignition in the engine compartment, interior or transported cargo. The duration of an engine fire is about 5 to 10 minutes
until the vehicle interior is fully ablaze. A solid fire belongs to the fire class According
to the European standards and is described as a fire out of ordinary combustibles, such as
wood, paper, waste and other solid fuels [Murnane und Ruane, 2005].
• A liquid fire is the ignition of effluent flammable liquids, such as fuel, in the form of a
pool. A pool is the release of fuel due to mechanical or technical failure of the vehicle
fuel tanks. If the liquid is ignited, it takes about 30 to 60 seconds to develop into a selfsustaining flame [Ingolf Kotthof et al., 2014].
Due to the usage of new energy carriers, reference must be made to the new upcoming fire
categories gaseous fire and electric fires:
• A gaseous fire occurs when gas releases and spreads in the air. The mixture of gas and air
and the gas itself are extremely flammable and hot surfaces or sparks can ignite the gas.
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If the gas is ignited, it takes a few seconds to develop into a fire. These fires belong to fire
class C according to the European standards [EP, 2013].
• Electric fires are not defined yet in the European standards [EP, 2013]. Electricity itself
cannot burn but items, such as batteries with its flammable electrolytes, wires or cables,
can catch on fire. In this thesis the electric and hybrid-electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel
cell electric vehicle count to this category. Critical failures in these vehicles are damages
of the battery, e.g. a structurally intact battery cell or a ruptured battery cell which lead
to a thermal runaway followed by a comprised part of the development of a fire and fire
indicators fuel, oxygen and heat (energy) of a battery [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson,
Lotta Vylund, 2017].

5.2.2 Calorific value and heat release rate
A fire is described as a combustion process, which means it is an unwanted triggered light phenomenon, developed by sparks from an automotive engine. It is the most common prerequisite
for a fire. Based on this the decisive factors include the fire load, oxygen supply and heat loss.
Those indicators decide duration and intensity of a fire. Due to high property and personal
injury, these fires are called hostile fires, too. With long fire duration, probability of damage
caused is higher. Knowledge about the burning behaviour of substances that are transported
into the tunnel is necessary. In this case the substances are the different energy carriers and
drive systems, such as Li-ion batteries and hydrogen fuel cells. The burning behaviour of these
substances characterises the generic term and includes the physical parameters of calorific value
and heat release rate (HRR) which are explained below.

Calorific value
The calorific value can be described in units of joules/megajoules per kilogram or in the thermochemical kilocalorie to joule. Calorific values characterize the energy and heat release of a
complete conversion of the fuels into their combustion products without steam being condensed
during the combustion process. This value is also called the lower calorific value (LCV). It
describes the heat energy per kilogram of the combusted substance, but with completely condensed water vapour in the exhaust gas. In contrast to the LHV, additional heat is released
during condensation, so that the calorific value of hydrogen- and hydrogen-containing fuels is
higher. The higher calorific value (HCV) describes that the water of the combustion is condensed and that the heat contained in the water vapour is recovered. Table 5.7 shows that gases
have the highest calorific value and thus lead to a quick start of an ignition. Furthermore the
ignition temperature is also particularly low for gases (less than 100◦ C), so the formation of fire
and the start time of a fire are kept low [CNGE, 2014].
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Figure 5.7: Fuel Calorific Values [CNGE, 2014]

Heat release rate
The heat release rate (HRR) is a critical parameter for the evaluation of the fire growth, which
is defined as one energy conversion per time and is usually described in kilowatts (KW) or
megawatts (MW). This parameter is the driving force that influences many other dimensions of
the fire environment. As HRR increases both temperature and the rate of the temperature change
increase and accelerate fire development. An increased HRR leads to a reduction of oxygen
concentration and increased production of gaseous and particulate products of incomplete combustion. The HRR depends on tunnel geometry, the width of the tunnel and the oxygen amount.
The fuel-controlled fire is sustained until the air-to-fuel ratio drops below the stiochiometric airto-fuel ratio. In enclosed spaces the HRR depends on the ventilation. In ventilation-controlled
fires, the maxiumum HRR in enclosed space is calculated based on the amount of fresh air
supplied [Hartin, 2009].
Furthermore various studies (EUREKA research) and standards (PIARC 1999, RABT, etc.)
published their results about the range of fire sizes. Passenger vehicles’ fire sizes can be classified with a HRR of 2,5 to 8 MW. Bus fires have a range of 15 to 20 MW. Heavy good vehicles
(HGV) or tanker fires have a range of 20 to 600 MW depending on their transported load and
fuel [Haack, 2005, M. J. Spearpoint, 2008]. Apart from the liquefied fossil fuels, new energy
carriers like the Li-ion battery must be studied concerning the HRR. With regard to electrically
powered vehicles, it is assumed that the HRR of Li-ion batteries depend on the state of charge
(SOC) of these vehicles. The SOC of Li-ion batteries influences the combustion kinetic and
this may lead to a fire hazard. In the future more investigations will be made concerning these
issues [Biteau, 2017].
In general this parameter is also important for fire fighters because they can use the HRR to
describe the size of the fire concerning its rate at which it is releasing energy [Hartin, 2009].
For example, a longitudinal ventilation system with an air flow of 3 km
h can support a tunnel fire
2
of up to 390 MW in a cross section area of 50 m [J. Ko Yoon, 2011]. Ventilation systems are
used as a fire safety system in tunnels which are most commonly used to remove the smoke
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during a fire. They are used to remove contaminants during normal operation and provide safe
rescue for tunnel users in fire emergencies. In the next chapter, fire smoke and its toxic gases is
explained.

5.3 Fire smoke and toxins
In a fire in confined spaces, one can observe a growth of the HRR, and it follows that the fire
spreads over the fuels in the compartment. This distribution is called a flashover. Especially in
tunnels, it can lead to such flashovers by the different layers of smoke. In a compartment fire the
floating hot smoke moves in the direction of the tunnel ceiling. The radiation of this hot smoke
layer leads to further ignitions of combustible materials and entangles them in the prevailing
fire, the so-called flashover. Through the movement of the gases through smoke layers, they
lose their heat and their bouyancy. Cooling makes the individual particles in the smoke layer
heavier, so that they travel to the tunnel ground [J. Ko Yoon, 2011].
The toxic gases in the fire smoke are partly flammable gases. Depending on the phase of the fire,
there is the risk that the smokescreen can burn through in form of a flashover or smoke backing
upstream which produce the back-layering zone. In tunnels combustion takes place under lack
of oxygen, whereby the flammable gases are formed. As already mentioned in the previous
chapter, in a flashover the oxygen remains so that the fire can continue to burn with a small
flame. Flammable gases continue to form and the room heats up until the ignition temperature
is reached. The gases ignite and it comes to a violent combustion in which temperatures of over
1000◦ C may arise. In a backdraft the lack of oxygen causes the flames to go out and the fire
turns into a swelling fire. This can be also explained that if the ventilation in a tunnel is weak,
the upper layer of heated air and smoke may flow in the opposite direction causing backlayering.
An important parameter to control the smoke with the ventilation is the critical velocity. This
parameter is described in chapter 5.3.1 [BR, 2006].
More dangerous than fire is the smoke. Much faster than the flames and significantly deadlier
in a fire are the toxic fumes. Events from the past few years have clearly shown that about
80 to 90% of the burnt victims have fallen victim to the smoke and carbon-monoxide poisoning. Fire smoke is the final product of a combustion process and depends entirely on which
components are burning. In the combustion of inorganic materials, such as the vehicle itself,
which is made of metal, produces comparatively harmless gases. On the other hand, burning
organic substances, e.g. carbon-containing substances, produces many dangerous gases and
smoke components. The organic substances include fossil fuels, biofuels and the electrolytes in
the batteries of motor vehicles [BR, 2006]. Some of the toxic fire gases and by-products of a
combustion process are described below and reference is made to [BR, 2006].
• Soot is a by-product which consists of carbonaceous particles of incompletely burned materials. Incomplete burning is caused by very quick combustion and insufficient oxygen
flow in tunnels. Soot particles can darken surfaces or make particle agglomerates and the
breathing of soot can cause health hazard, such as lung cancer.
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• Carbon dioxide (CO2 ) is produced by the combustion of organic substances with the
supply of oxygen. This gas can suffocate the oxygen in the atmosphere because it is
heavier than air. Due to the displacement of the oxygen in air, this gas leads to high
health hazards.
• Carbon monoxide (CO) is produced by the lack of oxygen in the air. The gas itself is
poisonous and inhibits the oxygen transport in the blood of a human being while breathing
it.
• Hydrogen chloride gas (HCl) is generated by the combustion of substances which contain chloride. For example, in plastic (PVC) chloride is a component. If HCl meets water,
then it forms corrosive hydrochloric acid.
• Nitrogen oxides such as nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) and nitrogen monoxide (NO) are generated by the combustion of nitrogen-containing products. They burn with a brown color
and are heavier than air and very toxic.
• Sulfur oxides (SOx ) are formed during the combustion of sulfur-containing substances
such as rubber. Sulfur oxides form in combination with water corrosive and toxic gases.
• Dixins (PCDD/PCDF) is the general term for describing poisonous substances. Doxins
can cause skin damage, damages to the nervous and immune system as well as consequences for the reproductive in the hormon balance.
5.3.1 Critical velocity
Concerning tunnel safety and evacuation during a tunnel fire, the fire smoke with its flammable
gases is particularly dangerous. Ventilation systems can control fire smoke to provide a smokefree zone, clear and visible environment for the evacuees and firefighters. Therefore the ventilation systems should be adjusted according to their critical velocity. This parameter describes
how to prevent the spread of fire in a tunnel. In a mathematical way the critical velocity Vc
is the minimum steady-state velocity of the ventilation air moving toward a fire that is necessary to prevent backlayering. Below are some figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 showing the different
behaviours depending on the critical velocity and the equation to calculate the critical velocity.
Natural ventilation or natural conditions like wind in the fire zone lead to smoke progression in
a symmetrical way on both sides of the fire as shown in figure 5.8 [Darko Zigar, 2018].

Figure 5.8: Natural ventilation [Darko Zigar, 2018]
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Insufficient mechanical ventilation occurs when the velocity of the ventilation system is lower
than the critical velocity. Because of the weak air flow, the upper layer of heated air and smoke
may flow back in the opposite direction as shown in figure 5.9. A weak airflow leads to a backlayering which is - especially in a tunnel fire - highly dangerous. The hot and flammable smoke
can ignite the vehicles standing outside in the upstream direction of the tunnel [Darko Zigar,
2018].

Figure 5.9: Insufficient mechanical ventilation [Darko Zigar, 2018]

Both images in figure 5.10 show sufficient mechanical ventilation capacity. If the velocity of the
ventilation is higher or equal to the critical velocity, the smoke will flow into the downstream
direction [Darko Zigar, 2018].

Figure 5.10: Sufficient mechanical ventilation [Darko Zigar, 2018]

With the equations 5.3 and 5.4 the critical velocity Vc can be calculated [Darko Zigar, 2018]:
gHQ 1
)3
ρC p AT f

(5.3)

T f = QρC p AVc ) + T

(5.4)

Vc = K1 Kg (
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5.4 Summary of chapter 5
This chapter 5 deals with fire and smoke in confined spaces and associated physical properties
required to grow and expand. In general, three indicators energy, oxygen and heat are needed
for a fire development. The extent and damage of the fire depends on temperature and duration. Tunnel fires are generally fuel-controlled, as access to air is rarely restricted. Tunnels
usually have two or more portals. Therefore they communicate if no mechanical ventilation is
installed. The fire is supplied by air pressure differences between the combustion gases and the
atmosphere and possibly the pressure difference between the portals.
Heavy fire catastrophes, such as in the tunnel of Mont Blanc, St. Gotthard and Skatestraum in
which several large vehicles caught fire, air supply was not enough for a complete combustion
process. This leads to a sudden increase in the production of toxic combustion gases like carbon
monoxide (CO) and all the oxygen (O2 ) in the tunnel is transported to the fire source and is
completely used up. To avoid such catastrophes and to save lives, technical safety facilities
are installed. Especially the smoke causes difficulties during an evacuation, because of this,
ventilation systems are needed. On the one hand, they provide the tunnel with sufficient oxygen
and on the other hand, they transport the smoke and its toxic components from combustion
processes out of the tunnel. The setting of the ventilation systems in which the air velocity is
variable plays a decisive role. In particular, a smoke-free environment for evacuation can be
created.
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A safe tunnel is obtained if tunnel safety and security are guaranteed. At first glance the words
safety and security seem to mean the same thing but they differ in their tasks. Tunnel safety
stands for accident avoidance, which can be achieved by means of rescue concepts and the
use of technical operating equipment. The security refers to the crime prevention and serves to
inhibit illegal activity. In the case of security, only the situation-related prevention with technical
assistance such as video surveillance (selective prevention) in tunnel structures is discussed
[Ulbrich, 2017].
Due to the high potential for danger in tunnel structures, two areas of responsibility tunnel
safety and security are decisive influencing factors for the design and construction. Since work
in tunneling business has been limited to the scope of construction phase, evacuation plans are
already created in the design phase which consist structural and technical safety elements. Evacuation concepts in tunnelling describes structural and technical measures that are provided to
ensure the safety requirements which are defined in the regulations. Furthermore these concepts
contain operational and organisational procedures. Based on the determined damage scenarios
below in the list as well as in the scenario database (see chapter 7.2), it must be ensured the
functionality for self-rescue phase, aided rescue phase and technical methods of fire control and
fire extinguishing. There are numerous potential threats which can lead to accidents. Hazardous
situations can arise from [Schneider und Horvath, 2006]:
• Wrong behaviour of tunnel users
• Vehicle defects
• High fire loads of vehicles
• Dangerous goods transport
• Operational accidents
• Partial blockages during maintenance work
• Partial closure during maintenance and preservation work
• Damage to the building
• Flooding, Icing

6.1 Protection goals
The main objective is to ensure tunnel safety during a tunnel fire. The evacuation and fire
extinguishing process is divided into self-rescue and aided rescue phase. These have the highest
priority in tunnel safety. The time in which the tunnel users can save themselves is limited and
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especially the entire self-rescue phase needs to be planned as a prevention as shown in figure
6.2.
Figure 6.1 shows the goals of personal and property protection in tunnelling. Human lives have
a higher priority than the structural shape of the tunnel, which can be renewed. Thus, personal
protection has the first priority and property protection has the second priority. Operational
equipment, such as technical element like the ventilation, tunnel lighting, etc., supports the
tunnel users and tunnel interior as well as it can extend the evacuation time. When overcome
by fear the first instinct of many people is to hide themselves. It can be concluded that natural
human behaviour to hide is to sit and wait in the car during a fire. Either they sit in the car and
wait for more information, or wait for several people to flee with them in a group. This waiting
may mean that the escape routes and emergency facilities will not arrive in time and therefore
it is life-threatening. This human behaviour clarifies that after the Montblanc tunnel fire burnt
victims were found in their own cars, some of them were still fastened with the seat belt [Anders
Lönnermark, 2005].
Property protection includes the structural elements and technical equipment in tunnels. Based
on fire tests like the design fire curves (see figure 6.3) the results can provide information about
the material properties, which are used for building of the tunnel, and from these tests, statements can be made regarding the fire protection and construction measures.

Figure 6.1: Chart about the safety and security goals

6.1.1 Temporal sequence of rescue concept in tunnel fires
From the experiences of the past years it was possible to create an estimated timeline as shown
in the figure 6.2. The figure shows the temporal sequence of the holistic situation of a tunnel fire.
The sections personal protection (green) and technical tunnel equipment (blue) are presented.
It is assumed that all operational facilities, such as the smoke detection and ventilation work
put, and self-rescue phase as well as emergency rescue by fire fighters (aided rescue phase) start
on time [FHWA, 2014].
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Figure 6.2: Temporal sequence of all phases during fire in enclosed structures [FHWA, 2014]

In the beginning of the development of fire the first alarm message is forwarded to the tunnel
users, so that the self-rescue phase can be initiated. After 1.5 minutes the smoke and fire detectors turn on, which automatically provide control over the tunnel safety equipment, e.g. the
ventilation system. For example, the critical velocity can be adapted to the prevailing environmental conditions (see chapter 5.3.1). The self-rescue phase begins with sounding of the first
fire alarm. Afterwards the people should escape as fast as possible in the direction of both tunnel portals and emergency exits. The setting of the ventilation plays an important role because
the ventilation effect makes the escape routes smoke-free, and thus possibly extending the time
for the self-rescue phase. After about 8 minutes, fire department and other aided organisations
(police, physicians) reach the location of the accident, so that the phase of aided resue can start.
Based on past tunnel events this temporal sequence (see figure 6.2) can not be implemented
fully into reality, because of inaccurate information about the human behaviour, distance or
traffic situation from the fire department to the location, etc.[FHWA, 2014].

6.2 Personal protection
Personal protection serves as the primary protection goal for the life and health of people in
and around the tunnel. The protection of persons in the tunnel includes the preventive fire
protection measures for self-rescue and foreign rescue from the tunnel as well as the safety of
the fire brigade during the extinguishing and assistance. During a tunnel accident, self-rescue,
aided rescue from fire fighters as well as rescue by technical equipment should be guaranteed.
In general the evacuation with the help of structural elements such as sufficiently wide escape
routes and exits can ensure good coordination during the rescue operation. Identification of
the escape and rescue routes as well as sufficient lighting for a better view. Lighting provides
support/aid for the evacuees in the tunnel. During a fire, smoke is generated which affect the
evacuation because of visibility and the loss of oxygen in air. Thus care must be taken that
the outputs in safe areas are kept smoke free, e.g. into the second tunnel tube. The smoke
control works with the operating equipment installed in the tunnel. For the fire brigade and
other emergency services, the establishment of wide and sufficiently marked access and access
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possibilities in the tunnel is necessary. The structural and technical fire protection provides a
basis for an evacuation from a tunnel.
6.2.1 Self-rescue
The psychology of humans during a tunnel fire plays a decisive role in the evacuation which
has to be considered for the design of rescue concepts. In new and unknown situations people
mostly act when they receive specific information and regulations. Simulation studies have
indicated that people are passive and do not act. They miss the emergency doors in the smoke
and they become disoriented along the wall or road surfaces. In a study by researchers G. Proulx
and J. D. Sime of the IAFSS symposium accident-affected people were video-taped at a train
station in Newcastle (UK). The records illustrate people’s behaviour and how much time they
spent on actions such as information gathering and communication with other people. Based
on the records the affected people do not react to the first fire alarm or the first signal. Even if
smoke is noticeable, the first signal is not enough to start the evacuation in time [Guylene Proulx,
1991]. People act in herd-behaviour, which seek to escape through communication during the
fire. Since uncertainties occur in such new and unknown situations a tunnel operator can shorten
the evacuation time for those affected persons by giving contemporary information. Evacuation
alerts in tunnels can provide necessary information and reduce evacuation time, saving people
as quickly as possible [Frantzich, 2003].
As already mentioned after the extinguishing work of the fire brigade in the Montblanc Tunnel
firefighters discovered lifeless bodies in their vehicles which points to the typical behaviour
of people waiting for more information. The quote of Ralph Waldo Emerson “How much of
human life is lost in waiting” fits optimally to such hazardous situations. After a while people
realise that they have to flee out of the tunnel and that they have to leave their vehicles and
goods. During the escape the direct fire is not the danger, but the resulting smoke which affects
the respiratory tract of people. Most casualties in a fire die because of fume poisining such as
carbon monoxide and sulfur oxides [Anders Lönnermark, 2005].
Human behaviour and evacuation time for the self-rescue phase must be included in the design
of tunnels in form of a risk assessment. From the self-rescue time of past incidents, approximate
self-rescue time is between 0 (receiving the first alarm) to 15 minutes [FHWA, 2014], but it
also depends on the local connection of the fire department to the affected tunnel. It is likely
that self-rescue phase can take up to 45 mins, e.g. distances in Norway are larger due to the
less complex infrastructure which may suggest longer waiting times for the aided rescue by
the fire department [Finn Harald Amundsen, 2017]. A fire scenario in which a temperature
of 1200◦ C is measured within 5 to 10 minutes in the tunnel, concerning rescuing people and
using emergency services is improbable to assume. Long-term survival for humans can only
be possible for temperatures below 100◦ C. For this reason a short-term evacuation is necessary.
Even short-term temperature peaks can be survived, but the health risk is too high [Schneider
und Horvath, 2006].
Table 6.1 demonstrates different effects of temperatures on humans and environment during a
fire. Even temperatures above human body temperature of 37◦ C show health hazards like skin
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damage. Therefore it is essential for survival to escape fast out of the tunne [NG, 2018]l.
Temperature in ◦ C

Response

37

Average normal human oral/body temperature

38

Typical bodycore temperature for a working firefighter

43

Human body core temperature that may cause death

44

Human skin temperature when pain is felt

48

Human skin temperature causing a first degree burn injury

54

Hot water causes a scald burn injury with 30s exposure

55

Human skin temperature with blistering a second degree burn injury

62

Temperature when burned human tissue becomes numb

72

Human skin temperature at which tissue is instantly destroyed

100

Temperature when water boils and produces steam

250

Temperature when charring of natural cotton begins

300

Modern synthetic protective clothing fabrics begin to char

400

Temperature of gases at the beginning of room flashover

1000

Temperature inside a room undergoing flashover
Table 6.1: List of different temperatures and their responses [NG, 2018]

If the fire department arrives at the fire location, it is particularly stifling in addition to the
high temperatures, because most of the oxygen in air was consumed for combustion. For this
reason special protective equipment is decisive for fire fighters. Protective suits of the relief and
fire teams are also tested and standardised in the EU according to the European standards. The
materials and other constituents of personal protection equipment (PPE) may encounter a fire so
that PPE shall have flame resistance and heat protection, or arc heat protection, which under the
foreseeable conditions of use, correspond to the risk. The protective equipment is not allowed
to melt under the influence of heat and not promote flame propagation.
According to the EU standards, protective clothing of fire fighters should be resistant to air
temperatures higher than 100◦ C [EU, 2004]. In the Swiss standard SIA 197/1 (norm for train
tunnels) and SIA 197/2 (norm for road tunnels), temperature load for the rescue workers’ PPE
counts 400 to 450◦ C and the permissible heat radiation for the protective suits of the tunnel fire
brigade is limited to a maximum of 5 kW
. Compared to the material of protective clothing the
m2
surfaces of the affected vehicle materials, such as seats and tires, are heated and ignite due to
the spread of heat radiation at heat outputs of more than 25 kW
[Schneider und Horvath, 2006].
m2
Apart from the spread of the fire and its temperature, the growth of smoke with the toxic fumes
increases over the time. The smoke is dark, shrinks the field of view in the flow, and there are
several toxic contaminants which make the evacuation also difficult for the people. A complete
rescue concept encompasses the design of escape routes which are necessary to create. Several
factors like the type of enclosure, fire and smoke expected, ventilation, slope of the road surface
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as well as human behaviour can influence the chance for escaping. All these factors should be
considered while designing escape routes.

6.2.2 Aided rescue
In addition to personal protection, fire brigade with their active fire fighters belong to the category of aided rescue. The tasks of the fire brigade encompass fires, accidents and similar events
to save people and property. The fire department also operates for active environmental protection, e.g. by containment of oil spills or the binding of oil traces or other motor vehicle fluids on
roads which lead to a hazard. Until the self-rescue phase is completed and technical equipment
such as the rescue-supporting measures (ventilation, lighting, water sprinkler systems) are no
longer sufficient to fight the fire, fire fighters are on the way to the fire location so that they can
take over the fire fighting. This is the start into the aided rescue phase.
Tunnels are highly dangerous due to the confined space, darkness and prevailing air conditions.
The circumstances are difficult for fire fighters as smoke rises in the direction to the ground
while cooling down and the fire continues to spread. Therefore special equipment and safety
trainings are survival measures. The international standard ISO 15384:2018 includes labratory
test methods and performance requirements for (wildland) protective clothing for fire fighters.
In general, personal protective garments should be body suits which should not have cuffs, or
cuffs that promote heat transfer or flare up [ISO.org, 2018]. Special suits are made of fireproof
outer fabric, wet barrier, thermal insulation and lining. There are protective suits for firefighters
which are made of flame-retardant fibers so that they are flame-retardant in their chemical structure [Dupont, 2012]. Furthermore it is mandatory to wear breathing masks and motor-operated
respirators. There are also types of respirators that provide independent supply of breathing air,
e.g. with the help of a connection to fresh air hose and/or a compressed air to a self-contained
breathing apparatus [HGU, 2018].
The human behaviour during a tunnel accident has already been discussed several times. In
order not to expect such uncertainty among rescue workers like fire fighters, they have to be
prepared for different scenarios with special fire drills. These fire drills and their associated
training facilities are defined in standards. Reference is made to the German standards DIN
14097-2:2018-05 for gas-powered training facilities and DIN 14097-5:2018-05 for liquid fueloperated training facilities. The standards refer to construction and operation of training facilities according to the given safety requirements of DIN 14097-1:2018-05 and DIN EN 746-2.
For example the standard DIN 14097-5:2018-05 shows that liquid fuels pressurised and automatically closable lines and nozzles must be used and controlled in order to avoid a dangerous
situation, or there are sizes such as the outlet of liquid-fueled representations indicated during
the exercise [DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung DIN, 2018]. It can be said that fire fighters
have sufficient general knowledge about the effects and control options of fires in fire fighting.
But the reality shows that fires can occur arbitrarily and not exactly according to standards. The
fire scenarios in the scenario database (see chapter 7.2) can point to new challenges for the fire
fighters and other rescue workers.
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6.3 Property protection
Property protection is primarily intended to keep safe owner’s property and limit financial damage to the tunnel structure and its surrounding environment, more specifically, in order to protect
it from impacts caused by local instability of the tunnel. Structural fire protection measures support a risk-oriented design and execution of tunnel structures as well as guarantee a safety level
depending on the traffic-technical, local conditions and the economic efficiency. In view of all
existing tunnel structures, special fire protection requirements must be defined for undersea road
tunnels. The objective of structural fire protection measures is to maintain the stability of the
tunnel structure for a defined period [Schneider und Horvath, 2006]. The requirements below
should be met by the structural fire protection measures, but in this thesis, property protection
will not be further discussed:
• Stability of surface structures such as the traffic structure of inner-city tunnel structures.
• Load bearing capacity with defined residual safety of the tunnel should be maintained
even after a fire accident.

6.4 Structural and technical fire protection for road tunnels
The fire protection of road tunnels in the European road network should be divided into structural and technical fire protection. Structural fire protection should be ensured that the tunnel
structure resists the effects of fire and that in case of fire the load-bearing capacity is guaranteed.
In contrast to the factual consideration of the tunnel, the main objective of technical fire protection is the personal protection. Here, self-rescue of the tunnel users, aided rescue by emergency
services (fire fighters, fire smoke service) and technical safety elements are installed to ensure
and support the fire extinguishing process. Fire protection requirements vary according to the
prevailing circumstances during tunnelling drive. Questions such as whether the tunnel lies
below the surface of water, whether it is created in an open or closed construction, or whether
the tunneling process takes place within or outside the city. All these factors play an important
role in the choice for the outer and inner shell of the planned tunnel. Thermal and material
parameters for the concrete, which is subsequently used for the fire protection innerlining can
be requested from the supplier or determined from the available results of fire tests, the design
fire curves.
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Figure 6.3: Design fire curves (temperature-time-curves) [Promat, 2018]

The design fire curves or - with other words - temperature-time curves are usually used as a
starting point for further studies. Design fire curves as shown in figure 6.3 also serve a basis
for the development and determination of the regulations for Design fire curves as shown in
figure 6.3 also serve a basis for the development and determination of the regulations for tunnel
structures. tunnel structures. The fire development and its associated smoke spreading have
already been explained in chapter 5.2. In a fuel-controlled fire with natural ventilation, fire
extinguishes itself after a certain period because all the available oxygen which is an important
fire indicator, is used up for the combustion. The curves of the ZTV-Ing (light blue coloured
curve) and EBA (dark blue coloured curve) indicate a fuel-controlled fire. Both curves are
defined in the German RABT and they were developed as a result of a series of test programmes
such as the Eureka project. The RABT curves show that the temperature rises up to 1200◦ C
within 5 minutes. Temperature drop-off starts to occur at 30 minutes for passenger car fires
(ZTV-Ing) and 60 minutes for train fires (EBA). After 110 minutes cooling period is applied to
both fire curves [Promat, 2018].
The other fire curves illustrate different behaviours. These fire curves are not all relate to road
tunnels. Some of them deal with temperature/time curve in railway tunnels or building fires.
Although the cellulosic curve has been in use for many years, it has been found that gasoline,
chemicals, etc. are above the rate. Therefore tests were performed on structures and materials
used in the petrochemical industry. Thus, the hydrocarbon curve was developed. The name carbon curve has been given because the organic fuels in vehicle fuel tanks, gasoline or oil tankers,
as well as certain other chemical tankers are composed of carbons. Although the hydrocarbon
curve (green coloured curve) is based on a standardised type of fire. There are numerous types
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of fires that use petrochemical fuels are associated. Derived from the aforementioned hydrocarbon curve, the French regulation demands for an enlarged version of this hydrocarbon curve,
the so-called HydroCarbon Modified Curve (brown coloured curve). Both hydrocarbon curves
are based on temperatures that would be expected from a fire occuring within an open space,
where dissipaton of the heat would occur [Promat, 2018].
The ministry of transport in the Netherlands Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) developed a design fire
curve which is named after the ministry. The RWS curve assumes that in a worst-case scenario,
a 50m3 fuel, oil or petrol tanker fire with a fire load of 300 MW could occur and the fire would
last up to 120 minutes. As a reminder the 300 MW is assumed to be the the heat release rate.
This curve is based on fire occuring in enclosed spaces such as tunnels, where there is little to
no chance of heat dissipation into the surrounding atmosphere. There are two failure criteria for
all samples to the RWS fire design curve. The temperature of the interface between the concrete
and the fire protective lining should not exceed 380◦ C and the temperature on the reinforcement
should not exceed 250◦ C. Furthermore the Full-scale tests in the Runehamar tunnel in Norway
reconfirm the correctness of this design fire curve [Ir. A. J. Breunese, Dr. Ir. C. Both, Ir. G. M.
Wolsink, 2008, Promat, 2018].
The design fire curves were determined by different European research organisations like fires
were carried out and analysed in defunct road tunnels. Each nation has different requirements
which are implemented in the fire tests, e.g. the height of the maximum temperature or the
duration of the fire. A variety of fire curves exist which can all be found in the European
regulations and each of these design fire curves are realised in terms of structural fire protection.
These design fire curves are used as justification of the fire resistance of structures and certain
items of equipment for tunnelling. Especially the RWS curve simulates the initial growth of a
fire using a fuel tanker (petroleum tanker) as the source and the decrease of the temperatures to
be expected as the fuel load is burnt off [Promat, 2018].
The enclosed tunnel structure makes the evacuation difficult. With one tunnel tube the tunnel
users can only evacuate to either one of two portals. There is a high probability that one tunnel
side will be blocked because of the source of the fire and smoke expansion. Two tunnel tubes
provide another evacuation option through the transition to the other accident-free tunnel tube.
Because of the few evacuation options, the uprade of the tunnel equipment and the technical
equipment systems take a high importance. Fire detectors should first detect the fire and automatically give a warning signal to the control department and the nearby fire department. A
transmitted warning signal to the automatically control of the safety facilities will adjust their
abilities. Subsequently other operational facilities should support the evacuation, some facilities
must also be adjusted to the prevailing conditions. For example, if the ventilation systems are
adjusted incorrectly the fire can continue to burn and smoke can also be dissipated incorrectly.
Reference is made to the figure 5.9 and 5.10 (see chapter 5.3.1), which show the smoke expansion due to the adjustment of the ventilation in tunnels. During a tunnel fire, people have to
move out of the tunnel as soon as possible during the self-rescue phase. It has to be assumed
that not all persons have the same fitness and stamina while running out of the tunnel but most
deaths and difficulties during the escape arise because of the prevailing smoke. Therefore the
tunnel interior design and technical equipments, such as fire resistant doors, exhaust valves and
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ventilation systems are installed, which can dissipate smoke from the tunnel. The next upcoming chapters describe the structural and technical fire protection and their abilities are described
in more detail.
6.4.1 Structural elements
Structural fire protection deals in general with the tunnel inner-lining. Tunnel design and all
needed construction materials must be matched according to the European standards with its
minimum safety requirements. It should be ensured that non-combustible construction materials
are used. Furthermore construction materials should not release any substances that damage the
construction or persons in the fire exposure. The interior design includes the escape doors,
cables, pipes and drainage systems.
Escape doors
The escape doors help primarily for self-rescue of the tunnel users. In case of fire these structures should keep the escape routes clear of the smoke and prevent the spread of fire. According
to the standard EN 13501-2:2007+A1:2009, these doors must have fire resistance, which is
categorised in specific fire resistance classes. The classification of the fire resistance doors is
based on the examinations according to the standards EN 1634-1:2014 and EN 14600:2005.
The tested doors will be heated according to the standard temperature-time curves. Afterwards
the results will be divided into the following fire resistance classes as shown in the table below. For more information about the fire resistance and tests of doors, reference is made to
[Izydorczyk et al., 2017].

Figure 6.4: Fire resistance classes of doors [Izydorczyk et al., 2017]

Drainage system
The drainage systems, which are envisioned to dissipate mountain and road water as well as
flammable liquids (oil, vehicle fuel outflow) must be drained off as fast as possible from the
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roadway. Constructive options are a road surface with transverse and longitudinal inclination,
slot grooves, drainage pipes or the installation of shafts in tunnels. Moreover, these systems assist as a further constructional and fire protective function for the tunnel safety [Jürgen Blosfeld,
2009].

(a) Fig. (a) Drained tunnel construction [IC, 2018]

(b) Fig. (b) Waterproofed tunnel construction [IC,
2018]

Smoke exhaust dampers
Another structural element is the installation of smoke exhaust dampers as shown in the figure
6.5. The exhaust dampers serve to carry away the flue gases which arise in a fire. After the fire
disaster in St. Gotthard new and improved exhaust air flaps were installed during the repair of
the tunnelv[Confederation, 2018a]. In case of a tunnel fire or a fire in an underground garage
dampers can be used to guarantee a smoke-free area.
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Figure 6.5: Smoke exhaust dampers in underground garages [PF, 2018]

Cables and lines
In tunnels electricity flows through cables and lines. These cables and lines should be also
protected from the fire exposure. There are possibilities to lay cables in conduits or encase
them with concrete. Likewise, covers or fire-resistant seals (ceilings, walls) obstruct further fire
development to other connecting rooms. All in all, the above explained structural elements can
be helpful for maintaining tunnel safety [Bettermann, 2018].
6.4.2 Technical elements
The purpose of technical fire protection is the protection of tunnel users. Protection is assured
by operational/technical equipment e.g. the ventilation system, emergency lighting, extinguishing equipment, communication equipment, video recordings, etc. All these mentioned tunnel
facilities can support the self-rescue during a tunnel fire. Tunnel evacuatees need, beside a lot
of time, good visibility and optimal air quality during the evacuation. These and many more
capacities can be given by the operational equipment. It is known that the byproducts of a combustion process are smoke as well as its related toxic gases and soot. Smoke reduces the field
of view for the fleeing tunnel users causing difficulties in the self-rescue. Installed emergency
lighting, which is characterised by reflective signs, emergency lights on doors and on rescue
container and light bars on the tunnel inner shell may help to support the evacuation as shown
in the figure 6.7 below.
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Figure 6.6: Technical elements [EO.no, 2018]

Ventilation
Ventilation system is an important design element in the construction of tunnels. Ventilation
is necessary to maintain a comfortable and safe driving environment. Mechanical ventilation
system employs mechanical devices like electric fans, exhaust and blowers which serve the
function of removing the exhaust gases within in tunnel. Also the ventilation blows fresh air
into the tunnel [TC, 2018].
There are different types of mechanical ventilation systems such as
• Blowing Ventilation Systems,
• Exhausting Ventilation Systems, and the
• Combination of blowing and exhausting.
The blowing ventilation system blows fresh air with the help of pipes. It takes the dust and
gases from inside back to the portal. In long tunnels this system has a disadvantage because it
can fog the inside atmosphere while moving out the smoke, dust and foul air. The exhausting
ventilation system removes the dust and smoke and so the fresh air is maintained in the tunnel.
A combination of both systems brings a ventilation system of higher performance [TC, 2018].
In case of fire, ventilation plays an important role in the fighting against smoking, aid in saving
human lives and restoring normal operation. Incorrect design of the ventilation system can
influence fire development and can be an indicator for the spread of a fire. For this reason it is
important to analyze the ventilation system sufficiently and to dimension it optimally. Technical
requirements for the ventilation systems are the temperature resistance of the extraction fans and
extraction flaps as well as jet fans. The German RABT published special requirements for the
ventilation systems depending on the temperature and duration of the fire. Compliance with
these requirements must be demonstrated by a test certificate issued by a recognised material
testing institute [Jürgen Blosfeld, 2009]. The different ventilation systems will not be further
discussed in this thesis. Important is the critical velocity which was already explained in chapter
5.3.1 according to the function of ventilation (see chapter 5).
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Part of the ventilation system

Temperature
[◦ C]

Duration of
temperature
influence [min]

Exhaust fans (Sucking directly from the driving area)

400

90

Exhaust fans (Suction duct with concrete wall)

250

90

Jet fans (incl. cable connections in the driving area)

250

90

Jet fans (Short distances over >30 MW)

≤400

90

Table 6.2: Requirements to the ventilation system from the RABT, reference is made to [Jürgen Blosfeld, 2009]

Minimum safety requirements
This chapter 6.4.2 should give information about the minimum safety requirements for road
tunnels, which are set by the European Parliament and Council. These requirements from the
year 2004 are still valid. It shows the minimum requirements in tunnel safety for the European
road network, which insists on the following technical equipment such as communication systems, emergency power supply, tunnel lightning, ventilation, road signage, etc. The choice of
needed equipment is dependent on the density of vehicle per lane and length of the tunnel [EU,
2004].
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Figure 6.7: Summary of minimum safety requirements from the European Union (last update: 2004) [EU, 2004]

6.5 Summary of chapter 6
Tunnel safety is one of the most important negotiation parts for tunnel design and construction.
Tunnels have a highly hazardous potential because they are passways through mountains or
run under the sea or inner cities. Furthermore, the passages are narrow, dark and dusty inside
a tunnel. All these factors are hazardous and in case of a tunnel fire, it is important to have a
tunnel safety and security support as a back-up. The main objective is the personal protection of
the tunnel users during a fire. Personal protection includes the self-rescue and aided rescue by
fire fighters and other helping organisations. Due to both temporal limited rescue phases, selfrescue and aided rescue phase, fire and smoke steadily increase so that structural and technical
elements must support the evacuation. During the tunnel construction, important structural
elements were also built-in so that tunnel accidents can also be avoided, e.g. unwanted fluids
may be removed or tank liquids can flow into the drainage system of the tunnel, too. Due
to the rapid inflow of the tank fluids at best, evaporation and formation of flammable gases
can be stopped. Technical elements such as light and electricity in general form a field of
vision as well as escape routes are characterised. The ventilation systems support not only the
supply of fresh air, but also the freedom of escape routes by fire smoke. European Parliament
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and Council provide regulations for the operating equipment, which have to be used in tunnel
structures. These specifications are minimum security requirements. For detailed information
on the safety requirements in tunnel structures, each nation has its own regulations, such as
the RABT for Germany, SIA for Switzerland and the Håndbook N500 Vegtunneler in Norway.
Due to improvements in the infrastructure, which can be explained as new mobility concepts,
in general, safety requirements and regulations must be adapted. In the following chapter 7.2
scenarios for tunnel fires as well as possible threats are described and collected into an own
scenario database. Reference is made to the next chapter, which mentions all the previously
mentioned energy carriers, such as alternative fuels and motor drives as well as new mobility
concepts.
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Evalutation
7.1 General - Fire Hazard Management
Fire hazard management process includes, besides scenario consideration, fire risk assessment,
impact assessment, risk reduction option, cost benefit analysis and their implementation, e.g.
safety equipment maintenance. This thesis provides information on possible fire scenarios,
which refer to the new energy carriers used for motor vehicles as well as new mobility concepts
in infrastructure. The fire scenarios belong to the fire risk assessment, where all possibile ignition sources, hazardous material like the fuels and possible incident descriptions are analysed
as shown in figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Fire Hazard Management Chart [CR, 2019]

This is followed by a scenario database, which presents all possible fire risks and tunnel fires
for the future. Thus, this thesis refers to the first point of the fire hazard management process
as marked in figure 7.1. It will serve a catalog of different scenarios, where new energy carrier
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fires and - again - the conventional fuel fires are presented. The replacement of conventional
fuels with biofuels, hybrids and electric vehicles can be expected to lead to further tunnel fires,
where several fuel-controlled fires will be mixed together and will create an unfamiliar fire
environment for civil engineers, fire safety engineers, tunnel users, fire fighters and other involved people. In this regard, the scenario database serves as a basis for further research and
it promotes the search for improvement plans for the tunnel structures concerning their safety
functions (structural and technical safety elements). In addition, a qualitative risk analysis (see
chapter 9.2) is given, whichis intended for a transition from the first to the second step in the
fire hazard management process.

7.2 Scenario Database
All scenarios have their own fact sheets (see chapter 9.1) with detailed information, such as
physical properties of the used energy carrier, information about the fire and health hazards
and facts about the automotive technology of the used vehicle. The existing air quality during
a tunnel fire and safety recommendations are described. In recent years there had been many
tunnel fires caused by conventional fuels as well as research tests were made with new energy
carriers. With a look on new mobility concepts, it may be assumed that a fire can happen with
a combination of these several energy carriers. This scenario database gives a basis for new
research in tunnel safety.
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S2EV

S3EV

S4EV

S1HFCEV Hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicle fire (in general)

S2HFCEV HFCEV-Bus catches fire by a burning overhead line of the cate- Fuel cell
nary system

S1EV&
HFCEV

S1Gasoline Gasoline vehicle fire

S1Diesel

S1LPG

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Fuel cell

Li-ion battery

Li-ion battery

Li-ion battery

Diesel

CNG-Bus ignites by a burning overhead line of catenary system
and catches fire

CNG vehicle fire, because of a defect in the electrified rails. Vehi- CNG
cle will ignite from the underside due to a fire which comes from
the rails

Gaseous S3CNG

Gaseous S4CNG

CNG

CNG vehicle fire because of an outer ignition source. External CNG
fire in distant area leads to a blast of the CNG cylinders of the
vehicle

Gaseous S2CNG

CNG

CNG vehicle fire (in general)

Gaseous S1CNG

LPG vehicle fire, because of an outer ignition source. External LPG
fire in distant area leads to a blast of the LPG cylinders of the
vehicle

Diesel vehicle fire

Gasoline

Electric vehicle fire, because of collision between the driverless Li-ion battery and
electric truck and a hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicle
fuel cell

Electric vehicle fire, because of collision. Loss of connection between main truck and driverless truck cargo container

Electric vehicle fire, because of faulty charging equipment

Electric vehicle fire, because the inside stored paper waste heats
up due to inductive charging

Li-ion battery

Electric

Electric vehicle fire (in general)

S1EV

Fuel/Drives

Electric

Scenario Keywords

Scenario
ID

Fire
Class

0

0

0

P.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

eRoad

0

Trolley bus tech- 0
nology

-No concept-

-No concept-

-No concept-

-No concept-

-No concept-

Driverless convoy
technology

Trolley bus tech- 0
nology

-No concept-

Driverless convoy 0
technology

eRoad

Inductive charging

-No concept-

Mobility Concept
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Wrong refuel of the LNG tank. Too high pressure can cause the LNG
tank to blow off

Detachment of LNG vehicle’s fuel line

LNG vehicle fire because of burning rails of electrified road

Gaseous S4LNG

Gaseous S5LNG

Gaseous S6LG

Trolley bus tech- 0
nology

Electric&Others
S4EV
& Others

Power failure causes the trolley bus to stop. A traffic jam or slow Li-ion battery&
traffic in tunnel increases the risk of pile-up (crash involving mul- all types of fuels
tiple cars). Fire caused by this event

-No concept-

Electric& S3HFCEV&Hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicle burns and ignites a CNG vehi- Fuel cell& CNG
Gaseous CNG
cle (chain reaction)

0

0

-No concept-

0

0

0

Electric& S2EV&CV Vehicle fire because of a collision between a self-driving vehicle Li-ion battery&
Liquid
and a conventional vehicle
Diesel or Gasoline

eRoad

-No concept-

0

0

0

0

P.

-No concept-

Li-ion
Diesel

LNG

LNG

- No concept-

-No concept-

-No concept-

-No concept-

Mobility Concept

battery&

Electric& S1EV&CV Electric vehicle car transporter which drives a combustion engine
Liquid
(diesel tank) catches fire and ignites his load

LNG vehicle fire, because of an outer ignition source. External LNG
fire in distant area leads to a blast of the CNG cylinders of the
vehicle

Gaseous S3LNG

LNG

LNG fuel transporter has a leak and creates a fire

LNG

Fuel/Drives

Gaseous S2LNG

Scenario Keywords

LNG vehicle fire (in general)

Scenario
ID

Gaseous S1LNG

Fire
Class
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7.3 Case Analysis (Fact sheets)

7.3 Case Analysis (Fact sheets)
The attached fact sheets (see chapter 9.1) give responsive information for risk-associated fuels
which enter the tunnel, creating a hazardous event. The fact sheets are categorised by their fire
classes:
• Electric fire,
• Gaseouse fire,
• Liquid fire, as well as
• the combination of different fire classes.
The fact sheets include fire hazards, health hazards for affected people like tunnel users and fire
fighters, safety recommendations like firefighting techniques and chemical/physical properties.
In regard to the changes in the automotive technology of the vehicles and mobility concepts,
further information is also given in these fact sheets.
In the following a sample copy of one of these fact sheets is presented.
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FACT SHEET

TYPE OF VEHICLE

FIRE CLASS

Physical & chemical properties
Characteristics of the ingredients (fuel/electrolyte)
Hazards
Classification of different hazards which are related to this fire class and these scenarios as
well as this field gives a first (risk) rating of the examining fuel/drives. This evaluation
supports the creation of a complete risk analysis/risk assessment
Hazard

Value (1:
lowest – 5:
highest)

Description

Fire
Health
Toxic
Special
Fire hazard:
Health hazard:
Toxic hazard:

Automotive technology
Information about the vehicle’s construction like
the location of the tank, material of the fuel
tank/container

Safety recommendation
Recommendation about how to extinguish
the fire

Detailed Scenario
Question like what the reason of this tunnel accident/fire could be, effects of the toxic gases
for the tunnel occupants and tunnel environment, etc. are described in this field.

Possible predictions about the new mobility concepts
Scenarios which are based on the researches of new mobility concepts and new energy
carriers

Literature:

Author: Name of author I Version: XXX I Date: MM/DD/YYYY

7.4 Evaluation based on the scenario database

7.4 Evaluation based on the scenario database
Risk analysis is a process to identify potential hazards and analyze what could happen if a
hazard or event occurs. Risk assessment is an integral part of risk analysis which summarises the
probability, the impact and the effect of every known risk on a project. There are three different
methods of risk analysis. The qualitative method describes a risk in words. Semi-qualitative
approaches are also verbally descriptive or can be done numerically using fixed scales. In the
quantitative method, a risk is calculated numerically or with a real function of the probability
of damage and the expected value of the damage. Qualitative risk assessment approaches that
the result is a descriptive classification of risks [Goodrich, 2018].
Based on the risk rating matrix, which serves as a basis for an appraisal system the risks are
assessed. The different colours and numbers form classes of danger levels and vulnerability.
These classes can be transferred to the risks so that a risk map can be created. The attached risk
map which is shown in figure 7.2 is also used for the scenario-based risk analysis (qualitative)
(see chapter 9.2). This risk assessment shows the danger situations for different categories
which can be happen in tunnels. The following categories are given below:
• General,
• Traffic,
• Transportation of goods,
• Mobility concepts,
• Electric fires, and
• Charging of electric vehicles.
All these categories are related to different danger situations which are described and evaluated with values. As already mentioned the values are taken out from the risk map. The result
comes from the multiplication of the values from consequence and likelihood (exposure probability). This calculation is done before the occurrence of danger situation and after the possible
countermeasures such as improvements in order to avoid these danger situations.
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Figure 7.2: Risk Rating Matrix; reference is made to [Warner, 2019]

7.5 Understanding of the risk matrix
7.5.1 Consequences
The rows in the matrix describe the consequences that arise when a scenario happens. The
levels will be re-written and are shown below:
Level

Class

Description

5

Severe

Completely destroyed structures, lethality (Extreme potenital risk)

4

Major

Substantial damage to most structres or areas beyond the affected area,
extensive restoration work required, medical treatment for accident affected people (Very to high potential risk)

3

Significant

Moderate damage to the structure or to significant parts of the affected
area, restoration work needed, medical treatment for accident affected
people (Very to high potential risk)

2

Minor

Slightly limited damage to parts of the tunnel structure or the affected
area, requiring litle restoration work, little damage on affected people
(Low potential risk)

1

Insignificant Small damages (Very low potential risk)
Table 7.2: Risk Rating map - Consequences; reference is made to [Warner, 2019]

7.5.2 Likelihood
The columns deal with the likelihood, which means that they describe the chance that an accident occurs. The levels will be defined below:
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Level

Class

Description

5

Almost certain

Almost certain that the event is expected

4

Likely

Probable the event will occur under unfavorable circumstances

3

Moderate

Possible that event may occur under unfavorable circumstances

2

Unlikely

Unlikely that the event may occur in very unfavorable circumstances

1

Rare

Rarely occurrence of the event is conceivable under exceptional circumstances to entry the event is unimaginable

Table 7.3: Risk Rating map – Likelihood; reference is made to [Warner, 2019]
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8.1 Essential statements/Summary
This thesis with the title ”Development and analysis of scenarios and possible threats under
the influence of new energy carriers related to the safety of road tunnels”deals with changes in
mobility and infrastructure (tunnelling), because of the usage of new energy carriers (alternative
fuels/drives) for the automotive industry and with that related necessarily mobility concepts,
such as fuel stations and charging stations. The motivation for the entry and development of
new energy carriers has developed through global warming caused by the increase of pollutant
emissions, which arise from the combustion process of fossil fuels of vehicles and the scarcity
of resources. The mobility is necessary and many people can not do without their vehicle. Due
to this dependence on the vehicle, it is difficult to stop all these effects which are explained
above.
In consideration of daily road traffic serious traffic accidents have arisen in tunnels, which have
developed into a dangerous fire and where many people have fallen victim to many road users.
The tunnel fires in the period between 1999 and 2001 in Central Europe (including the fires in
Mont Blanc and St. Gotthard) have led to a discussion about the existing tunnel safety at the time
of the accidents. Results from past tunnel fires and experiences can still be recognised today
in the maintenance and improvements in operational facilities for tunnel safety (ventilation
systems, communication systems, fire extinguishing systems, etc.). Billions of Euros have been
invested worldwide for the safety and upgrading of these affected tunnels.
People awareness has become more environmentally friendly and is reflected in their mobility
behaviour. The chapter mobility of this thesis describes the change from the conventional/fossil
fuels to the new/alternative energy carriers. This change is especially important for the future
of environment (climate change), mankind and comprehensive traffic organisation. Even today
vehicles with internal combustion engines are still used the most for the use of fossil fuels such
as diesel and gasoline. With the regard to the past years, a decrease can be recognised, which
are caused by the increasing usage of alternative vehicles. The alternative fuels and drives are
described below:
• Biofuels from renewable energies (biodiesel, ethanol, methanol, etc.),
• Natural gas as a new and lower-emission variant of fossil energy,
as well the new drive systems such as
• Hybrid vehicles and
• Electrically powered vehicles with battery or hydrogen fuel cell.
Electromobility has a positive effect on the environment e.g. the vehicles do not produce any
hazardous emissions which can burden the air during operation. The electrified vehicles are not
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yet well developed in its technique which can be seen that the vehicles have a long charging time
and can only be used for short ranges. That is why engineers and developer are researching for
new innovations and new mobility concepts. Mobility concepts, such as electrified roadways
or trolley systems are designed to support electric vehicles by charging them while driving as
well these concepts should make the people more mobile. In the future, it can be assumed
that electric roads, trolley bus technology as well as many other new mobility concepts will
pass through tunnels. But thinking of the past tunnel accidents and tunnel fires, it should be
noted that all these changes could also introduce hazards and risks. Due to past tunnel fires all
security systems were designed according to a specific fire class. Thus, it can be seen that all
prevailing safety systems are dimensioned for liquid fires (gasoline fire, diesel fire) and that fire
safety information about the new energy carriers is missing. In this thesis, information has been
given to the properties of the fuels with a look into their flammability, self-ignition temperature,
toxiology, extinguishing possibilities, etc. Below is an explanation of the following alternative
fuels/drives that could jeopardise the tunnel safety and that should be planned or observed by
these engineers and tunnel safety officers:
• Reference has been made to the gases CNG, LNG and LPG. Especially for freight traffic
are these gases the main fuel. Generally these gases are stored at minus temperatures of
about -120 to -160◦ C in cylinders in the vehicle’s cargo compartment [CC, 2018]. The
cylinders have integrated pressure relief valves, which open to allow the gas to escape in
an event of inside gas expansion. High temperatures or hot surfaces near the gas cylinders lead to a severe fire or in the worst case scenario an explosion may occur [Jonatan
Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017].
• Electric vehicles are seen as a future alternative to conventional vehicles in the automotive
industry. But these vehicles are also associated with hazards. For example, the condition
of the lithium-ion battery is crucial for safe passage through the tunnel. A structurally
intact or damaged battery increases the risk of fire, which is related to the presence of
three fire indicators: battery’s electrolyte, available oxygen and energy (heat). In addition
to a burned electric vehicle resulting toxic gases are burdensome for the evacuees in the
tunnel. These can cause breathing problems, loss of orientation and even suffocation.
Another hazard is that the batteries of the electric vehicles can re-ignite after being deleted
and create a second fire [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017].
• If a vehicle with a hydrogen fuel cell catches fire, the combustion of hydrogen generate
flames which can reach high temperatures of about 2000◦ C and they are invisible so
that the driver or other tunnel users can not determine a fire in time. The unpredictable
increases the risk of danger and adversely affects the timely action of the evacuees. Due
to the high temperatures of the burning hydrogen, which can be reached in a few seconds,
the flames can ignite the rest of the vehicle and other vehicles nearby by the resulting
radiation. Normal hydrogen combustion does not produce harmful smoke which lead to
people health hazard. But if the solid material of the vehicle (tires, interior) burns, this
causes harmful gases as well as soot in the tunnel, which can lead to breathing problems,
suffocation, etc [Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017].
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In terms of fuel properties and knowledge of the mobility concepts, fire scenarios were developed. In this thesis, these were further categorised into fire classes and then summarised in a
scenario database (catalog). The scenarios should draw attention to the future tunnel safety.
In some European countries the new energy carriers and mobility concepts are already in use
such as the eRoad in Sweden, inductive charging stations for electric busses in Germany or the
trolleybus technology in Austria which also leads through a tunnel.
But until now fires have been occurred in open environment where these alternatives were been a
part of. It can be foreseen that with an increasing use of alternative energy carriers and integrity
of new mobility concepts, fires also in tunnels may occur too. This also means that the state and
tunnel owner have to be sure about the current status of tunnel safety with a view to all existing
fire classes. A tunnel fire caused by alternative energy carriers never happend before, so in that
case it exists a lack of experience. Information on each individual fuel and driving system was
found and collected in different literatures as well as stakeholders, such as tunnel safety officers
and official bodies provided their knowledge and experiences for this thesis, too. Results were
submitted periodically for getting feedback.

8.2 Answer to the research question
This main task of this thesis is to create a catalog - also named as scenario database which
shows for every single energy carrier and mobility concept their hazard related to the tunnel
safety. To clarify the scenarios, a qualitative risk analysis is also presented. ”Does the impact
of the new energy carriers pose a threat to the tunnel safety of a road tunnel?”could be the
advertised question which relates to the thesis title. And the answer to this question could be
that the new energy carriers and mobility concepts also pose a high risk potential for tunnelling
- especially with the actual status of the existing tunnel safety.

8.3 Critical appraisal and consequences of the findings
Criticism, faults and uncertainties about the findings of the analysed energy carriers (fuels/drives) and new mobility concepts are presented in the form of open questions on tunnel safety:
• A question arises as to whether the technical equipment, such as smoke and heat detectors,
functions in the case of high gas concentrations in the air. A gas leak could be detected in
time and warn the tunnel users. Are these detectors only set to a specific temperature or
can other toxic gases be detected in addition to the smoke and exhaust gases?
• Is the critical velocity of the ventilation systems optimally set to, for example, in the event
of a gas car leak, propel the gas out of the tunnel in time?
• Why do not the new vehicles have a direct communication link to the control room of
the tunnel in order to be informed directly in the event of an accident, e.g. through an
automatic link or own tunnel radio channel?
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• Why are there no or few rescue containers in tunnels? In a gas fire the rapid increase
in temperature leads to a spread of fire and smoke as well as during a electric vehicle
fire smoke and toxic fumes which arise during the combustion of the electrolyte of its
lithium-ion battery can lead to a health hazard for the evacuees. The tunnel users can have
breathing problems, loss of orientation or suffocation due to the prevailing air quality. In
the case of a tunnel, rescue containers can give a safe haven for all tunnel users.
• Is the fire department adequately equipped and trained in case of electric fire, gaseous
fire or a mixture of different fire classes? How is the probability that firefighters can
extinguish a burning cartransporter with electric cars in a tunnel?
• In general electricity in tunnels can lead to a fire hazard, therefore all cables are covered
in safe envelopes. High-voltage lines can occur a short-circuit which can be seen as the
basis for a tunnel fire. Are the new mobility concepts (eRoad, trolleybus technology)
suitable for tunnel construction?

8.4 Outlook and speculation
The motivation for the research topic is to ensure a safe (refractory) tunnel for all road tunnel
users. The current minimum requirements for structural and technical safety elements are still
based on older data, where gasoline fires and diesel fires were in the foreground. But it can be
assumed that the scenario database and factsheets may cause a revision of the minimum safety
requirements. Because the evolution of mobility continues to envolve, it can be assumed that
the infrastructure needs to adapt tunnel safety in the European tunnels as well as it needs to be
patched by modifications on the structural and technical level. Likewise the modifications may
rewrite the standards and regulations for tunnel constructions and tunnel safety requirements.
The conclusion is as follows:
• Decisiveness in the identification and classification of future tunnel fires.
• Preventing unwanted scenarios by revising the standards and guidelines for tunnel constructions and modifying existing tunnels.
• Fire curve revisions for alternative propulsion systems, such as gas and electric vehicles.
• Re-measurements of technical equipment, such as dimensioning of the critical velocity of
ventilation systems.
• Setting up a new safety training for firefighters and aid organisations with inclusion of
different alternative energy carriers as fire sources/hazards.
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FACT SHEET

Electric Vehicle (EV)

FIRE CLASS:
Electric Fire

Physical & chemical properties (Lithium Battery: Lithium chloride LiPF6
electrolyte)
Fire class: Electric fires as not defined in the European standards [1]
Ingredients: Lithium chloride (LiPF6) is the organic electrolyte in lithiumion batteries of the electric vehicles. The electrolyte is highly flammable
and leads to be a fire indicator [2]
Flash point: Flashpoint data for this chemical is not available but it is
probably combustible [3]
Boiling point: 1383°C [3] Melting point: 610°C [3]

5

3

4

3

Hazards
Hazard

Description

Fire

Value (1:
lowest – 5:
highest)
5

Health

3

Combustion of the battery releases toxic gases which lead to
irritations, breathing problems and suffocation. Tunnel is covered
with smoke and soot from the combustion [2, 3].

Toxic

4

Special

3

Soot, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, fluoride gas, nickel,
cooper, aluminium, cobalt and lithium are released during a fire of
an EV [2].
Delayed thermal-runaway can lead to a re-ignition of the battery,
even after extinguishing measurements [2].

Under existing fire conditions battery is instable and the
flammable electrolyte starts to burn and ignites the solid material
of the vehicle. Electrolyte and emitted gases are extremely
flammable. Li-ion battery only ignites in present of technical or
electrical failures (ruptured or structural intact battery). After
extinguishing process battery can re-ignites [2].

Fire hazard: Extremely flammable liquid electrolyte that may vent, ignites and produce sparks
if there is a mechanical damage, electrical overcharging or hot surfaces (>150°C). Battery
burns rapidly with flare-burning effect and can easily ignites other other nearby batteries.
Emission gases from the battery cell are highly flammable and light to ignite. After
extinguishing the fire, the battery may ignite again and catch fire. The toxic and extremely
flammable gases can lead to an explosion [2].
Health hazard: Fire produces corrosive and toxic gases (CO, CO2, HF, HCL) which leads to
irritation and difficulty in breathing. Toxic hydrogen fluoride gas (HF content is higher than
from conventional cars and is around 23%) will be produces from burning batteries. The
fumes may cause dizziness or suffocation which impacts the evacuation [2].

Literature: [1] http://www.eurofireprotection.com/blog/the-fire-classification-system-in-the-uk/
[2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB (SP Report 2017:14)
[3]https://tools.niehs.nih.gov/cebs3/ntpviews/index.cfm?action=testarticle.properties&cas_number=7
447-41-8
[4]https://www.tesla.com/sites/default/files/downloads/2016_Model_S_Emergency_Response_Guide
_en.pdf
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Toxic hazard: Toxic fumes are released during an electric vehicle fire. Organic compounds,
soot, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and other by-products of combustion including
nickel, cooper, aluminium, cobalt and lithium are released during a fire. The cumulative mass
of HF is higher for an electric vehicle due to the combustion of the Li-ion battery pack than
of a conventional vehicle with internal combustion engine [2].

Automotive technology
Li-ion batteries are usually encased in a hard
metal can to keep the electrodes wound up
tight against the separator sheet adding
weight and gives safety options against
mechanical damage. Battery cells are
equipped with Battery Management Systems
(BMS) that turn off the battery at its may
contact to not damage the battery and to
prevent it from failures. BMS disconnects the
battery system in the presence of too-high
temperatures, under and over voltage,
failure in battery cooling, faulty crash sensor
and insulation failure. It cannot protect
permanently the battery e.g. in case of
external impact and mechanical damage [2].

Safety recommendation
Fires involving this material can be controlled
with a dry chemical, inert gas carbon dioxide
or halon extinguisher. Water spray, fog and
regular foam but not in a straight stream [3].
Leaking batteries should be stored in metal
containers. Spilled electrolyte should be
absorbed with earth, sand or other noncombustible material. All ignition sources
should be eliminated because the thermal
runaway in the battery cell is difficult to
suppress and the battery can re-ignite.
Cables in the vehicle which carry the voltage
give an additional risk to the rescue of the
vehicle occupants [2]. An electric battery fire
can be extinguished with around 3000 Gallon
(11 356 Liters) water in a direct stream [4].

Detailed Scenario – S1EV
Scenario – S1EV: Burning electric vehicle in tunnel
• Fire indicators are based on mechanical and electrical damage of the EV
• Fire triangle: Flammable electrolyte, energy through heat and available oxygen are
the basis of a fire
• Toxic gases and smoke can lead to health hazard and burden the evacuees
Risk of a battery’s re-ignition cannot be excluded
Scenario’s plot:
Electric vehicles with a lithium-ion battery cell can lead to a high potential risk while burning
in enclosed spaces. Due to internal electric failure such as structurally intact battery cell or
ruptured battery cell and mechanical damages such as faulty charging (overcharging), hot
surfaces in the EV or collision with other tunnel users, etc. can give stress to the battery [2].
In case of a structurally intact battery cell the organic electrolyte LiPF6 which is a lithium
chloride heats up. By the overheated cathode oxygen is released and the other ignition
source is the fuel (energy) which is generate inside of the battery or is given from an external
source (hot surfaces in vehicle). Ruptured battery cell loses its organic electrolyte and
creates a liquid pool on the ground. The electrolyte heats up and vapourizes. The vapours
are combustible and extremely flammable. Oxygen is available in the surrounding air.
Energy to ignite the entire battery is given in the inside of the battery or from an external
source [2].
Literature: [1] http://www.eurofireprotection.com/blog/the-fire-classification-system-in-the-uk/
[2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB (SP Report 2017:14)
[3]https://tools.niehs.nih.gov/cebs3/ntpviews/index.cfm?action=testarticle.properties&cas_number=7
447-41-8
[4]https://www.tesla.com/sites/default/files/downloads/2016_Model_S_Emergency_Response_Guide
_en.pdf
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In a fire involving Li-ion battery contributes thermal energy through the electrolyte
combustion. The electrolyte combustion of batteries generates from 100 kW/h energy of
1,86 GJ. Convectional fuels such as diesel and gasoline produce from 50 liters around 2 GJ
of energy. The combustion of Li-ion batteries produces various gases such as carbon
monoxide and several of hydrocarbons which are flammable and hazardous to health. With
an exception of carbon dioxide which is not flammable but also hazardous to health
(breathing problems up to suffocation). A fire test of an electric vehicle revealed that about
97% carbon dioxide (CO2), 2% carbon monoxide (CO) and 0.23% hydrogen fluoride gas (HF)
are produced. These gases have a strong impact on the situation like the evacuation in a
tunnel accident and may lead to health hazard. The electrolyte LiPF6 breaks down at a
temperature of 107°C and due to the hot gases can be formed inside the cell. The warmer
the battery gets the more toxic gases can escape. The optimal temperature range for HF to
generate is between 170 and 250°C [2].
Battery’s state of charge (SOC) also decides on the emitted gases e.g. an over-charged EV
(150% SOC) will generate less carbon dioxide than a EV with 50% SOC, but regarding the
remaining gases which are flammable and hazardous there are no obvious improvements
to note like less carbon monoxide or hydrocarbons [2]. The ventilation system transports
extra oxygen to the fire place and this transportation can lead to a new ignition of other
vehicles nearby the fire.
Electric vehicle fires are difficult to extinguish and to suppress e.g. a damaged battery can
prevent a thermal-runaway after an accident, but when the battery’s thermal-runaway
breaks out, this can lead to an explosion, fire and release of the toxic gases. Even after a fire
the Li-ion battery can lead to a delayed thermal-runaway which is between 24 hours to 5
days [2].
Possible predictions about the new mobility concepts
Scenario – S2EV: Charging in underground facilities/tunnels & Incorrect charging & Broken
charging equipment
• An electric fire can be caused by several errors such as incorrect charging due to
faulty or broken charging equipment
• Faulty charging equipment may lead to stress while charging and this can lead to a
fire
• Difficulties with the conncetion arm from the vehicle with the eRoad technology
• Difficulties with the connection to the catenary system and the trolleybus
Scenario – S3EV: Technical defects of the driverless convoy technology
• Driverless convoy vehicle could lose his connection to the leading vehilce which is
caused by computer problems/technical defects
• Driver could lose the control of his vehicle, Scenario could lead to a collision and this
could occur an accident
Scenario – S4EV: Difficulties of the inductive charging technology
• Due to the heat from the inductive plate solid waste inside the vehicle such as paper
(chewing gum paper, parking slips, etc.) can ignite and start to burn
Literature: [1] http://www.eurofireprotection.com/blog/the-fire-classification-system-in-the-uk/
[2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB (SP Report 2017:14)
[3]https://tools.niehs.nih.gov/cebs3/ntpviews/index.cfm?action=testarticle.properties&cas_number=7
447-41-8
[4]https://www.tesla.com/sites/default/files/downloads/2016_Model_S_Emergency_Response_Guide
_en.pdf
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FACT SHEET

Electric Vehicle (HFCEV)

FIRE CLASS:
Electric Fire

Physical & chemical properties (Hydrogen)
Fire class: Fuel cell into the category electric fire. Electric fire is not
defined as fire class in the European standards [1]
Phase at STP of hydrogen: Gas [2]
Relative density(air=1): 0,1 [3]
Flash point: 575 to 640°C [2]
Boiling point: -217°C [2.5]
Flammable Limits in Air: 4 Vol.-% to 75 Vol.-% [2]
Ignition temperature: 536°C [2.5]
Self-Ignition temperature: 573°C [2]
Container’s operating pressure: 350 to 700 bar [4]
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4

4

-

Hazards
Hazard

Fire

Value (1:
lowest – 5:
highest)
5

Health

4

Toxic

4

Description

Extremely flammable. Burning hydrogen gas creates very hot and
invisible flame. Hydrogen completey vaporizes at atmospheric
pressure and normal ambient temperature [2,4].
Hydrogen as chemical substance gives no health hazard beyond
that of ordinary combustible material. But the combustion of the
solid material of the vehicle creates smoke and soot in the tunnel.
These leads to breathing problems, loss of control during
evacuation, etc. [4].
Results of the combustion are toxic gases, smoke and soot. A
burning hydrogen vehicle can ignite easily other abandoned
vehicles because of radiation [4].

Special
Fire hazard: Burning hydrogen vehicle spreads out hot and invisible flames which can easily
ignite other vehicles. Temperatures around 2000°C can be reached in a few seconds [4].
Health hazard: The combustion of the hydrogen gas itself gives no health hazard. In a
combustion water and oxygen is given to the environment. But due to the rapidly fire
spreading in the vehicle's interior and exterior persons may lead to suffer severe burns to
end up in a deadly fatality [4].
Toxic hazard: Hydrogen gas in a fuel cell battery forms itself to water and oxygen which is not
a hazard to health. But the battery cell itself generates toxic fumes during a fire. The toxic
gases of the battery are like these of an electric vehicle. Hydrogen and air mixtures can ignite
with a very low energy input (heat) and it leads to explode. Hydrogen's lower ignition energy
makes the ignition of hydrogen-air mixtures likely (minimum energy for spark ignition at
atmospheric pressure is about 0.02 mJ) [4].
Literature: [1] http://www.eurofireprotection.com/blog/the-fire-classification-system-in-the-uk/,
[2] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chemical/8729
[3] https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/h.htm, [4] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta
Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska
Forskningsinstitut AB., [5] Kara Schmidt, Joshua Schmidt, Carl Rivkin, 2017: Hydrogen Fuel Cell VehiclesWhat First Responders Need to Know, https://www.firehouse.com/rescue/article/12385113/hydrogenfuel-cell-vehicles-what-first-responders-need-to-know-firehouse.
[6] https://h2tools.org/bestpractices/hydrogen-flames
[7] IAC PublishingL.,2018: https://www.reference.com/science/melting-point-polyethylenea8d0943e2fb13fda, [8] Konstantinov Sergei, 2017: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FYp-nns76o
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FACT SHEET

Electric Vehicle (HFCEV)

Automotive technology
Hydrogen gas is used in a vehicle's fuel cell to produce
electricity. The vehicles are designed with a thermal
pressure relief device (TPRD) which is in the tank. If the
vehicle is engulfed in a fire, it would discharge its pressure.
Because of the highly risk of an embrittlement of this fuel,
hydrogen cannot be stored in a conventional steel
container [5]. Hydrogen gas tanks can be made of stainless
steel or it is stored in a tank made from composite material
such as fiberglass/aramid or carbon fibre with a metal liner
(aluminium/steel) or polymer liner (thermoplastic) which
prevent of hydrogen embrittlement, porosity and help with
the maximum pressure inside the tanks. The metal tanks
can store the hydrogen on a lower maximum pressure
(between 180 to 200 bars) than the tanks made of
composite materials (between 300 to 700 bars). For
example, the polymer fibre tanks which use thermoplastic
will melt at temperature from 85 to 145°C [2]. The
hydrogen gas tank of a truck is located behind the cabinet.
Tank of a passenger car is located on the underside in the
lower part of the boot. And the hydrogen gas tank of a bus
is found of the roof above the driver's cab [4].

FIRE CLASS:
Electric Fire

Safety recommendation
Reduce oxygen in air with dry
chemicals or carbon dioxide.
Extinguish large fires with
water (not in stream) and fog.
If there is a hydrogen leak and
the vehicle is still running, it is
important to cut the battery
cables to the airbag to prevent
an ignition of the vehicle's
safety devices [2].

Detailed Scenario – S1HFCEV
Scenario – S1HFCEV: Burning hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicle in tunnel
• External ignition source (fire or hot surfaces in vehicle) can ignite the flammable
hydrogen gas
• Burning hydrogen can reach temperatures around 2000°C in a few seconds
• Flames are very hot and invisible. Tunnel occupants can not see directly the fire
hazard. This means that they will have a delayed self-rescue phase
Scenario’s plot:
HFCEV catches fire in tunnel. The fire may occur if there is a technical defect such as a leak,
tank or container rupture, pressure relief or human failure while driving like a collision
friction with inner-lining in tunnel.
If there is a leak in the tank, the hydrogen would disperse upwards into the atmosphere,
and if the thermally activated pressure relief device (TPRD) is activated, the tank would
discharge in a few minutes. Because of the quick spreading of hydrogen gas, the only
location where a flammable environment could occur is at the discharge point. Unless the
released hydrogen gas is not contained and still in flammable range. If the discharged
Literature: [1] http://www.eurofireprotection.com/blog/the-fire-classification-system-in-the-uk/,
[2] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chemical/8729
[3] https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/h.htm, [4] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta
Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska
Forskningsinstitut AB., [5] Kara Schmidt, Joshua Schmidt, Carl Rivkin, 2017: Hydrogen Fuel Cell VehiclesWhat First Responders Need to Know, https://www.firehouse.com/rescue/article/12385113/hydrogenfuel-cell-vehicles-what-first-responders-need-to-know-firehouse.
[6] https://h2tools.org/bestpractices/hydrogen-flames
[7] IAC PublishingL.,2018: https://www.reference.com/science/melting-point-polyethylenea8d0943e2fb13fda, [8] Konstantinov Sergei, 2017: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FYp-nns76o
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FACT SHEET

Electric Vehicle (HFCEV)

FIRE CLASS:
Electric Fire

hydrogen gas was ignited by an external ignition source, it would burn at temperature of
nearly 2000°C in few seconds [5] and can easily ignite the solid material such as the verhicle’s
interior.
Invisible flames make early action or rescue complicated for the tunnel users. The vehicle's
occupants do not get the fire hazard and will sit inside until the fire comes. It might be too
late for the self-rescue [6].
If there is a hydrogen leak and the vehicle is still running, the battery cables which are
connected to the airbag can lead to an ignition of the vehicle's safety devices. This leads to
an additional hazard [7]. Electronic failures such as a faulty fail-safe shutdown mechanism
may lead to another additional hazard. If the shutdown mechanism is not working hydrogen
gas will be released and holds the potential for ignition. Even if the electric cables have been
cut, there is a potential for shock hazard and encountering energised metal and equipment
of the HFCEV. This may lead to difficulties in the self-rescue phase [5].
Possible predictions about the new mobility concepts
Scenario – S2HFCEV: Burning overhead line of catenary system ignites hydrogen fuel cell
bus
• Trolleybus technology (catenary system) in tunnels could have an electric failure
(worst-case scenario is a short-circuit and fire)
• Burning overhead line as an ignition source which can heat up gas tanks from trucks
and busses

Picture 1:Burning overhead line [8]

Literature: [1] http://www.eurofireprotection.com/blog/the-fire-classification-system-in-the-uk/,
[2] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chemical/8729
[3] https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/h.htm, [4] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta
Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska
Forskningsinstitut AB., [5] Kara Schmidt, Joshua Schmidt, Carl Rivkin, 2017: Hydrogen Fuel Cell VehiclesWhat First Responders Need to Know, https://www.firehouse.com/rescue/article/12385113/hydrogenfuel-cell-vehicles-what-first-responders-need-to-know-firehouse.
[6] https://h2tools.org/bestpractices/hydrogen-flames
[7] IAC PublishingL.,2018: https://www.reference.com/science/melting-point-polyethylenea8d0943e2fb13fda, [8] Konstantinov Sergei, 2017: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FYp-nns76o
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FACT SHEET

Conventional Vehicle
(Gasoline)

FIRE CLASS:
Liquid Fire

Physical & chemical properties (Gasoline)
Fire class: Class B/Liquid fire [1]
Relative density (air=1): 3.5 [1]
Flash point: -65°C [3]
Boiling point: 60 to 200°C [2]
Ignition temperature: 232°C [3]
Burning rate: 4 mm/min [1]
Self-ignition temperature: 280 to 470°C [2]
Flammable Limits in Air: 1.4 Vol.-% to 7.4 Vol.-% [1]
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lowest – 5:
highest)
4
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4

Toxic

4

Description

Gasoline can be ignited under almost all ambient temperature
conditions. Gasoline vapours are highly flammable [1].
Gasoline fire generates smoke which is harmful for the tunnel
users as well as soot will be produced which leads also to health
problems such as breathing problems, irritations, suffocation, etc
[1, 2].
Burning gasoline vehicle produces smoke and soot as by-products
which cover the tunnel inside and give an impact to the evacuees
[1].

Special
Fire hazard: In the presence of combustible vapours which generate during a spillage or
outflow, the fuel gets highly flammable. Gasoline burns to the maximum heat release rate
within few seconds and burning gasoline can reach a temperature above 945°C [3]. Gasoline
tanks also leads to a boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion [1].
Health hazard: Breathing of gasoline vapours my cause dizziness, headache and
incoordination. Vapours lead to irritation of mucours membranes and stimulation followed
by depression of the central nervous system. It can also lead to anethesia, coma and
respiratory arrest. Direct contact with the liquid e.g. entering in lungs will cause irritation,
coughing, gagging, pulmonary edema and later it will show signs of bronchopneumonia and
pneumonitis. The gasoline combustion produces air toxins which have a bad influcence on
the fleeing tunnel users during a tunnel fire [1,2].
Toxic hazard: Soot are black particles composed of carbon which is produced by incomplete
combustion (less oxygen) of fossil fuels. Soot is a solid carbon with adsorbed hydrocarbons
covered of a vapour phase with chemical exhaust gases such as CO, NO, NO2 and other
harmful hydrocarbons. Exhaust emissions contents chemical pollutants which accumulate of
the surface of the soot particles [1,2].

Literature: [1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/GAT.pdf
[2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017:
Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska
Forskningsinstitut AB.
[3] Gasoline As A Fire Hazard: Columbus Fire & Safety,
http://www.columbusfire.net/gasoline-fire-hazard/
[4]GESTIS-Stoffdatenbank, http://gestis.itrust.de/nxt/gateway.dll/gestis_de/
011240.xml?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0.
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FACT SHEET

Conventional Vehicle
(Gasoline)

Automotive technology
Vehicles are constructed to minimise the
possibility of generating static electricity
during the filling of gasoline. As well the
gasoline pumps at the gas stations have a
vapour recovery system which remove the
fuel's vapours from the filling pipe. The fuel
tanks are often made of plastic [2].

FIRE CLASS:
Liquid Fire

Safety recommendation
Inert gas carbon dioxide to reduce the
oxygen in air. Water spray, fog and regular
foam but not in a straight stream [1].

Detailed Scenario – S1Gasoline
Scenario – S1Gasoline: Burning gasoline vehicle in tunnel
• Leaking gasoline tank
• Gasoline evaporates in the warm tunnel environment which is highly flammable
• Risk of a BLEVE in gasoline tank
Scenario’s plot:
Gasoline-fueled vehicle burns in enclosed space. Due to human failure such as collision (loss
of control from vehicle) and technical defects such as fire in engine compartment, leak in
tank, tank rupture, etc. can lead to a high risk of fire. Ignition sources are spark formation
due to friction, short circuits and hot surfaces in vehicle. The plastic tanks in gasoline vehicles
can melt due to the heat and the fuel can flow out and erect a gasoline pool on the ground.
Gasoline pools on the ground creates a fire hazard and potential pollution to the rescue
ways. The liquid fuel evaporates in the warm tunnel environment which leads to highly
flammable and light ignitable vapours. Gasoline leads to a boiling liquid expanding vapour
explosion which is caused by rupture of the tank containing a pressurised liquid that has
reached temperatures above the gasoline boiling point [2].

Literature: [1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/GAT.pdf
[2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017:
Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska
Forskningsinstitut AB.
[3] Gasoline As A Fire Hazard: Columbus Fire & Safety,
http://www.columbusfire.net/gasoline-fire-hazard/
[4]GESTIS-Stoffdatenbank, http://gestis.itrust.de/nxt/gateway.dll/gestis_de/
011240.xml?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0.
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FACT SHEET

Conventional Vehicle
(Diesel)

FIRE CLASS:
Liquid Fire

Physical & chemical properties (Compressed natural gas)
Fire class: Class B/Liquid fire [1] Relative density (air =1): 7 [2]
Flash point: 56 to 69°C [2] Boiling point: 280 to 340°C [1]
Burning rate: 4 mm/min [1] Ignition temperature: 210°C [2]
Self-ignition temperature: 225°C [2]
Flammable Limit in Air: 1.3 Vol.-% to 6 Vol.-% [1]
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lowest – 5:
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3
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4

Toxic

5

Description

Diesel must be exposed to relatively high ambient
temperatures before ignition can occur [1].
Combustion of diesel releases toxic gases which can lead to
irritations and breathing problems as well as during the
combustion the oxygen content in air is reduced and this may
cause furthermore health hazards like suffocation in the worstcase-scenario [1].
Diesel fire generates smoke and soot which are harmful byproducts. Smoke prevents the evacuation of the tunnel
occupants and the soot damages the tunnel inside [1,2].

Special
Fire hazard: Combustible diesel vapours which generate during a spillage or outflow the fuel
gets highly flammable and due to its self-ignition temperature, it can ignite. The mixture of
diesel vapours and air is flammable and this leads to explode but it depends on the
surrounding environment. In a range of 1.3 and 6 Vol.-% the diesel vapours in the air can
ignite. At normal temperatures (outside temperatures) or in a well-ventilated tunnel a diesel
fuel spillage cannot be ignite by a small ignition source, but tunnels - even with ventilation
– have a warm environment so that the diesel pool has a better possibility to evaporate and
ignite [2].
Health hazard: In the present of high concentrations of diesel vapours, they will reduce the
available oxgyen in air so that breathing of diesel vapours my cause hazard to health as well
as these vapours cause slight smarting of the eyes [1].
Toxic hazard: The soot of a diesel fire is strong and dense. The soot is based on black particles
composed of carbon which is produced by incomplete combustion of fossil fuels. Due to less
oxygen the combustion process produces soot as a by-product. [2]. Soot is a solid carbon with
adsorbed hydrocarbons covered of a vapour/dust phase with chemical exhaust gases such as
CO, NO, NO2 and other harmful hydrocarbons [3]. Diesel soot is visible as an opaque dark
coloured smoke. Particle contaminants have a high content when engines are run without
sufficient oxygen to its completely combust of the fuel. The exhaust of diesel is more harmful
than of gasoline vehicles [2].

Literature: [1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/ODS.pdf
[2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB.
[3] http://blog.cashins.com/blog-0/bid/191511/Industrial-Hygiene-What-is-Soot-and-Why-is-itDangerous
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FACT SHEET

Automotive technology

Conventional Vehicle
(Diesel)

FIRE CLASS:
Liquid Fire

Safety recommendation

Diesel tanks are common in larger vehicles such Inert gas carbon dioxide to reduce the
as busses and trucks. Tanks are made of oxygen in air. Water spray, fog and regular
aluminium or steel sheets which reduces the foam but not in a straight stream [1].
likelihood of rapid drainage during exposure to
a fire [1].

Detailed Scenario – S1Diesel
Scenario – S1Diesel: Burning diesel vehicle in tunnel [2]
• Leakage in tank leads that diesel is going to pool on the ground
• The available warm tunnel environment leads that diesel is going to evaporate and
this create a flammable gas/air mixture
• Temperature in tunnels, even with ventilation) is warmer than outside and with a
fire in the engine compartment the entire vehicle can ignite and start to burn

Literature: [1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/ODS.pdf
[2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB.
[3] http://blog.cashins.com/blog-0/bid/191511/Industrial-Hygiene-What-is-Soot-and-Why-is-itDangerous
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FACT SHEET

Alternative Fuel Vehicle
(LPG)

FIRE CLASS:
Gaseous Fire

Physical & chemical properties (Liquefied-compressed propane gas)
Fire class: Class C/Gaseous fire [1]
Relative density (air=1): 1.56 [2]
Storage temperature: 15°C [2]
Flash point: -69°C [1]
Self-ignition temperature: 450°C [1]
Superheat limit: 53°C [2]
Boiling point: -40°C [1]
Flammable Limits in Air: 2.2 Vol.-% to 9.5 Vol.-% [1]
Burning rate: 8.2 mm/min [1]
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Hazards
Hazard

Description

Fire

Value (1:
lowest – 5:
highest)
5

Health

4

Breathing of LPG in air can cause temporary incapacitation and
injuries. The combustion of an entire LPG vehicle with its solid
material leads to hazardous smoke and soot which can cause
irritation, loss of coordination, dizziness, suffocation, etc. [3].

Toxic

4

Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, other toxic gases and soot will
cover the tunnel environment during an LPG vehicle fire [2, 3].

LPG vapourises at atmospheric pressure and normal ambient
temperatures. Gas/air mixture is flammable. If the liquefiedcompressed propane gas in the container boils inside, pressure
will rise, and the container will explode (Risk of a BLEVE) [2, 3].

Special
Fire hazard: A ruptured tank will release its pressure so that the liquid will turn into highly
flammable gas in the gas bottle. The warm tunnel environment as well as hot surfaces may
heat up the gas bottle where the LPG boils and expands the pressure inside. This action may
cause a boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion (BLEVE) which explosion is caused by the
ruptured LPG tank and the surrounding hot temperatures in tunnel above LPG’s boiling point
[3]. Naked flames from the fire location will spread forwards to the LPG vehicle nearby so
that the LPG cylinders can blast. The mixture of LPG vapours and surrounding air is highly
explosive. It may cause a BLEVE rapidly when the liquiefied gas evaporates in warmer
environment outside of the tank [3].
Health hazard: Vapourizing LPG may cause frostbite. Concentration in excess of 10% cause
dizziness in a few minutes. 1% concentration of its vapours give the same effect in 10
minutes. Over 10% concentration cause asphyxiation. Gas/air mixture produces toxins in air
such as carbon monoxide which is extremely dangerous [3].
Toxic hazard: Burning LPG gas produces water vapour and carbon dioxide molecules that are
both colorless. According a varity of effects (traffic, weather conditions, oxygen) tunnels gives
a reason that the gas will not burn properly. LPG molecules will escape into the air, clump
together and form black soot on surfaces [2, 3].
Literature: [1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/LPG.pdf, [2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson,
Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels and underground garage, SP Sveriges
Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB, [3] CAMEO Chemicals version 2.7.1: Liquefied natural gas
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FACT SHEET

Alternative Fuel Vehicle
(LPG)

Automotive technology
LPG gas container of a passenger car is on its
underside of the lower part of the boot. Busses
have their containers on the roof. The container of
a truck is located next to their (diesel) tanks which
are below the load of behind the cab. The diesel
tanks are usually made of aluminium or steel sheets
[2]. LPG container are erected with a perlite
insulation which minimise thermal leakage against
mechanical damage and reduces the heat of gas
during exposure of fire. The operating pressure of
an LPG fuel container is arund 5 to 20 bar. LPG is
stored in seamless aluminium cylinders at a
temperature of -162°C [2].

FIRE CLASS:
Gaseous Fire

Safety recommendation
Reduce oxygen in air with dry
chemicals
or
carbon
dioxide.
Extinguish large fires with water (not in
stream) and fog. Liquid fuel spills must
be covered with tarpaulin or sheets. To
decrease the vaporisation rate of the
gas compressed air foam (CAF) should
be used [1, 3].

Detailed Scenario – S1LPG
Scenario – S1LPG: Burning LPG vehicle in tunnel
• LPG container will heat up due to the external ignition source and thermal radiation
• Leakage of LPG may cause a fire hazard
• Risk of having an explosion (BLEVE)
Scenario’s plot:
External fire influence in distant area leads to blast of LPG (propane) cylinders of a truck. The
flames spread out and set the abandoned LPG vehicle on fire. Trucks carriers the single LPG
cylinder’s in their containers. An LPG cylinder can blast if it is kept exposed to immense heat
and fire such as a fire in another located area in the tunnel. Fire and heat cause that the
regulator dissolves or the cylinder will be leaky, then the gas disappears or rather creates a
liquid pool on the ground. Due to the hot temperatures the liquid vapourizes and mixes up
with air [2].
Gas and air form a combustible mixture and when it encounters sparks or naked flames the
gas will explode. In the case that the fire department cannot extinguish the tunnel fire on
time and around the LPG vehicle the inside cylinders will absorb more heat and stored liquid
LPG starts converting to gaseous form. Pressure inside the cylinders as well as the boiling
point of LPG will increase, too. Superheated LPG in cylinder and the high pressure leads to a
cylinder rupture so that LPG enters the atmosphere [2].
LPG in atmospheric temperature is beyond its boiling point and converts into LPG vapours.
The expansion of LPG results a boiling liquid expanding vapours explosion (BLEVE). Expanding
aerosol/vapour will form combustible mixture with air and catches fire due to the naked
flames present in the surrounding. LPG leads to a boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion
which is caused by rupture of the tank containing a pressurised liquid that has reached
temperatures above the LPG boiling point [2].

Literature: [1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/LPG.pdf, [2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson,
Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels and underground garage, SP Sveriges
Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB, [3] CAMEO Chemicals version 2.7.1: Liquefied natural gas
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FACT SHEET

Alternative Fuel
Vehicle/ Natural Gas
Vehicle (CNG)

FIRE CLASS:
Gaseous Fire

Physical & chemical properties (Compressed natural gas)
Fire class: Class C/Gaseous fire [1] Relative desity (air=1): 0,7 [4]
Boiling point: -161.5°C [1] Flash point: -188°C [4] Adiabatic flame
temperature: 2339°C [1] Self-ignition temperature: 540°C [1]
Flammable Limits in Air: 5 Vol.-% to 15 Vol.-% [1] Burning rate: 12.5
mm/min [1] Max. burning temperature: 2148°C [4] Storage
temperature: -126°C [1]
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5
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3
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4

Description

CNG vapourises at atmospheric pressure and normal ambient
temperature. The mixture with the CNG gas and air is
flammable [1, 3]
CNG leads to acute health effects such as temporary dizziness,
breathing problems, loss of coordination and suffocation [1].
A burning CNG vehicle produces smoke, toxic gases and soot
[2, 3].

Special
Fire hazard: High potential risk for tunnel users if CNG will get ignite by an ignition source.
There is a flammable limit in air which means that if too much CNG is mixed with air the
mixture is highly flammable as well as an explosion may occur. An explosion can occur during
a fully developed fire within 10 to 25 minutes. If there is a leak in a CNG tank, CNG will flow
out and the vapours may travel to an ignition source (hot surfaces, sparks in the engine
compartment) and flash back [1, 3].
Health hazard: CNG has as its main ingredient methane. Inhaling methane can affect tunnel
users. It can reduce the proportion of oxygen in the air and this cause suffocation with
symptoms of headache, dizziness, weakness, nausea, vomiting, loss of coordination and
judgement, it leads to breathing problems and leads to a loss of consciousness [1].
Toxic hazard: Poisonous gases are produced in a fire [1, 3]. In a research series, the exhaust
soot development of diesel/CNG dual fuel combustion was analysed. It showed that the
carbon black reactivity increased significantly with increasing CNG substitution rate. CNG
soot showed a greater variation in particle sizes and aggregate sizes than diesel
particulates. Due to insufficient development time due to the reduced combustion time the
CNG soot is not fully formed [5].

Literature: [1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/MTH.pdf
[2] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/erg_guides/en/Guide_115.pdf (10/12/18)
[3] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB
[4] http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Natural_gas,
[5] https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S001623611630480X?via%3Dihub
[6] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chemical/8823
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Alternative Fuel
Vehicle/ Natural Gas
Vehicle (CNG)

Automotive technology
The compressed gas in a fuel container is
stored by a pressure of 200 to 250 bar which is
necessary to hold enough fuel to provide a
vehicle with an adequate range of an everyday
usage. The gas container of a passenger car is
on its underside of the lower part of the boot.
Busses have their containers on the roof. These
containers are made of a metal cylinder that is
covered in a carbon fibre or glass fibre weave.
Every CNG vehicle has a pressure regulator
which reduces the pressure up to 10 bars. The
operating pressure of a CNG fuel container is
around 200 bars [3].

FIRE CLASS:
Gaseous Fire

Safety recommendation
Reduce oxygen in air with dry chemicals
or carbon dioxide to extinguish small
fires. Extinguish large fires with water
(not in stream) and fog. Decrease the
vaporisation rate of the gas compressed
air foam (CAF) should be used [6].

Detailed Scenario – S1CNG
Scenario – S1CNG: Burning CNG vehicle
• CNG leakage leads to a flowing out of CNG in the tunnel atmosphere
• Ruptured CNG cylinders will cause an outflow of CNG which is exposed to the warm
tunnel environment and existing hot surfaces in the vehicle. CNG will vapourise and
the gas/air mixture which is also highly flammable may lead an explosion
Scenario’s plot:
An external fire from another vehicle blasts the gas cylinders of the CNG vehicle. The CNG
cylinders are kept exposed to the high temperatures and the spreading fire in the tunnel.
Fire and heat cause that the existing pressure regulator (pressure-relief valve) break up or
that the cylinder will leak. The gas will spread out in to the air so that the mixture of gas and
air creates highly flammable hazard which will explode when it will get ignite by sparks and
flames. The gas vapours may travel to a source of ignition and flash back. As well as ignition
sources would enter in the container, the gas would heat rapidly inside and causing an
explosion. Within 10 to 25 minutes of the fire start an explosion of the CNG can occur as
well as the explosion pressure relief is so high that parts of the vehicle can fly away. In a fire,
poisonous gases are produced which leads to a health hazard for the tunnel users [3].

Literature: [1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/MTH.pdf
[2] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/erg_guides/en/Guide_115.pdf (10/12/18)
[3] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB
[4] http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Natural_gas,
[5] https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S001623611630480X?via%3Dihub
[6] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chemical/8823
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FIRE CLASS:
Gaseous Fire

Possible predictions about the new mobility concepts
Scenario – S2CNG: CNG vehicle will get ignite by an outer ignition source [3]
• External fire leads to blast CNG cylinders of a vehicle
• Burning CNG can heat up the cylinders and this leads to a rupture
• CNG will flow out the tank and through an ignition source it will start to burn. The
high radiation leads to ignite the rest of the vehicle (solid material) and other
vehicles nearby
Scenario – S3CNG: Burning overhead line of catenary system will cause a tunnel fire of a
CNG bus
• New mobility concept which could have a technical defect
• Trolleybus is directly exposed to the fire. CNG cylinders are located on the roof. The
heat is going to increase the inside pressure and in case that the pressure relief valve
will not work properly, a high risk of an explosion/fire in tank may occur
Scenario – S4CNG: Technical defect of eRoad could lead to a fire of a CNG vehicle/ CNGHybrid vehicle
• CNG cylinder of a passenger car is located on the upperside. If there is an electric
failure such as an electric shock, this could heat up the CNG as well as it will ignite
and will start to burn

Literature: [1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/MTH.pdf
[2] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/erg_guides/en/Guide_115.pdf (10/12/18)
[3] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB
[4] http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Natural_gas,
[5] https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S001623611630480X?via%3Dihub
[6] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chemical/8823
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FACT SHEET

Alternative Fuel Vehicle/
Natural Gas Vehicle (LNG)

Physical & chemical properties (Liquefied natural gas)
Fire class: Class C/Gaseous fire [1]
Storage temperature: -162°C [2, 3]
Flash point: -188°C [1]
Boiling point: -161°C [1]
Self-ignition temperature: 537°C [1]
Flammable limits in Air: 5 Vol.-% to 16 Vol.-% [2]
Super heat limit: -93°C [3]

FIRE CLASS:
Gaseous Fire

5

3

4

-

Hazards
Hazard

Description

Fire

Value (1:
lowest – 5:
highest)
5

Health

3

LNG leads to acute health effects. Can cause temporary dizziness,
breathing problems as well as loss of coordination [1,4].

Toxic

4

Occurrence of smoke, toxic gases and soot as by-products of the
combustion [1,5].

Extremely flammable gas. It vapourises at atmospheric pressure
and normal ambient temperature. Gas/air mixture can explode
[1,4].

Special
Fire hazard: High risk for tunnel occupants when LNG will get ignite by an ignition source in
tank, it will burn rapidly, increases the pressure and occur an explosion [2]. Risk of explosion
in a confined environment could be in parking garages, workshops and gas stations, etc. [3].
Through the heating up of the LNG in the tank, the boiled fuel leads to an increase of the
pressure inside the tank, so that the tank explodes and creates a torch fire [2].
Health hazard: LNG in high concentrations may lead to suffocation because it reduces oxygen
in air (victim to fresh air and resuscitation) [2]. LNG has as its main component methane.
Inhaling methane can affect the tunnel users. Methane can decrease the amount of oxygen
in the air and cause suffocation with symptoms of headache, dizziness, weakness, nausea,
vomiting, loss of coordination and judgement, it leads to breathing problems and leads to a
loss of consciousness [4]
Toxic hazard: Poisonous gases are produced in a fire. LNG is methane and the same toxic
hazards as CNG. The carbon black reactivity increased significantly with increasing CNG
substitution rate. The soot showed a greater variation in particle. Due to insufficient
development time due to the reduced combustion time, the CNG soot is immature and not
fully formed [5].

Literature:
[1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/LNG.pdf (1/1/19), [2] Nederland Brandweer, Richtlijn LNG,
05/27/2016 versie: 2.00, (11/12/18.), [3] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks
with alternative fuels in road tunnels and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut
AB., [4] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/MTH.pdf (10/12/18), [5] Nithyanandan, K., Lin, Y.,
Donahue, R., Meng, X., Zhang, J., & Lee, C-F. (2016). Characterization of soot from diesel-CNG dual-fuel
combustion in a CI engine. Fuel, 184, 145 -152. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fuel.2016.06.028
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Alternative Fuel Vehicle/
Natural Gas Vehicle (LNG)

Automotive technology
The LNG tank is located next to
the
internal
combustion
engine and under of the
driver’s cabinet. The fuel
injection system introduces
the LNG into the engine’s
combustion chamber for
ignition. A fuel line which is a
metal tube or flexible hose (or
a combination of both) allows
the entering of the fuel into
the engine [2, 3].

FIRE CLASS:
Gaseous Fire

Safety recommendation
The pressure in an LNG tank can build-up if the vehicle is in
a little use or if it has insufficient cooling capacity. To avoid
a blowing off an LNG tank it is important for the driver’s
health to control often the status of the vehicle [2]. If there
exists no LNG leakage, the vehicle’s installations and tank
can be cooled with water (10 L/m²/min) [2]. Extinguish
large LNG fires with water (not in stream) and fog. To
decrease the vapourisation rate of the gas with compressed
air foam (CAF). Small LNG fires can be extinguished with
powder or oxygen in air must be reduced with dry
chemicals or carbon dioxide [2, 3].

Detailed Scenario – S1LNG
Scenario – S1LNG: LNG vehicle catches fire [2,3]
• Collision or lack of safety control of the vehicle may cause a defect of fuel tank
• Intact or ruptured tank construction offers a high passive safety against
irradtion/heating and this can lead to a tunnel fire
• Because of the high temperatures the LNG is going to boil in the tank and the inside
pressure is going to increase, too.
• If the pressure valve cannot handle the LNG outflow the result of all facts could lead
to an explosion in the tank
• Torch fire could appear, and this gives a lot of radiation which could ignite the other
vehicles nearby, too.

Possible predictions about the new mobility concepts
Scenario – S2LNG: LNG Leakage [2]
• Leakage can be recognised by a white mist but the likelihood that the driver will see
the mist is unlikely and this could minimise the opportunity to stop the LNG outflow
Scenario – S3LNG: External ignition source could ignite the LNG tank [2]
• Technical defect of the electrified roadways in eRoad system can heat up the tank
• Fire of another vehicle could ignite the LNG vehicle
• Due to the heating of the LNG tank the pressure inside will increase
Scenario – S4LNG: Internal technical defect in LNG tank [2]
• If the pressure reliefvalve is defect, LNG blows off if the pressure in the tank is too
high
• LNG vehicles have a pressure valve which regulates the inside pressure to avoid a
gas relief
• Driver can recognize a defect if he hears a squeaking of growling noise, but the
general tunnel environment is noisy that it could be difficult to notice any changes
of the vehicle
Literature:
[1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/LNG.pdf (1/1/19), [2] Nederland Brandweer, Richtlijn LNG,
05/27/2016 versie: 2.00, (11/12/18.), [3] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks
with alternative fuels in road tunnels and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut
AB., [4] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/MTH.pdf (10/12/18), [5] Nithyanandan, K., Lin, Y.,
Donahue, R., Meng, X., Zhang, J., & Lee, C-F. (2016). Characterization of soot from diesel-CNG dual-fuel
combustion in a CI engine. Fuel, 184, 145 -152. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fuel.2016.06.028
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Alternative Fuel Vehicle/
Natural Gas Vehicle (LNG)

FIRE CLASS:
Gaseous Fire

Scenario – S5LNG: Fire risk because of detach if the fuel line with the LNG tank [2]
• LNG could blow off the fuel line constantly while driving
• High temperatures in tunnel and hot surfaces can ignite the outflowing LNG or
ignition sparks of the vehicle can also enter the fuel tank which is not protected
anymore after the connection loss
Scenario – S6LNG: Traffic jam in tunnel and burning rails in the eRoad system at the same
time [2]
• LNG vehicle with its tank on the vehicle’s underside is exposed to stand above the
fire and hot surface of the burning rails
• Tank is going to heat up until it ruptures
• LNG boils in tank and can also occur an explosion

Literature:
[1] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/LNG.pdf (1/1/19), [2] Nederland Brandweer, Richtlijn LNG,
05/27/2016 versie: 2.00, (11/12/18.), [3] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks
with alternative fuels in road tunnels and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut
AB., [4] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/MTH.pdf (10/12/18), [5] Nithyanandan, K., Lin, Y.,
Donahue, R., Meng, X., Zhang, J., & Lee, C-F. (2016). Characterization of soot from diesel-CNG dual-fuel
combustion in a CI engine. Fuel, 184, 145 -152. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fuel.2016.06.028
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FACT SHEET

Electric & Conventional
Vehicle

FIRE CLASS:
Electric Fire & Liquid fire

Physical & chemical properties (Lithium Battery: Lithium chloride LiPF6
electrolyte)
Fire class: Electric fires as not defined in the European standards [1]
Ingredients: Lithium chloride (LiPF6) is the organic electrolyte in lithiumion batteries of the electric vehicles. The electrolyte is highly flammable
and leads to be a fire indicator [2]
Flash point: Flashpoint data for this chemical is not available but it is
probably combustible [3]
Boiling point: 1383°C [3]
Melting point: 610°C [3]

5

4

4

4

Physical & chemical properties (Diesel)
Fire class: Class B/Liquid fire [4]
Relative density (air =1): 7 [2]
Flash point: 56 to 69°C [2]
Boiling point: 280 to 340°C [4]
Burning rate: 4 mm/min [4]
Ignition temperature: 210°C [2]
Self-ignition temperature: 225°C [2]
Flammable Limit in Air: 1.3 Vol.-% to 6 Vol.-% [4]

Hazards
Hazard

Fire

Value (1:
lowest – 5:
highest)
5

Health

4

Toxic

4

Special

4

Description

Diesel fuel must be exposed to relatively high ambitient
temperatures before ignition can occur [4]. Emitted gases from
the liquid fire as well as from the vapourising electrolyte are highy
flammable. The electric vehicles ignite through the radiation of the
burning diesel vehicle which leads to electrical failures such as
intakt battery or ruptured battery. A high risk of a second tunnel
fire is caused by the re-ignition of the battery cells [2].
The combustion of diesel and the lithium chloride electrolyte as
well as vehicle’s solid material (tires, interior) release different
toxic gases which lead to irritations, breathing problems, loss of
coordination, suffocation and death [2, 4].
Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, fluoride gas, nickel, cooper,
aluminium, cobalt and lithium are released during a fire of an EV
[2] as well as soot of the diesel fire and EV fire spread out in the
tunnel environment [2, 4].
Delayed thermal-runaway can lead to a re-ignition of the battery,
even after extinguishing measurements, difficulties can happen
because every single electric vehicle can re-ignite to different
times and this could lead to a long-lasting tunnel fire [2].

Literature: [1] http://www.eurofireprotection.com/blog/the-fire-classification-system-in-the-uk/
[2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB (SP Report 2017:14)
[3]https://tools.niehs.nih.gov/cebs3/ntpviews/index.cfm?action=testarticle.properties&cas_number=7
447-41-8 [4] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/ODS.pdf (1/1/2019)
[5] http://blog.cashins.com/blog-0/bid/191511/Industrial-Hygiene-What-is-Soot-and-Why-is-itDangerous [6] https://www.teslarati.com/serious-tesla-transporter-accident-german-autobahnleaves-one-dead/#jp-carousel-51968 [7] https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/car-transporterbursts-flames-destroying-6369051
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Electric & Conventional
Vehicle

FIRE CLASS:
Electric Fire & Liquid fire

Fire hazard: The electrolyte in the Li-ion battery is highly flammable and the diesel has a
relatively low ignition temperature. In the presents of only hot surfaces in the vehicle, it is
enough to ignite both energy carriers. A battery in the battery pack of the vehicle burns with
a flattering-effect and can ignite the other batteries which lead to a higher flammability [2].
Health hazard: The fire with its mixed fuels produces on the one hand corrosive and toxic
gases such as hydrogen fluoride gas (EV) and on the other hand combusted diesel generates
air toxis (CO, NO, NO2, etc.) which are in the combustion of an electric fire, too. The toxins
may cause dizziness, suffocation, irriations and incoordination [2, 4].
Toxic hazard: The soot of a diesel fire is strong and dense and is based on black particles
composed of carbon which is produced by incomplete combustion of fossil fuels. Due to less
oxygen the combustion process of diesel produces soot as a by-product [2, 5]. Soot is a solid
carbon with adsorbed hydrocarbons covered of a vapour/dust phase with chemical exhaust
gases such as CO, NO, NO2 and other harmful hydrocarbons [5]. Diesel soot is visible as an
opaque dark coloured smoke. Particle contaminants have a high content when engines are
run without sufficient oxygen to its completely combust of the fuel [2]. Toxic fumes are
released during an electric vehicle fire. Organic compounds, soot, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide and other by-products of combustion including nickel, cooper, aluminium, cobalt
and lithium are released during a fire. The cumulative mass of HF is higher for an electric
vehicle due to the combustion of the Li-ion battery pack than of a conventional vehicle with
internal combustion engine [2].

Detailed Scenario – S1EV&CV
Scenario – S1EV&CV: Burning car transporter which carries electric vehicles catches fire
and ignites his load [2, 6, 7]
• Fire indicators are based on mechanical damages of the conventional fuel vehicle
(diesel truck) such as ruptured fuel tank, leak in engine compartment, etc.
• Warm tunnel environment, ignition sparks from engine compartment and hot
surfaces of the vehicle will ignite the diesel which is on the ground.
• The burning car transporter will ignite his load due to the high thermal radiation
which leads to warm up the electric vehicles and battery cells.
• Every single electric vehicle will start to burn and even after extinguishing of the
electric vehicle, battery cells can re-ignite and create a new fire
Scenario’s plot:
During a car transportation of eletric vehicles the diesel truck catches fire. There are many
reasons which can lead to a tunnel fire such as mechanical damage (leak in the engine
compartment, ruptured tank) or due to human failure a control loss over the truck (collision).
The attached pictures (Picture 1 and Picture 2) show that these already happened. It may be
assumed that these can happen in tunnels, too. The diesel flows out and pools on the ground.
The relatively low self-ignition temperature and the many hot surfaces in the vehicle as well
as the warm tunnel environment the diesel fuel can ingnites [2].
Literature: [1] http://www.eurofireprotection.com/blog/the-fire-classification-system-in-the-uk/
[2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB (SP Report 2017:14)
[3]https://tools.niehs.nih.gov/cebs3/ntpviews/index.cfm?action=testarticle.properties&cas_number=7
447-41-8 [4] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/ODS.pdf (1/1/2019)
[5] http://blog.cashins.com/blog-0/bid/191511/Industrial-Hygiene-What-is-Soot-and-Why-is-itDangerous [6] https://www.teslarati.com/serious-tesla-transporter-accident-german-autobahnleaves-one-dead/#jp-carousel-51968 [7] https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/car-transporterbursts-flames-destroying-6369051
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Electric Fire & Liquid fire

Through the thermal radiation of the burning car transporter the whole electric vehicle
construction will heat up. The high temperatures will (structurally) damage the entire battery
cell so that e.g. the organic eleytrolyte (LiPF6) heats up inside the cell. All given fire indicators
heat (energy), ignition source (burning car transporter, ignition sparks) and available oxygen
in battery call as well new oxygen which is transported by the existing ventilation systems,
support the thermal runaway. Oxygen will release from the overheated cathode; the given
energy is the heat from outside (thermal radiation of burning vehicle) as well as the heat is
given inside the battery cell. Another possible fire scenario could also be that a ruptured
battery cell due to a collision will start to burn as well as the diesel-fueled car transporter
starts to burn separately but at the same time [2].
The whole ignition process passes to the other transported electric vehicles and ignite them,
too. After a time, oxygen in the air will become less that the diesel fire will extinguish itself.
But the battery cells of the electric vehicles can re-ignite themselves. Even after the
extinguishing measurments of the firefighters, it still exists the fire hazard by the re-ignition.
Due to the tunnel fire of these fuel mixture the air quality, soot formation and toxic gases
which come from the fire leads to a dangerous health hazard. Related to the health hazard
and fire hazard the evacuation out of the tunnel lead to difficulties [2].

Picture 1:Collision between conventional vehicle and
Tesla car transporter [6]

Picture 2:Car transporter bursts into flames and
destroyes his load in open area [7]

Possible predictions about the new mobility concepts
Scenario – S2EV&CV: Due to a technical defect self-driving electric vehicle could collide
with a conventional/alternative vehicle
• Mixture of different fire classes poses new challenges to tunnel safety
• Technical failure in software of self-driving vehicle leads to a loss of control (Risk of
a tunnel accident)
• Fuel leakage/Structual intact and ruptured battery cells in EV as a basis for a fire

Literature: [1] http://www.eurofireprotection.com/blog/the-fire-classification-system-in-the-uk/
[2] Jonatan Gehandler, Peter Karlsson, Lotta Vylund, 2017: Risks with alternative fuels in road tunnels
and underground garage, SP Sveriges Tekniska Forskningsinstitut AB (SP Report 2017:14)
[3]https://tools.niehs.nih.gov/cebs3/ntpviews/index.cfm?action=testarticle.properties&cas_number=7
447-41-8 [4] https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/ODS.pdf (1/1/2019)
[5] http://blog.cashins.com/blog-0/bid/191511/Industrial-Hygiene-What-is-Soot-and-Why-is-itDangerous [6] https://www.teslarati.com/serious-tesla-transporter-accident-german-autobahnleaves-one-dead/#jp-carousel-51968 [7] https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/car-transporterbursts-flames-destroying-6369051
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Risk Assessment

Other measures

Result

Measures taken

Exposure
probability

After actions
Consequence

Result

Danger situation

Exposure
probability

Description / type of
operation

Consequence

Before actions

Private tunnel rescue teams

3

2

6

Through fire alarm and radio aided
rescue such as firefighters and
amulance can help the from fire
affected people

General

Fire

Tunnel fire leads to personal and property damage. If the evacuation
phase can not be reached the tunnel users may suffer from burn or die

Air quality

Soot and fire smoke with its toxic gases lead to dizziness, incoordination,
breathing problems and it may lead to death

Visibilty

Lights

Smoke propagation reduces the visibility, which is necessary for the
evacuation.
Poor lighting increases risk of not seeing foreign objects, increases
tiredness and reduces the duration time for self-rescue during a tunnel
accident

5

4

5

5

20

Creating of escape routes in tunnel and rescue containers. Installation of
communication and alarm systems which are connected to the nearby fire
department and hospital. Installation of technical elements, such as ventilation, fire
resistant doors, etc.
Fire resistant rescue door and exhaust dampers may reject smoke from the escape
routes. Ventilation system should be set correctly. Rescue containers should be
installed in tunnel to rescue lost tunnel users. Dust masks should be available in
every rescue container and near the SOS-telephone. Installation of exhaust dampers
against the smoke. Ventilation should change its programs automatically after a fire
alarm

2

2

4

3

2

6

25

5

4

20

Smoke detection should give an alarm and starts the automatically control of
technical safety elements. Ventilation system regulates the air flow velocity (e.g.
changes the critical velocity) for reducing the smoke. Exhaust dampers dissipate
smoke in tunnel

3

4

12

High-risk areas should be better illuminated

2

1

2

5

5

25

Ventilation is kept on running at all time. Gas measuring instruments (monitoring CO,
NO2 & NH3) and fire smoke detection system should be installed in the tunnel

2

1

2

20

Alcohol tests should be present in vehicles and these tests should become
mandatory. Sufficient sleep for truck drivers is necessary to extend the driver's Auxiliary device system e.g. sleep
concentration and concentration time for the ride (Lack of concentration as the detection in motor vehicles,
cause of a collision)
especially in trucks

2

2

4

20

Alcohol tests should be present in vehicles and these tests should become
mandatory.

Traffic

Air quality

Human behaviour

Traffic in tunnel causes pollution, dust and smoke. Exhaust gases are
emitted as a result of the combustion of fuels (fossil fuels as well as
alternative fuels) in which HC (hydrocarbons) are converted with NOx
(nitrogen oxides), CO (carbon monoxide), CO2 (carbon dioxide) and SO2
(sulfur dioxide)

Danger of an accident according to collision with other vehicle users

5

Danger of an accident according to influence of controlled substances of
the driver while driving

5

4
4
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Measures taken
Preventive measure: Annual reminders on the performance of the tests, otherwise
high penalties for violations
To prevent collision and other actions, tunnel operators should set speed limits

Other measures

Adapting
to
regulations

the

Result

4

Exposure
probability

Result

Ignorance or missing of annual test of vehicle safety (MOT test)

After actions
Consequence

Danger situation

Exposure
probability

Description / type of
operation

Consequence

Before actions

3

1

3

2

2

4

European

Driving speed

Speeding in tunnel may lead to a loss of the driver's vehicle

5

4

20

Unexpected fire

Danger of an accidents according to mechanical damage (tank rupture,
leak)

5

4

20

Danger of an accident according to faulty charging equipment (connection
to electrified road system) which may cause an ignition source

5

4

20

Ignorance of manual for the electric vehicle can lead to an accident

5

4

20

3

4

12

A control before driving is a obligatory

3

2

6

2

1

2

Transportation of goods

Faulty fixation
Marking

Danger of an accident according to falling objects from vehicle. Falling
objects can obstruct the driver's view and the other drivers (low riders)
Danger of an accident according to missing marking of hazardous goods

4

4

16

Preventive measure: Marking the hazardous goods to inform the other tunnel
occupants while driving

Danger of spark formation in the electrified railways, which may ignites the
vehicles from below, e.g. vehicles with their fuel tank located on the
underside

4

3

12

Damaged electrified rails should be absorb with earth, sand and non-combustible
material o stop the sparks (ignition source)

2

1

2

Danger of an accident due to a failure of decapsing the charging arm of the
rails during a driver's overtaking.

3

3

9

Danger of an accident according to faulty charging equipment (connection
to electrified road system), which may cause an ignition source

5

4

20

Ignorance of manual and missing knowledge for electric vehicles can lead
to an accident

5

4

20

Danger of an accident according to erroneous connection in the computersupporting program of the trucks. It can lead to a collision in tunnel
because one truck is not under control

5

4

20

Test drive and control of all computer programs before (long) journeys

2

1

2

Danger of a second tunnel fire caused by re-ignition of the battery cell in
electric vehicles or hybrids

5

4

20

After extinguishing, fire fighters and rescue teams should secure the fire location and
should eliminate all ignition sources, which could be lead to a re-ignition.

3

3

9

Leakage of the flammable electrolyte from the battery may lead to
another fire if ignition sources are nearby the fire location

4

4

16

Spilled electrolyte should be absorbed with earth, sand or non-combustible materials

2

1

2

Danger of an accident according to faulty charging equipment (connection
to electrified road system) which may cause an ignition source

5

4

20

Public service providers should regularly check their charging cables. Private electric
vehicle users should also regulary control their vehicles and charging equipment.
Charging equipment should be tested and signed

2

1

2

Ignorance of manual and missing knowledge for electric vehicles can lead
to an accident

5

4

20

Mobility concepts

Electrified railways

Charging equipment

Self-driving convoy
technology / Selfdriving vehicles

Electric vehicle fires

Charging of electric vehicles

Charging equipment
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